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Abstract

This study is concerned with Arabic phonology.
In particular it deals with morphophonemic alternations 
in standard Arabic and Kuwait dialect. The research is 
carried out within the framework of generative phonology. 
The work is arranged in four parts. Part one is a 
theoretical introduction which includes an outline of 
the different views on the phoneme since early in the 
century, phonemic analyses, taxonomic and systematic,
■the different variants of the phoneme, and the different 
thoughts on treating alternations are all reviewed. 
Similarly, an outline is provided on the theory of 
generative phonology. The first impression of it - the 
transformational view - and its strong abstraction is 
discussed. The other version of generative phonology - 
the natural view - which came as a reaction to the trans
formational abstractness is also outlined.

Part two is devoted to standard Arabic. It is 
divided into two sections. The first of which deals 
with the phonological system. This includes a discussion 
on the vocalic system, the consonantal system, the 
syllable structure, assimilation and stress. Section 
two deals with the morphophonemic alternations in the 
language, both masculine and feminine.

Part three, is concerned with Kuwait dialect. It is 
also divided into two sections, the first of which 
discusses the phonological system of the dialect in the 
same way that the first section of part two discusses
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the phonological system of standard Arabic. Section two of 
part three deals with the morphophonemic alternations in the 
dialect in the same way that section two of part two deals 
with the morphophonemic alternations in standard Arabic.

Part four attempts to account for the phonological 
dissimilarities between standard Arabic and Kuwait dialect. 
Such dissimilarities are grouped under: emphatic influence, 
phonemic merger, phonemic split, vowel insertion and 
deletion, vowel raising, syllable structure, and neutral
ization .
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Preface

Obviously, every speaker knows his language perfectly 
and is capable of recognizing what is and what is not correct. 
However, in every day communication, speakers conversing with 
one another do make mistakes, slips of the tongue, etc. due, 
maybe, to personal or societal reasons or both.

This actual use of language in concrete situations, or 
what the speaker/hearer actually does is termed "performance". 
Performance is not of the greatest interest to theoretical 
linguistics, although it is studied in greater detail in
sociolinguistics.

Human brain has the capacity to acquire and master 
language, to interpret infinite number of sentences and to 
produce perfect language. The objective of any linguistic 
investigation is primarily to reveal what transformational 
grammarians call 'the tacit knowledge' of the native speaker 
about his language. This knowledge, which is also termed 
'competence1, is described as psychological, perfect and 
normally unconscious (Chomsky and Halle 1968). It is this 
native speaker's competence which underlies his performance, 
and which the linguist wishes to describe and to state 
systematically, and in as simple and economical set of rules 
as possible.

CO

is I v - ly i jmst io  Ji $ J o & s  th z ,

fc.-rv* o r j & r  to c .s ta  6£ is l>  ruJes o f  a  t a ^ a .
u ^ js j ^  ,
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Part One 
Introduction

The phoneme

The literature on phonology seems to show that, all 
phonologists differentiate between two areas: phonetic 
units (phones), and phonemic units (phonemes). But they 
have different views on the basic assumptions about the 
nature of phonology.

The phoneme has been looked at in a lot of different 
views. The main views of defining the phoneme can be out
lined as follows:

1. The mental view
(1)Baudouin de Courtenay and his followers (e.g. Sapir)

consider the phoneme from a psychological point of view.
That is, as a mental reality, the intention of the speaker
or the impression of the hearer, or both. So, an image of
the sound is idealized in the mind of the native speaker.

(2)This view has been criticized later . For example, 
Twaddell (1935) believes that the mental view "fails to 
meet the requirement of methodological feasibility". 
Furthermore, he accuses it of trying to identify an identity 
(i.e. the mind) which is inaccessible. And thus the view 
was considered a guess which ensures no advantage.

(1) In their early works Trubetzkoy and R. Jakobson 
followed the mental view of the phoneme, but later they 
both abandoned it. .

(2) By the American structuralists.



The functional v i e w

The 'refined* view of the Prague school in defining the 
phoneme seems to be summed up in Trubetzkoy (1939) where the 
phoneme is looked at neither on the basis of its psychological 
nature nor on the basis of its relation to the phonetic 
variants but purely and solely on the basis of its function 
in the system of language.

In "Project ..." TCLP ^ ^  IV the phoneme is defined as 
the minimal phonological unit "unites phonologique non 
susceptible d'etre dissociee en unites phonologiques plus 
petites et plus simples". Prague phonologists are clearly 
influenced by F. de Saussure. They established 'phonological 
opposition1, defined as a difference of sound which may 
distinguish meanings. This phonological opposition, according 
to them, is the fundamental concept upon which other defini
tions were to be based.

The analysis in terms of distinctive features is 
ike,

characteristic ofy(Prague school. This has been rejected by 
Bloomfield and most of his successors as purely phonetic.

The physical view
For D, Jones and L. Bloomfield, the phoneme is a physical 
unit. Jones, who is interested in language teaching and 
orthography (like K. Pike) defines the phoneme as a family 
of sounds which are related in character and are used so 
that no one member ever occurs in a word in the same phonetic 
context as any other member.

(I) Project d'une terminologie phonologique standardises'. 
Travaux du cercle linguistique de Prague IV.
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Unlike Prague phonologists, he did not mention the 
distinctive function of the phoneme in his definition, but 
in fact we can say that according to Jones the distinctive 
function is used in determining speech sounds. This is 
clear from the fact that he considers the discovery of 
minimal pairs the fastest and safest method of establishing 
the phonemes of a language.

Bloomfield (1933) defines the phoneme as na minimum 
unit of distinctive sound-feature ... these distinctive 
features occur in lumps or bundles" P.79. On another 
occasion he calls it "the smallest unit which makes a diff
erence in meaning" P.136. 

n^M ^b^r o f
/(the American structuralists reject the view that the 

phoneme is a physical unit. Twaddell (1935) believes that 
the physical features of the phonemes have not been found
experimentally. His own view of the phoneme is that it is
« . . .  »an abstractional fictitious unit.

4. The class view
Most of the American structuralists (the post- 

Bloomfieldians) share the notion of "class" constituting 
the phoneme. But they used different methods for estab
lishing them. Bloch (1948) believes that a class rather 
than a feature is what constitutes the phoneme.

Bloch and Trager (1942) define the phoneme as "a class 
of phonetically similar sounds contrasting and mutually 
exclusive with all similar classes in the language".

Comment
Of all four views above, the function and class views 

seem to me to be the most practically appealing ones,
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particularly the latter; and it is adopted by the generative 
phonologists.

However, Twaddell’s criticism of the mental and physical 
views does not seem to be good enough to reject them; 
although it is clear that in terms of practice, the mental 
view is of little help. I would argue, though, that his 
criticism of them is rather short-sighted. This is because 
the fact that the mind is inaccessible now, and the physical 
features have not yet been found experimentally does not 
mean that the mind does not perceive an image of the phoneme 
and the physical features of the phoneme do not exist.

Twaddell’s mistake, it seems, is that he took human 
knowledge, at a certain stage, to be an unquestionable law.
In reality, nobody can tell whether or not human knowledge 
is going to be advanced enough as to explore mind in this 
respect or to analyse - in complete detail - the speech 
organs.

Furthermore, Twaddell's own definition of the phoneme 
as an 'abstractional fictitious unit’ does not seem to have 
a lot.of merit - and that is using his own argument against 
the mental and the physical views. In other words, an 
abstractional fictitious unit has not yet been found 
experimentally.

I believe that all the views above - including 
Twaddell’s - are acceptable depending on what angle one is 
looking at the phoneme from. In practice, however, i.e. 
phonological analysis, the class view seems to be the most 
helpful of them all and the one that is still in fashion.
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Allophones

All phonologists of various schools recognise the fact 
that there are "forms" of one and the same phoneme. Such 
forms appear in specifiable circumstances. The terminology 
of such forms differ from one school to another. Prague 
school calls them variants (combinatory and facultative).

Daniel Jones calls the variety of sounds a speaker uses 
1variphones and diaphones'. Bloomfield was not much interested 
in these forms of the same phonemes. He mentioned 'secondary 
phonemes' by which he meant stress and tone (1933) pp.90-92.
The successors of Bloomfield use the term 'allophone1 for a 
phonetic realization of a phoneme in a particular environment. 
This term is the most used in rC-CS-fit- . works and will 
be adopted in this study. Example of an allophone:

In Spanish the voiced stops /b/ /d/ and /g/ spirantize 
into [/?] [%] and [X] in intervocalic position.

banca 'bench' [la yffanka] 'the bench'
demora 'delay' [la femora] 'the delay'
gana 'desire1 [la Xana] 'the desire’

That is, the intervocalic position is responsible for 
the spirantation of {0 ,^ and y ] , elsewhere they do not 
spirantize. Accordingly [/3], [ft] and [X] are allophones 
of the phonemes /b / , / 6! and /g/ respectively.

Free variation

When two forms appear in the same environment without 
changing the meaning, they are called free variants.

In English, final voiceless stops occur both aspirated 
and unaspirated. [maep'J or [map°] 'map' [caet**] or [cast0]
'cat'.
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These different phones do not affect the phonemic 

inventory of a language

Overlapping

Bloch (1941) points out that it is possible to assign 
one phone once to one phoneme and another time to a different 
phoneme depending on the environment.

In Danish /t/ and /d/ in syllable - final position are
pronounced [d] and [’b] respectively.

/hat/ [had] 'hat1
/had/ [ha$] ’hate’

but
/tag/ [tag] ‘roof1
/dag/ [dag] 'day1

Accordingly, [d] of * daj?1 must be assigned to the phoneme 
/d/, but [d] of 'hat1 must be assigned to the phoneme /t/.

This shows that it is not possible to predict what 
phoneme a given phone will be assigned to on the basis of 
its phonetic character alone. Instead one must evaluate the 
phonetic data on the basis of the whole phonological system 
of the language (cf. 1 biuniqueness‘ in Chomsky ( 1964).

Neutralization

a) Partial: that is overlapping.
b) Complete: that is when successive occurrences of a sound

in the same environments are sometimes assigned to one 
phoneme, and sometimes assigned to another phoneme.

(1) Labov (1971) suggests that free variants often have 
sociological significance.
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An example of complete neutralization would be the phonemes 
/d/ and ft/ in English, in an intervocalic position as in 
rider/writer or bedding/betting in American English.

Grammar and phonemic analysis

Hockett (1942) makes it clear that phonological analysis 
must not assume any part of the grammar. He, and other 
phonologists, who follow the same line of thought, do not 
believe in 'mixing the levels' in linguistic research. To 
them, a phonemic analysis should be justified on the basis 
of phonetic grounds only. So, they established a 'discovery 
procedure' which progresses by well-defined steps and by 
which the elements of a given text can be isolated and 
classified. Some of them, e.g. Harris, Bloch, Hodge treat 
junctures as phonemes. Briefly, their theory requires four 
conditions for phonemic analysis:
1. Linearity: each sequence of a phoneme is associated

with one or more phones such that if (A) follows (B) 
then the phone(s) with (A) also follow(s) those with (B).

2. Invariance: each phoneme is associated with a set of
definite features which is present whenever the phoneme 
occurs.

3. Biuniqueness: each sequence of phones is represented
by a unique sequence of phonemes and vice versa.

4. Local determinacy: the unique phonemic representation
corresponding to a given phonetic form can be determined 
by purely phonetic considerations.
Later phonologists, especially the transformationalists' 

school, reject the above outlined principals for phonological
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analysis calling it 'taxonomic phonemics', a term which 
implies an accusation that earlier schools i.e. Prague and 
Bloomfield, and his successors were concerned only with 
segmentation and classification of phonetic data. Con
sequently achieving only observational adequacy.^^^

Let us look briefly at the transformationalists' reaction. 
To discard the claim that grammatical information is not 
necessary, it is pointed out that for some words in English, 
stress placement cannot be predicted without reference to 
grammar. Consider the following:

Noun Verb
/ yobject object

/ /protest protest
✓ /subject subject

So, when the word is a noun, stress falls on the first 
syllable, and when it is a verb it falls on the second.

In Nupe (Hyman, 1970 a) is! is pronounced [S] before 
/i/ e.g. /si/ — ^ [si] 'to buy', but /sa/ 'to cut', is 
pronounced [sa]. Nupe creates nouns from verbs by process
of reduplication, e.g. [Si] 'to buy' — sisi 'buying'
(the vowel in the reduplicated prefix is frequently [i]. 
However, when a verb like /sa/ 'to cut' is reduplicated it

■* Vis pronounced [sisa] and not [sisa] as one would expect.
Moreover, [Sisa] meaning 'to buy a chair1 exists in Nupe.

’to
Thus, if we were/rely entirely on phonetics we will be 
forced to conclude that the difference between [s] and [s] 
is distinctive because [sisa] and [Sisa] constitute a

(1) Jorgensen, E.F. (1975)
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minimal pair. Hyman argues, thus, that such a minimal pair,
which is possible only when one of the forms is a noun 

rederived through/duplication, should not be allowed to destroy 
the complementary distribution of [s] and [£] in the language, 
which is otherwise completely general. So, with a minimum 
grammatical information, i.e. Nupe speakers palatalize /s/ 
to [&] before /i/ except in such cases of duplication, we 
can predict when to find [s] and when to find [§].

Grammatical boundaries (junctures) should be known in 
phonemic analysis. Consider the following example from 
fe?fe? - Bamileke (Hyman 1975).
(A) po 'hand' mbo

pe; 'accept' m b e :
pwa 'two' ntam pwa
pi: 'profit' turn pi:

'hands'
'accept'
'two hearts'
'send the profit'

(B) vap 
9 gap 
p u :

'whip' vabi
'hen' ^gaba
'children' pe: pu:

'whip him/her'
'my hen'
'accept the children'.

In (A) we notice that "p b / m — " but this rule could 
not apply where there is a full word boundary as in the last 
two examples, "ntam ## pwa" and "turn ## pi:". Similarly, 
in (B) , "p -»• b/v-v" and this could not apply where there 
is a full word boundary as in the last example "pe: ## pu:. 
Thus, the internal word boundary did not block the application 
of the rule, while the full word boundary does. Therefore, 
by reference to boundaries (grammatical information) we can 
be saved from the mistake of assigning *b 1 and 'p' as two 
phonemes which the phonetic data alone would suggest.
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Also, in words like 'bedding* and 'betting' one must know if 
'bed' and 'bet' are words (morphemes) that exist by themselves. 
And this is of course grammatical information.

As for treating junctures as phonemes, and excluding 
grammatical information, as in some works of Harris, Bloch 
and Hodge, it was later pointed out by Pike (1947) that to 
follow such a line of thought means that the analyst writes 
spaces which he does not hear. He would locate the spaces 
properly only if he uses his knowledge of the grammar, other
wise he.would locate a lot of spaces in the wrong places. 
Further, those who adhere to grammar exclusion in phonemic 
analysis seem to be unable to put their theory into practice. 
In their analyses they failed to account for the junctures and 
to describe them without reference to grammar. Accordingly, 
no solid ground could be found for considering junctures as 
phonemes. Pike asserts "in many languages certain grammatical 
units - say 'words' have as one of their characteristics the 
induction of subphonemic modification of some of the sounds. 
When modifiable sounds happen to occur at the borders of 
such units, the juncture becomes phonologically recognizable" 
Pike (1947). However, it has been known as "Pike heresy" 
that morphological boundaries must be considered in the 
establishment of phonemes, and prosodic features and junctures 
in particular cannot be described without doing this. Put 
briefly, phonological facts are interwoven with grammatical 
facts.

Chomsky (1964) criticized the four conditions of 
taxonomic phonemic theory as follows:
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1. If the linearity condition is to be maintained, then 
'can’t*, which is sometimes realized as [kast] might be 
analysed as /klet/ instead of the correct form /kaent/.
This is because there is no phonetic basis for locating 
the vowel nasality after the vowel itself. Also, in 
writer/rider, the phonetic difference lies in the 
dipthong, but phonologically it should be related to the

A

following consonant.
2. The invariance condition can be dispensed with by the same 

examples mentioned in the linearity condition above and 
by examples of partial overlapping,

3. The biuniqueness condition is criticized because it rules 
out a morphophonemic representation as the only phono
logical representation as, generally, it is not related to 
the phonetic representation biuniquely.

4. The local determinacy condition is similar to 3. above.
That is partial overlapping determined by phonetic 
environment is generally permitted, but grammatical conditions 
are rejected.

Morphophonemics

Morphemes are the minimal meaning - carrying linguistic 
forms, e.g. 'wife' (concept: married woman). If there are 
more than one form, belonging to the same meaning and are in 
complementary distribution, e.g. 'wife/wives' then they are 
called morphs (concept: e.g. sg. pi.) of the same morpheme 
.Hockett (1947b). Accordingly, morphs are the minimal 
meaning - carrying units. It should be pointed out that
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morphs do not have to be phonetically similar. 'Wife/wives' 
are members of the same morpheme and so are the plural 
endings '-s' and 1-en1, and also the suppletive forms go/went. 
Morphs belonging to the same root morpheme are called allo- 
morphs (concept: e.g. sg. <s6, pl.s). Allomorphs, then, are 
members of the same morpheme just as allophones are members 
of the same phoneme. That is an allomorph is a variant of a 
morpheme occurring in certain positions.

However, it is not always easy to divide a word into 
morphs. As a word like ’’beautifullyM is divided into 
'beauti-ful-ly’, there are other cases which are less 
straightforward. Examples like ’fish’, ’sheep’ and the tense 
in verbs like ’put’ and ’cut’ have what Hockett (1947b) calls 
zero-morphs, Examples like ’speak/spoke’, ’man/men1 have 
what is called replacive morphs. It should be pointed
out though, that the label ’morph’ is not widely used.
Instead, ’morpheme1 is used for both lexical and alternant 
cases.

It was Bloomfield (1939b) who set a special level in 
linguistic analysis which is separate from phonemics and 
called it morphophonemics. The basic units at this level are 
morphophonemes. It is a particular method of describing alter
nations; and, in essence, it is quite similar to Prague school 
morphonology, Trobetzkoy (1931). Example:

In German, voiced obstruents are devoiced in syllable- 
final position,.for example, ‘rat’, ’advice’, and ’rad’ ’wheel’ 
are both pronounced [ra:t]. Here, the final 1t 1 has to be

(1) Zero and replacive morphs are called by Bloomfield zero 
and substitution alternants respectively.
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accounted for. Prague school introduced what is called 
an archiphoneme represented as a capital segment, i.e. 'T' 
in this case, which, as far as voicing is concerned, is [zero 
voiced], but shares all the properties common to both 
phonemes It I and / d / - Thus I Tat I and /raid/ will be represented 
as /ra:T/.

The American structuralists, on the other hand, have to 
represent both as /ra:t/. This is because they
adhere to the principle that the phoneme is a class of phon
etically similar sounds. And that in fact rules out complete 
overlapping, i.e. neutralization.

However, the two solutions above fail to explain ade
quately the fact that the 't1 in [red:] 'advice1 alternates 
with 11 1 i.e. it is underlying /1/; while the 11 1 in [r<*t] 
'wheel' alternates with 'd', i.e. it is underlying Id/.
To solve the problem, then, a rather abstract level called

mic
'the morphopheme/ level' was introduced. The main idea is to 
make it possible to give one representation to each morpheme 
and consider it the base; and derive all other allomorphs 
from that base. The basic representations for the German 
examples, then, can be traT} where 'T! is a morphophoneme 
which is sometimes i.e. specific environments, represented 
by /t/, and sometimes by /d / .

The generative view

The generativists look at the grammar of a human language 
as "a system of rules that specifies this sound-meaning 
correspondence". Chomsky and Halle (1968). Further, a 
grammar should not only be descriptive but also capable of 
predicting all possible sentences, and rejecting unacceptable
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ones. This is the core of generativeness, and descriptive 
methods are dealt with from this point of view.

Levels of adequacy postulated by Chomsky (1964) are taken 
into consideration by generative analysts. Here is an outline 
of these levels:
1. Observational adequacy: a description which accounts for 

the units in a given corpus. For example, a rule which 
states that in a combination of 'b-ik' in English, only 
'r' is found.

2. Descriptive adequacy: to establish more general rules
which go beyond the data and account for the actually
found forms and permit the prediction of non-occurring
ones. An example of such rules is: 'only a liquid can
occur between ’b' and a vowel in English'.

3. Explanatory adequacy: this concerns the theory, not the
individual grammar. To achieve this level of adequacy, 
there must be basis in the theory according to which a 
descriptively adequate grammar is selected among observa^ 
tionally adequate ones. For example, a rule which says that 
only a liquid occurs between 'b1 and a vowel, is better 
than a rule which says that only 'r' can occur in the 
combination 'b-ik'. That is,the former rule is more general 
and explicit than the latter.
In generative phonology, the analysis is morphophonemic, 

that is, one underlying form is set up for each morpheme, and 
all other forms can be derived from that basic form by rules. 
Postal (1968) put it clearly that "phonological structure is 
essentially 'morphophonemic1 in character, i.e. that it is 
concerned fundamentally with the question of how the pronun-
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ciation of whole sentences is predicted from the inherent 
phonological properties of individual morpheme." p.197.

This line of thought, obviously, presupposes a division 
of inflection and derivation into minimal units and grammatical 
analysis, and is more connected with the lexicon than tradi
tional phonemic analysis. However, unlike traditional phono- 
logists, what interests those in the generative school is not 
"systems of units", but the structure of morphemes and the 
rules which convert a given underlying form into various 
surface forms.

However, in establishing the underlying form for a word 
there are four points that should be taken into consideration. 
They are:
1. Predictability: that is to choose a phonological alterna

tion to be the underlying form, if other alternations can 
be predicted. For example, if the German "ra:t", 'wheel1 
is represented phonemically as /ra:t/, and we know the 
't' alternates with 'd' intervocalically, then apart 
from a need for a rule of voicing the 't 1 in certain 
positions, 'ra:t'is phonetically similar to another word 
meaning ’advice', and whose final 't' does not alternate 
with 'd!. Here it would be impossible to predict which 
't1 alternates with 'd', and which 't' does not. 
Accordingly, representing the German word for wheel as 
/ra:d/ is much more reasonable because we need only one 
rule to devoice the 'd1 in final positions.

2. Economy: this means fewer phonemes; and an analysis 
which establishes fewer phonemes usually has a lot more 
complexity in, phonological rules. For. example, it is
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more economical and simpler to represent the English word 
'sing' as /sing/ rather than /sirj/. For the former 
representation i.e. /sing/ a rule of homorganic nasal 
assimilation is needed which yields [sigg] and another 
rule which deletes the final 'g1. However, if we were 
to accept the representation /sir)/ then a 'g1 must be 
inserted in 'longer' but not in 'singer'. Further, if 
only /ng/ is postulated, then the 'g' would be deleted 
in 'singer' but not in 'longer'.

3. Pattern congruity: this point requires that a solution
conforms to the overall pattern of the phonological 
system. For example, as mentioned in 2. above, if we 
accept a phoneme /g/ we cannot explain why it does not 
appear initially like /m/ or /n/. But accepting /ng/ 
suggests that the phonetic form [rj] does not appear 
initially simply because /mb/, /nd/, and /ng/ do not 
appear initially, and this is a general overall pattern 
in the language.

4. Plausibility: this point favours a solution which appears
to be more natural. For example, deriving [&] from /s/ 
before front vowels is a natural assimilatory rule, i.e.

palatality. On the other hand, to say that s — > s does 
not seem to be plausible or a natural assimilation.

N. Chomsky and M. Halle (1968) advocate a theory of 
transformational generative phonology (henceforth TGP). 
Under that theory, phonological rules apply sequentially-, 
each rule applies only once and on the output of a previous

That is in [&i] both segments agree in



rule. The distance between the U.F. and the S.F. can be 
little (where the analysis would be termed concrete), or it 
can be very wide indeed (and the analysis would be called 
abstract). To an extent, the concreteness and the abstractness 
correspond to item-and-arrangement and item-and-process 
respectively. Let us look at some examples:
Concrete analysis

Here, the alternating morphophonemes are actually stated 
in the U.F. The S.Fs are then derived by rules that select 
one alternant in each environment. For example, the U.F. for 
'electric1 alternating with 'electricity', 'electrician' 
would be as follows:

The disjunction in the item-and-arrangement is represented 
at the level of the allomorph, that is /electrik/ui /electris/ 

/electrik/.
Such an analysis, which uses disjunctive U.Fs tend to make 

morphophonemic representation maximally concrete, e.g. 
Trobetzkoy's morphophonemes.

However, the concrete analysis has been criticized for 
being redundant. That is, the information is given twice; 
once in the U.F. and once more in the derivation. This might 
be understood as indicating exceptions to regular processes,
i.e. when a morpheme does not undergo an alternation where it 
should have done so, its U.F. is made to exclude this alter
nation. Accordingly, this approach makes an exception to 
everything it applies to.
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Abstract analysis
TGP is known to be a very powerful theory which allows 

a great deal of abstractness. To take but a few examples, 
the word "resign", which can be transcribed phonetically as 
[riyzayn], was given the U.F. /re=sign/. That is,[iy] is 
assigned U.F. /e/, a morphological boundary is imposed /=/ 
and [ay] is assigned U.F. /ig/, i.e. a completely different 
vowel with a consonant which is not realized phonetically.

Lightner (1971) suggests to assign U.Fs. for English 
from proto-Germanic stage. For example, the alternation 
between [f] and [p], [$] and [t], and [h] and [k]:

foot pedestrian
jfather paternal
full plenary
mother maternal
father paternal
brother fraternal
heart cardiac
horn uniporn
hound panine

Although this is hard to accept, the main point seems to 
be that this thoery knows no limits.

Finally, another example of abstractness is the analysis 
of Nupe by Hyman (19 70). He states that the morpheme 
structure of Nupe is (V)CVCV, and that structure is violated 
by the clusters CW and CY which occur only before /a/. He 
also states that in Nupe consonants are labialized before 
rounded back vowels, and palatalized before unrounded front 
vowels. That is:
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[+cons.] +rnd• | / v
+high / —  [+rnd.]

[+cons.] -back
+high / v

[-back]

Accordingly:

E t c .

He then pointed out that before /a/ there is no such comple
mentary distribution but a three-way contrast CW, CY and C. 
For example:

egwa 'hand'
egya 'blood'
ega 'stranger'

To account for this phenomenon, Hyman invents two phonemes,
CO

lo! and /£/ and claims that each of these phonemes is the • 
U.F. of an [a] in the S.F. That is, /o/ is the U.F. of [a] 
where labialization takes place, and /£/ is the U.F. of [a] 
where palatalization takes place. This is as well as another 
phoneme which is /a/ in both U.F. and S.F. and before which 
no labialization or palatalization takes place. Further, 
Hyman thinks that /> / and /£./ neutralize absolutely to [a] in 
the surface. That is:
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v ""-i-back
[+low] — -rnd.

In reality, the phonemes which Hyman invents do not exist in 
the Nupe language, and the Nupe speakers do not know them. 
Furthermore, Hyman himself states that those phoneme do not 
have any historical existence in the language; "the positing 
of /=>/ and /£/ is clearly unjustified from a purely historical 
point of view" (Hyman 1970 p.67).

It seems clear then that according to TGP the analyst 
would feel free to the extent that he can posit to a S.F. an 
U.F. which may never have existed either in the synchronic or 
in the diachronic data of the language. This would imply that 
there are no limits whatsoever, and one can relate the S.F. 
to anything one fancies and explain the data according to what 
one believes to be the case. With such examples of abstract
ness in mind, one feels justified to believe that TGP is 
capable of accounting for almost any data, even if it is not 
a natural language.

The power of TGP has been realized quite early in the 
early stages of the theory; and consequently not only con
straints were set up to limit the abstractness, but also a 
different branch of generative phonology was introduced in 
the early years of the last decade.
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Constraints on TGP

Kiparsky (1968a) accepts, as a linguistic fact, the 
phenomenon of context-sensitive neutralization (which he 
calls contextual neutralization) where two distinct segments 
merge into one, but only in specific environments which are 
phonologically or morphologically conditioned, and elsewhere 
each segment is retained. For example:
Phonologically conditioned
In German, obstruents are devoiced word finally, 

rat 'advice'
rad 'wheel'

both words are pronounced [ra:t]. But the final underlying 
obstruent /d/ is retained when something is added, e.g. the 
plural suffix:

rate 'advices'
rader 'wheels'

Morphologically conditioned
In K.D. 'i:' and 'u:' which appear in the imperative mood 
are Collapsed to "a:" in the past tense.

Imper. 
Si:l 'carry1

Past 
Sa : 1 'he carried'

r u : ft. 'go'
sg. masc.

rev :ft 'he went'
£ i :.lay 'carry' ^ a ..1at 'she carried
ru: .hay t g o  *

sg. fern.
ra:.hat 
•

1 she went'
rejects absolute neutralization where two identical

segments are related to different U.Fs. just to satisfy the 
requirements of a rule. This is because certain predictions 
of change in phonological systems based on absolute neutra-
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lization are simply not true; and the theory cannot be 
adjusted to exclude them.

In the Nupe example above, [a] is given even more than 
two U.Fs., namely, /=>/, /.£/ and /a/. And with the absolute 
neutralization the derivation is as follows:
1. /ego/ /eg€/ /ega/
2. egw egy ega
3. egwa ega ega
And we note that the derivation has to take place in the above 
order,

The other freedom in TGP rejected by Kiparsky is what he 
calls 'diacritic use of phonological features' and 'phono
logical use of diacritic features'. In the Nupe situation, 
for instance, the first of these would be positing lot and 
161 and recognizing them responsible for the labialization 
and palatalization respectively. The second, would be 
recognizing the glides 'w' and 'y* responsible for assigning 
to [a] a back or front U.F. i.e. Î> / or IS I depending on 
which glide precedes it. In other words, instead of stating 
back and front vowels and claiming that they cause labiali
zation and palatalization, a quasi-phonological rule 
generalizing the labialization or palatalization to the 
vowel; and accordingly, the vowel, by a late rule, is 
assigned a back or front U.F. Kiparsky discards the two 
solutions as the theory enforces no choice between them 
and the evaluation measure assigns no relative weight to one 
over the other. The solution he suggests is to enter such 
cases in the lexicon as they are and specify them as such.
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The major theme in Kiparsky's paper is the proposal of
an alternation condition which has two alternatives: strong
and weak.
The strong alternation condition
This rules out absolute neutralization completely.
The weak alternation condition
Here the alternation might have to allow absolute neutrali
zation, but it is regarded as quite complex. The alternation 
condition, in this case, would balance out the generalization 
gained by absolute neutralization against some fixed cost 
assigned to it in the theory. The relation of absolute 
neutralization between U.F. and S.F, would still be excluded 
in cases where rule features do the job.

It is not only Kiparsky who reacted to the abstractness
of TGP, but his reaction is well-known and an early one,
Zwicky (1972), for example, postulates twenty-six principles 
in which he criticizes abstractness and recommends the more 
concrete analysis.

N.G.P.
The main concern of constraints proposed to limit the 

power of TGP was in limiting the. abstractness of the U.Fs.
In formulating the theory of NGP Vennemann (1971) proposed 
the no-ordering condition on rules, and the strong naturalness 
condition on U.Fs.
The no-ordering condition
NGP discards the extrinsic rule ordering of TGP where rules 
apply sequentially, each applies once; and an output of a 
rule serves as an input of a following rule, because TGP
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rule-ordering allows abstract analyses. Instead, NGP requires 
that a rule should be allowed to apply more than once, if need 
be, to any form which meets its structural description; and 
not necessarily in a fixed order. This condition eliminates 
some abstractness, for example, in the Nupe situation if 
rule 3. applies before rule 2. then the wrong result is 
obtained, i.e. there would be no justification for labiali
zation and palatalization.
The strong naturalness condition
Under this condition the U.Fs. of non-alternating morphs are 
identical to their S.Fs. For the alternating morphs, however, 
one of the allomorphs is listed in the lexicon in its phonetic 
form, and the others are derived from it. This condition 
does not allow abstractness at all, and thus is considered to 
be the strongest constraint on the abstractness of U.Fs. 
Vennemann’s major constraint was on U.Fs. rather than on 
rules.

Hooper (1976) proposed a condition on rules; she calls
it 'the true generalization condition'. This condition
requires that rules express only surface generalizations
which are true for all S.Fs. and also express the relation
between S.Fs. as directly as possible. This would mean that
speakers formulate rules which are directly based on S.Fs.,
these rules relate one S.F. to another, rather than relating
S.Fs. to U.Fs. In terms of this condition, then, no rule is
allowed to refer' to a non-existing segment. Accordingly,
Hyman's analysis^ which allows positing !°! and /£/, which do 

gLS 'pUonOr'k.ic formi 
not exis ,is ruled out.
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Hooper’s major constraint was on rules rather than on U.Fs. 
This is because, as she believes, U.Fs. are accessible only 
through the rules of the grammar, never directly, and they 
are more difficult to resolve than rules.

In NGP it is important to classify the types of rules.
For example:
Phonological rules (P-rules)
These are phonologically conditioned rules, they describe 
alternations which take place in phonetically specified 
environments. An example of these rules would be the de- 
voicing of obstruents word-finally in German (cf. Kiparsky’s 
contextual neutralization - phonologically conditioned). 
Morphophonemic rules (MP-rules)
These rules change phonological features in morphological, 
syntactic, or lexical environments. For example, the coilpse 
of * i :1 and ’u : ’ of the imperative in K.D. into 'a:' in the 
past tense, (cf. Kiparsky's contextual neutralization - 
morphologically conditioned). Besides these rules there are 
'via rules' to account for unrelated alternations; sylla
bification rules, and morphological spell-out rules.

Natural phonologists emphasize that P-rules and MP-rules 
must be differentiated. They consider this difference as a 
very important innovation in NGP and believe that it makes 
very strong claims about the nature of language.

It should be mentioned, however, that as for the 
expression of phonetically motivated processes, both TGP and 
NGP follow more or less the same line. They part company in 
considering the derivation of morphophonemic alternations.
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TGP adopts the view that it is the result of abstract phono
logical representations and ordered rules, while NGP considers 
it as a function of morphological and lexical categories. 
Furthermore, NGP considers the accessible S.Fs. as the data 
in the analysis, while TGP can employ segments which may not 
exist or even have existed in the language under discussion.
On these grounds, however, NGP is said to be more plausible 
and realistic than TGP.
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Part Two 

Standard Arabic

Introduction
IS

As/we11-known, standard Arabic is the official language 
in the Arab world. It is the language of government adminis
tration, education, mass media and formal speeches. The 
written language in particular is always in the standard form.

The standard form is one and the same all over the Arab 
world. However, there is one sound in Arabic which one might 
find rather different in some regions and that is the phoneme 
/dz/. In general, the anomaly of /d&/ can be specified as 
follows:

1. The Egyptian 'g*

In Egypt /d^/ is rarely used. Instead of it one hears 
‘g ’, not only in the spoken dialect but also in the 
standard. However, it should be made clear that the 
Egyptians know and agree that their 1 g 1 is * a realization 
of /d^/. Furthermore, they do not have a symbol in the 
alphabet to represent their 'g1; they always use the 
symbol for /dz/.

2. The continuant '3*

In north Africa (except Egypt), Lebanon and the western 
parts of Sj^ria, /d&/ is usually not heard. Instead of 
it 13 1 is used. As in Egypt, speakers know and agree 
that their 'J1 is a realization of /dz/. And they do 
not have a symbol in the alphabet to represent their 
'3'; they always use the symbol for /dz/.
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It seems obvious, however, that ' g ’ and ‘3 ’ are only 
substitutions for the standard /d£/ in certain regions of 
the Arab world. Accordingly, in our treatment of standard 
Arabic we shall consider the phoneme /dz/.
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Section One

The phonological system 
of Arabic

Chapter One 

The vocalic system

Vowels Chart

[5]

[a.] 
La: ]

The chart shows the approximation of vowels.

1. [i]> [X] and [f] are allophones of III.

2. [i] and [i:] are allophones of /I:/.

3. [a:], [a] and [a:] are allophones of /a:/.
4. [a], [ae] and [a] are allophones of /a/.
5. [u] and [u ;] are allophones of /u:/.
6. [v] and [u] are allophones of /u/.
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It seems that for the phonological system of Arabic, we can 
make the following statement:

(1) "Phonemically, no words in Arabic end in a short vowel; 
and phonetically, no utterances end in a long vowel.

Let us apply this statement to some examples from the language

I. (1) min Sin.dx
|>lax]

(2) min Sin.di ?aft.mad
[+lax]

(3) min Sin.di  ̂̂
[+tense]

(4) min Sin.di: 
d&a:.pal. pamr

( 5 ) min ba^ . d x
L'-lax]

(6) min ba^j.di faft.mad
[+lax]

( 7) min ba1! . di
[+tense]

(8) min ba^.di: ta:.li.ba:n

!from'

'from Ahmad' 

'from me 1

‘from me, came the order1

after

'after Ahmad1

'after me'

'after me, (are) two 
students'.

In (1) and (5) the words '^in.dx' and 'ba^.di' end in the 
same vowel 1i* which is not part of either word. In
isolation such words can be ,ciind' and 'ba^d' respectively. 
The vowel is—lax utterance finally. It is short in its U.F. 
and S.F. However, in continuous speech its presence is

«

syntactically required as in (2) and (6) where it only 
laxness, but remains short.

(1) See the syllable structure p .54
(2) The features [-lax] and [+tense] do not mean the same 

thing here. What is intended is that [+tense] is more 
tense than [-lax].
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II.

III.

On the other hand, the final vowel 'I' in the same words in
(3) and (7) is a suffix added to the words '^ind1 and ' ba^d' 
respectively. It is the morpheme ‘m e 1. It is long in the 
U.F. as can been seen in. (4) and (8). In the S.F. it 
becomes short and tense utternace finally as clear from (3) 
and (7).

( 9) a.ha.bas
["lax]

(10) ^  a.ha.ba ma.^i
[+lax]

(11) ^  a.ha.ba
[+tense]

(12) & a.ha.ba: ma.^i
(13) Pah.sa.nse

["lax]
(14) pah.sa.na sun.^an

[■flax] ’
(15) ? ah .s a .na

[+tense]
(16) pah.sa.na: sun.^an

1 he went1

'he went with me'

'they went (dl. masc.)

'they (dl . masc.) went with m e 1 
'he did well1

'he did a good job'

'they (dl. masc.) did well'

'they (dl. masc.) did a 
good job1.

Here, the same thing happens. The final vowel in (9) and
(13) has the same status as the final one in (1) and (5). 
Also, the final vowel in (11) and (15) is a morpheme suffix 
as that in (3) and (7). Here it means 'they' (dl. masc.).
In (10), (14) on the one hand, and (12), (16) on the other, 
we can see the vowels at the end of the first word with their 
U.F. revealed in continuous speech.

(17) pak.rcn.mv
[•"lax]

(18) Pak.r&.mu min.ha
[tlax]

'more generous1

'more generous than her'
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(19) p ak. ra .mu
[+tense]

(20) ?ak.ra.mu: . nl
(21) ? as.la.m V

[-lax]
(22) pas. la.mu tial-lun

[+lax]
(23) ? as.la.mu

[+tense]
(24) Pas.la.mu: lil*la:h

’they awarded1

'they awarded me'
1'it is 1 better’

'the best solution*

'they became Muslims’

'they gave up to God'

Here also, exactly the same thing happens, and there seems 
to be little point in repeating the very same thing. We 
should only note here that u/u: in (19), (23) and (20),..(24) 
is the suffix morpheme 'they*.

Derived examples

a) /ma: / ’what’ /ha: .̂ >a: / 'this'
b) ##ma ##ha:.>ba ##

[+tense] [+tense]
c) ##ma: #ha: /&a##
d) [ma: h a : a] ’what ’is' this'

a) /ma: / 'what’ /pal-la.’& i : / ’who/which
b) ## ma ##?al-la.^I ##

[+tense] [+tense]
c) ##ma: #?al-la. %i##
d) m a : ?al*la. $i
e) m a : al-la.&i

f ) ma l*la.

g) mal la. ̂ i
h) [mal-la. ̂>i]
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Example (25) seems to be straightforward, but there are 
interesting things about (26).
At stage e) the glottal stop was deleted. And since we can 
find examples like 'j6al' for 'pal' meaning 'the*, we can 
state the following rule:

(27) ? $/ ($) #(#)  y (optional)

This rule normally applies, but it is not a must that it does.
(26) could have ended at state (d) if special emphasis is 
intended. Also if its deletion obscures the meaning it stays, 
though may be reduced. Example:

(28) ##&a.ha.ba:#?i .layh## ’they (d l . masc.) went to him'
[$a. ha .ba: ? i . layh]

However, in example (26), rule (27) applies. Also at stage f) 
we notice that not only one vowel is omitted, but two. This 
is because v:=vv of the same quality. Accordingly, no vowel 
succession is allowed in the l a n g u a g e . T h i s  is because 
no examples can be found in Arabic with two or more vowels 
successively. Thus, we can state the following obligatory 
rule.

(29) v — > 0/v—  (obligatory)

(1) cv: = cvv does not contradict the fact that no vowel
succession is allowed in the language. Because what is 
actually allowed is only one long vowel.
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In (26), it should be noted, the glottal stop deletion, rule 
(27), feeds the vowel deletion rule (29). Also, (29) in this 
example applies twice because its structural description is

ma: al-la.&i = maafal-la.^i

Also, at the syllable adjustment stage g ) , the first f X 1 of 
'al.la.^I1 was taken back to the cv syllable ’ma' to close

taken forward to the C.V syllable 'la' because the result 
would have been a CCV syllable; a form which does not exist 
in the syllable structure of the language. Therefore, 1cc —  1 
is not allowed syllable initially in Arabic. From the fore
going discussion we have seen that [X] is an allophone of /i/, 
Las] is an allophone of /a/ and [v] is an allophone of /u/ .
And all of these allophones are lax utterance finally. This 
can be stated as follows:

Likewise, we have seen that [l] is an allophone of /i :/, [a] 
is an allophone of /a:/ and [u] is an allophone of- /u:/. 
These allophones are short and tense utterance finally. 
Accordingly:

met twice. This is because in e):

it as CVC in the S.F. "mal u That 11 1 could not be

(31) v

In fact (30) and (31) can be collapsed in one rule:

o^tense 
jff-lax 
- long
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The allophones accounted for so far are not the only ones 
in the language. Let us consider the following:

(33)

(34)

(35)

slfr 
sif r

t&:b
ta :b

del mm 
damm

!zero'
'chapter1

'he/it 'got1 better' 
’he repented1

'he included/hugged' 
'blood'

And also:

(36)

(37)

(38)

nitcj
xisb.
qatt

^ a:r
x a : n 
x a : m

a: s 
xa: t 
na&m

'sheepskin'
'fertility 1 
'never'

'cave'
'he betrayed' 
'cloth'

'he dived'
'he sewed'
1 verse'

From examples as (33) to (38) we can see that the emphatic 
consonants ^ ^  exert influence on the vowel that follows, 
but not on the one that precedes. So, III becomes [i], /a:/ 
becomes [a:] and' /a/ becomes [cx] after an emphatic. Thus, 
we can state this observation in the following rule:

(1) See the consonantal system p. 43
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(39)

£

+high 
+front 
-long
-high i

v_.

central 
g back

Finally, it should be noted that there are only two dipthongs 
in Arabic. They are:

1. ay as m ayn
bayt

1 eye'
house

2. aw as in qawm
sawm

'folk'
'lasting'
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The consonantal system of Arabic, standard or dialect, con
sists of three main groups. They are:

1. Emphatics
2. Gutturals
3. Plain

Some consonants influence others in certain environ
ments, and such influence is allophonic and is always in 
disjunctive order. Let us take the above groups in turn:

1. Emphatics
The emphatics are /s/, /d / , /t/, /&/, and the semi-emphatic

• * • #
/r / . ^ ^  They are independent phonemes in Arabic. Let us 
consider the following:

(40) /s/ and /s/ s a : r 
sa:r

'he walked'
'he/it became1

(41) /d / and /d /

(42) It! and /t/

ftadd
ftadd

ti :n 
t i :n

'border' * 
'he urged1

1f igs•
'mud'

(43) /£/ and /$/ na.^ar 
na .̂ Sar

'he devoted' 
'he looked'

Accordingly, the emphatics are phonemically distinct from 
their plain counterparts.

(1) I shall call /r/ a semi-emphatic for reasons which
will be clear later in this chapter.
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As was shown in the vocalic system, an emphatic consonant 
influences a following vowel. As far as other consonants 
are concerned, the emphatics have no influence on them. 
Let us consider the following:

(44) qabd 'seizing'
pilot 'armpit*
hirs 'caution*

(45) slfr 'zero'
fitr 'mushroom'
nift 'oil*

(46) miSt 'comb'
^adm 'bone'
$ ill 'shade'*

Here, we can see that the consonants that can acquire 
emphaticness, 'b1, 'f 1 and 'm* (as we shall see later) did
nor acquire it adjacent to an emphatic. Even the semi- 
emphatic /r/ could not gain its emphaticness for being close 
to an emphatic.

Although emphatics may all seem 'front' according to 
the consonant chart, the actual physical effort made to 
produce an emphatic, comes from the back of the throat.
That is, without preparing the back of the throat for the 
pronunciation of an emphatic, it would not be possible to 
produce one. It. is not only the vowel following the 
emphatic that is back (or central if it is /i/), but the 
consonant itself is pronounced with a back-intended posi
tion by the organs of speech. This is clear from the fact
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that a vowel preceding an emphatic does not have to be back, 
as is clear from (44) to (46).

In the vocalic system, we have seen that emphatic 
consonants influence some vowels, thus some allophones
emerged. Here, in the consonantal system it is the other way 
round. That is some vowels exert influence on some consonants 
Consider the following:

(47) bun.ya:n 'building1
ya.subb 'he pours'

(48) fus.ha 'standard language'
ya.suff 'he assembles'

(49) mu.ti:^ 'obedient'• * 1
ya.dumm 'he includes/hugs'

Here, we notice that /b/, III and /m/ become emphatic [b],
[f] and [m] respectively when preceding a high back short 
vowel, not when following it. Moreover, let us consider 
the following:

(50) bu:.rnah 1 owl'
Su.yu:b 'bad habits'

(51) fu:.tah 'towel'
su:f 'wool'

(52) mu:.mis 
ya.^u:!!!

'prostitute' 
'he swims'
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(50) -(52) show that the length of the back-high vowel does 
not make any difference regarding the influence on /b / , /f/ 
and /m/, What is crucial, as is clear from (47) - (52), is 
whether that vowel precedes or follows the consonant in 
question. When it precedes, it does not affect, but when 
it follows, it does. Accordingly, we can state the follow
ing rule:

+ant 7 / +back
-cor. > +emph. / +high

I would like to point out, however, that since [b] ,
[f] and [m] acquire the feature emphatic only in the environ
ments stated above, they are not to be considered emphatics 
themselves. Thus I shall refer to them as "emphables".
That is those that can become emphatic in specific circum
stances .

2. Gutturals (pharyngeals)

These are /q/, /x/, /*£7, /h/, /^ /, and /p/. They do 
not exert influence on vowels or on other consonants.

3. Plain
The plain consonants do not seem to have something 

special to be said about them. But, there are some dis
cussions about /d&/, /k/ and /q/, and other possible 
realizations of them. ^ ^  However, it should be made clear 
that standard Arabic in this respect recognizes only /dz/, 
/ k / a n d / q / .

(1) Johnstone (1963 and 1967), Brame (1970) and Kay (1970).
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Now let us consider the following:

(54) ri.dza:! men
ri :fi 'wind'
x a .t i :r dangerous
tayr ’bird'

(55) ta:r
x a .tar

*he/it flew'
danger

sabr
ru:h 1 soul1

patience 1

ruq .^ah 
ra? y

'leather piece
opinion

In (54) we find that It / is always clear, i.e. not 
emphatic as it is adjacent to /II, 11:1 or /y/ whether it 
is before or after any of them. In (55) on the other hand, 
the It I is emphatic, i.e. elsewhere from (55). This tells 
us that where a front-high vowel or the glide /y/ is 
adjacent to /r/, the It I loses its emphaticness. Thus It I 

has an allophone which is its plain counterpart [r], and 
we can state the following rule:

It should be noted that when It / is not in the environ
ment of (54), it has a status.of a full emphatic, and does 
exercise the same emphatic influence on vowels exactly as 
any other emphatic. But because it does lose its emphaticness 
in particular phonetic environments, I choose to call it 
"semi-emphatic".

(56) -low 
-back 
±syll.
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The word for 'God' in Arabic is I?al_la:hI. It has the 
geminated "emphatic" 1X 1 sound. In fact the emphatic ‘I* 
is heard only in this word in the language. Thus, its 
emphaticness in this context must be semantically motivated 

rather than anything else • S 0 j 3 CcywS icf®/" ^  C-f

I I I . Ferguson (19.56) argues that this emphatic 'l1 should be 
considered an independent phoneme in Arabic, but his argu
ment does not seem to be satisfactory. The pairs he quotes 
are not minimal pairs in the true sense of phonemic theory.
From standard Arabic he quotes:

(57) wallaahu^^ ’and God’
wallaahu ’he appointed him'

and claims that these two "constitute a perfect pair".
Phonemically, a minimal pair should be two words that are
the same in everything except in one segment, and consequently
mean different things. Here, we are not dealing with two

(2 )words, but at least three, plus two different suffixes.
Let us analyse (57):

First: [wal„la:.hu]• »

wa ’and’
P al.la:h ’God’
u a suffix, syntactically required in continuous

speech. It can be 'i1, or 'a' or 'd'.

(1) His spelling.
(2) Possibly, ’?al*la:h< ?al.?i.la:h 'the God’.
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Accordingly, we have: ## wa #?al - la: .h(u)##
• «

We recall rules (27) and (29) which will apply as follows:

wa ? al - l o : .h(u)
(27) wa al - la: .h(u)

• *

(29) wa 1 - la: ,h(u)
S.D. wal la: .h(u)
S.F. [wal - la: ,h(u)]

Second: [wal - la: .hu]

wal - la A past tense 3rd. Sg. Masc. finally weak verb
which means either 'he got lost' or 'he appoin-

(1)ted. We should note here that the final
vowel 'a' is long because a final underlying 
/y/ is dropped (see rule (98) p. 82), and this 
is what makes it long in this S.F. when a 
morpheme is added to it.

h(u) Him, and the 'u' can be omitted when nothing
follows.

Accordingly: wal - la: .h(u)
[wal - la: ,h(u)]

Now, it should be clear that while 'wal.la, the second, 
is one unit with either of the two meanings mentioned; the 
first 'wal - la' is not one unit, and it' means nothing on

(1) In the first sense it is intransitive, in the second 
it is transitive.
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its own. This situation would support the idea that if the 
analyst ignores the phonological processes that an utterance 
undergoes from its U.F. to its S.F., he is likely to be 
short-sighted in his analysis and to come to incorrect 
judgements. He will surely miss the psychological reality 
(cf. E. Sapir (1933)). Moreover, K. Pike states:

"the phonemics of a language cannot be presented completely 
until something is known of the grammar; just as the grammar 
cannot be presented completely until something is known of 
the phonemics.^

Another example quoted by Ferguson is from Moroccan 
dialect:

(58) 11a 'God'
11a 'no1

Practically, we can say that his argument is ruled out
completely here. First of all he jumps from one variety of
Arabic to the other.in discussing one point. Academically,
this is not acceptable. Secondly, the word for 'no1 is

(2)never with double !1'. Moreover, the word for 'God' does
have both an initial short 'a1 and a final short light 'h' 
which the analyst has probably failed to hear. This is 
because the initial glottal stop can be omitted, but not 
both it and the following vowel. The true representation of 
the two words as I hear them should be: "&llak M and "la" 
respectively.

(1) Pike, K.L. (1947b).
(2) Personal communication with Moroccans.
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In reality, it seems true that missing a sound is a 
mistake typically made by foreign analysts (Sapir 1933).

In a similar situation, T.M. Johnstone (1967) thinks 
that in the Kuwaiti dialect:

s-salaam^^ means '(the) peace'

In fact, it cannot mean 'peace', regardless of what the
English equivalent is, it can only mean 'the peace'. This
is because the first 's' is originally the '1 ' of the definite 

( O ’)article '?il'. That *1' was assimilated into the initial
's' of 'sa.lazm' (see assimilation p.61). As the glottal 
stop can be dropped, the analyst missed the 'i 1 which might 
be very short, but is surely there. The representation 
should be:

♦ls-sa. la:m

Ferguson quotes more of his unsatisfactory examples: .

(59) 11 a 'God'
?dll a, 'he told her'

These, according to him, are from Syrian dialect.
That is from the eastern part of the Arab world. However,

(3)I would transcribe t h e .two examples as follows:

"pal - la*'" and "J>al - lU a".

(1) His spelling.
(2) Not only in standard Arabic, but here too.
(3) Personal communication with Syrians.
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Similarly

(60) wal1 a by God
walla 'he appointed

Here we can see that the comment of (57) applies here 
as well. Furthermore, the second word here is typically 
calssical (the more frequent contemporary item is "^ay - yan") 
and if the classical form is meant here, the first word must 
have a full final 'h1 which he ignores.

Finally, Ferguson seems to be uncertain of his own thesis 
He writes: "the phonemic contrast between, say, 'wall**1 and 
'walla' remains no matter whether it is regarded as a vowel 
difference or a consonant difference".

Now, let us consider the following:

(61) r a .d&ul 'm a n '
xa.dzu:! 'shy'

'1 ' here did not acquire emphaticness. It does so 
only in the word for 'God', and Ferguson's examples cannot 
refute that. Thus the phoneme /l/ has the allophone [1] 
in standard Arabic. And because [1] occurs only in the 
environment specified above, I shall refer to it as a 
"semi-emphable".

ya.lu:m he blames
lucj .bah a doll'
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Chapter Three 
The syllable structure

Phonemically, the syllable structure of Arabic seems 
to be as follows:

(62) 1. /C/

2. /CVC/

3. /CVCC/

4. /CV:/

5. /C V :C /

/b/ [bl]

11/ [II]
/k/ [ka]
tit [fa]
/w/ [wa]

min
dacj

qalb
?abb

/la:/ — 5̂- [la]

' in'
'for'
1 as 1
1 then 
1 and r

1 from1
1 p u t1 (imper.)

1 heart'
'father 1

'no1
e.g. ## la: # tak.tub ## 'don't write1 
/11:t [fi] 'in'
e.g. ## f i : #  d&ay.bi ## 'in my pocket1

^ a:m
nu: r

'one year'
'light' (opp. darkness)

The first syllable only has this structure phonemically, 
it is not realized phonetically in its phonemic form. In its 
phonetic form it is realized as [CV], where 'V' is a short 
vowel. This is due to two reasons: first, words of this
syllable structure are always involved in continuous speech, 
and the syntax of the language forces each of them to be
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followed by a vowel. This is so because the "CC" cluster 
is allowed only in geminates or utterance finally. In fact, 
words of.this syllable structure do not occur word or utter
ance finally, and mean nothing when geminated. Second, 
phonetically, there is no syllable in the language which is 
composed of only one segment.

The second syllable can be realized - only phonetically 
- as [VC]. This is when the first 'O' is a glottal stop 
(cf. rule (27)). Other syllables, 3 - 5  seem to be stable. 
Accordingly, we can say that Arabic has the following, 
phonetically-possible, syllable structure:

(63) 1. [CV]
2. [VC]
3 . [CVC]
4. [CVCC]
5 . [CV: ]
6 . [CV:C]

In dealing with Arabic syllable structure, Tammam 
Hassaan ( 1974) says about the second syllable: u ...(it is)
found in whatever started with a glottal stop ... which comes 
[the glottal stop] accidental to the word as a means to pro
nounce the next consonant, or more correctly, the vowel 
before the consonant; in the. middle of speech it never
occurs. Thus, the permanent factor to be considered is the

(2 )vowel and the consonant that follows it.”

(1) The translation is mine.
(2) Tammam Hassaan (1974) pp.132/3.
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Hasaan admits that there .is always a glottal stop 
accompanying the syllable. This makes it reasonable to 
believe that it should be part ot the syllable. Here, it 
cannot be argued that since the syntax requires a vowel for 
the first phonemic syllable above, it also requires a 
consonant for this second phonetic syllable. This is 
because first it was explained above why syntax requires 
a vowel for the first phonemic syllable; second it is a 
general characteristic of all Semitic languages, not only 
Arabic, to begin a consonant, not a vowel.

Moreover, since Hassaan thinks that the glottal stop 
..is accidental, why is it necessary, according to him, as 
"a means" to pronounce the next vowel? Vowels in some 
other languages can be pronounced without an initial glottal 
stop. Also, it does not sound acceptable to state that the 
glottal stop never occurs in the middle of speech. In 
reality, it does occur in the middle of speech, especially 
in emphasis, e.g.'sa.Pal' 'to ask' ,1 £<X .? a 1 , 'to see' etc.

Far more seriously, he says: "we must point out here 
that this syllable is only phonological, i.e.-it does not 
exist at the phonetic level because the Arabic syllable 
from the phonetic point of view has to begin with a conso
n a n t " / ^

It is fairly well-known that the glottal stop can be 
omitted in the flow of speech in Arabic;' and this is 
natural. Therefore the VC syllable that can be heard is

(1) Ibid. 132/3
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And Arabic phonetics does not mean that Arabic syllable 
begins in a consonant, it is rather Arabic phonology that 
does so, that is, the other way round from what Hassaan 
thinks.

Finally, if the VC syllable were to be accepted phono- 
logically for Arabic, it violates the syllable structure and 
the pattern congruity of the language. It will, then, be 
the only phonological syllable.that begins in a vowel.

Let us quote Hassaan's example: he wrote: "is.tix.ra:d&"
'producing of something'. He said: "what concerns us here 
is that if we want to pronounce this word without another 
word preceding it, we will be obliged to pave the way to 
pronounce it by creating a glottal stop which is not part of 
it".(1)

There does not seem to be any acceptable reason for the 
"obligation to create" a glottal stop in order to pronounce 
words like this. In reality, the glottal stop is part of 
the word, which should be written with it, i.e. "?is-tix*

/ p ̂rcx;d&". Hassaan went on "if we say for example 1 ?&mruv J 

is tix ra:d&', 'order of producing something' we will not 
be obliged to create this glottal stop i.e. for the second 
word. Why? Because the 'r' of the word !? a m r u ' did the 
job ... if the syllable, from the phonetic point of view, 
is the total of the glottal stop, the short-high vowel and

(3)the ‘s' in the first case; and the total of 'r', the vowel

(1) Ibid.13Z/3
(2) It was not clear how he spells it but it has to have the 

final 'u' in this context according to Arabic syntax.

(3) He did not state which vowel and this makes it very 
obscure because there are two, i.e. 'u' and * i 1 - *
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and the 's' in the second case; it is from the phonological

Because both the glottal stop and the 1 r" are accidental and

At a syllable division stage, the ‘s' is moved to be with 1r u '
because no syllable in Arabic begins in 'CC1.

Ramadan 1 Abd al-Tawab (1980) maintains that no syllable 
in Arabic begins in a -vowel. He lists five syllables for 
Arabic as: CV, C V :, CVC, CV:C and CVCC. However, he believes
that CV: only occurs utterance finally because he gives as
an example for it, the word "fi" 'in* which, according to 
him, would be written "fi:” . I do not accept this for reasons

(1)point of view composed of the vowel and the 'sl only.

(2)new comers to the word.” So, according to him:

[? is. tix. ra.: d%]
? is

phonetically

syllable^-
Pamru is tix rt\:dz ruis^^

(n )vowel + s

The situation as I see it is as follows:

/P is.tix.ra:di&/*

/? amr /
##? amru #? is tix ra:dz ##

S.F.
S.D.

(27)
(29)

? amru is tix ra:d&# *
? amru s tix ra:dz
? a m .rus.t ix.r a :d&
[? am.rus.tix.ra: d 3̂

(1) See note (3), page 57.

(2) Ibid. 132../3
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explained eanlierAAA Moreover, in describing the length of 
the five syllables, he does not seem to be accurate. He 
states:

short

C V : C
long

CVCC ( extra long

In reaction to this, I would argue that if he considers CV: 
and CVC to be long, then he should have considered CV:C. 
extra long, as CVCC.
To me, the short ones are those with short vowels, i.e. CV, 
CVC, CVCC, and the phonetically possible d V C ; and the long 
ones are those with long vowels, i.e. C V : and CV:C. Moreover, 
like Hassaan, ‘Abd al-Tawab seems to be unaware of what is 
phonetic and what is phonological. He did not say anything 
about the syllable CV except that it exists.

In a similar situation to 'Abd al-Tawab‘s treatment of 

short/long syllables, T\ Fi IA.itcla© 11 (I960) considers the 
syllable CVv closed, and classifies it with CVC and CWC.

I believe that this is dragging the theory to extremes 
of abstractness. If we were to be too abstract we will 
argue that by the same token both CVC and C W  do not have 
the same properties, i.e. the number of Cs and Vs, nor do 
they have the same order; accordingly why should they have

(1) See the vocalic system, p 35
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the same label "closed”? Moreover, CVVC is quite different 
and should have a different label as well. Even more 
strikingly, if CVV were to be considered closed, what is 
wrong with CV? It should be considered closed too, by

it ckeil Tbut it is not.
It seems to me that the argument that a syllable which 

is composed of more than two segments is to be considered 
closed, does not stand on solid ground.
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Chapter Four 
Assimilation

Certain consonants assimilate completely to the next 
consonant, even when they are not in the same syllable, 
provided of course no segment intervenes between them. 
Examples:

1. The lateral /!/ of the definite article 'pal1 'the1
assimilates into the consonant that follows it, i.e. the 
initial of the word that follows the definite article and 
acquires its features if that consonant is a coronal except 
/dz/. Examples:

(64) phonemically phonetically gloss.
f , rtamr• t - t amr dates
Gawb 0 - 0  awb dress
dars d - dars lesson
^anb ^ - ^amb sin
ra? s r - raps head
za: d

j
z - za:d food

sayl — * (? )a / s - sayl the rain
Sams S- Sams sun

sahn s - sahn plate
daw? d - dawp light
t inb t - 11 mb tent rope
^ u l m ^  ulm tyranny
nahr n - nahr riverN *
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But we notice the following:

(65) ? al di£ay& — > ? al d£ay§ the army

Brame (1970) thinks that the reason why /d&/ does not 
assimilate to /l/ is because it is originally 'g', and 'g' 
is not a coronal. However, even if /d&/ is originally ' g' 
we know that /d&/, not 1 g' is used in Arabic for over two 
thousand years. One would wonder then why generations of 
Arabs who do not know of 'g1 did not assimilate the coronal 
/d&/ like the rest. I think it is rather hard to prove 
Brame1s point.
Thus we can state the following rule:

(66)
-lateral
^feature

+coronal 
<*: feature
+del.rel.]

2. The phoneme /n/ is realized as [m] before /b/. Examples

(67) /tinb/ 
/<$ anb /
/dzanb/

[t imb] 
[̂> amb ] 
[dzamb]

'tent rope' 
' sin'
1 side'

Accordingly: 

(68) [+nas.] [-cor.]
C

-nas.
-high 
-cor.
+ved.
-backj

It can also assimilate into the glide /y/ that follows it. 
Examples:
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(69) /? an ya.ku:n/
/man ya% .hab/

[? ay ya.kurn] 
[may ya^ .hab]

‘to b e ’ 
'who goes'

Accordingly:

(70) +nas. 
+cor.

-cons. 
-syll. 
-back

-syll.
-cons.
-back
(Tentative)

It can also assimilate into the liquid that follows it. 
Examples:

(71) /? an la:/
/pin ra:li/»

/pin /mart/

[Pal la]
[?ir ra:li] * *

[P im ma:t]

'not to be*
'if he/it goes' 
'if he/it died'

Accordingly; we can revise (70) as follows:

(72) C _
+nas. 
+cor.

[c<f eature]
+son.
-voc. 
^feature
(Revised)

Finally, /n/ is realized as [rj] before /k/. Examples:

(73) /pin kunt/ — > ^ ^ 9  kunt]
/man ka.tab/ — } [mar^ ka.tab]

Accordingly:

(74)
+nas. 
+cor.

-ant. 
+back

'if you (were)' 
'who wrote'

+high 
+back 
-ved. 
-cont

3. Both /t/ and /d/ assimilate to a following /t/ or /£/; and 
to each other. Examples:
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(75) /qad ta:r/
/qad ta^ib/
/qad $a:<̂  /
/rq.f adt/ 
/xa.latt/ ..
/ba : at di : . kan/

/bar.^at tab.Ian/

/ba:.^jat dab.yan/

-> [qat ta:r] 
[qat taSib] 

> [qad da:<j]
>  [rq.fatt] 

[xa.latt]

’he/it has flown1 
'he/it got tired’
'he/it has got lost’ 
'I refused’
'I mixed1

[ba: . . <jj ad d i : . kan]

[ba: . at tab. Ian]

[ba: . ̂  ad dab.yan]

’she sold 
a cock'
'she sold 
a drum'
'she sold 
a deer'

Accordingly:

(76) C
+cor. 
-nas. 
-cont. 
-del.rel 
±vcd. 
±emph.

oc v c d . 
©e emph.

-cor. 
-nas. 
-cont. . 
-del.rel 
otvcd. 
ocemph.

4. The phoneme /t/ can be realized as [d] after /z/. Examples:

(77) /? iz.ta:d/
/r* iz . t a :n/

[? iz . d a : d] 
[? iz.d a :n ]

'it increased' 
'it became nice'

Accordingly:

(78) C
+cor. 
-nas. 
-del.rel

[-vcd.. ]
_ C 
+sib. 
-emph 
+vcd.

Also It! can be realized as [t] after either /s/ or /d/. 
Examples:
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/pis . ta . n a V  — ^ [Pis . tcx . na<n 'he pretended1
/? id . ta . had/ — ^ [? id . ta . had] 'he oppressed1

Accordingly:

(80) C
+cor. 
-nas. 
-del.rel

[ +emph. ]
C

+emph 
+cor.
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Chapter Five 
Stress

Is stress phonemic?

It is indisputable that language is not spoken in the 
same pattern by all of its speakers. Speech differs from 
one person to another, and from region to region. Differences 
in intonation, pitch, tone, intensity or voice quality con
stitute the differences among individuals, or more so, the 
regions of the same language.

Such differences may well affect stress placement, but 
their effect does not disturb understand The best they 
show is dialect identification (cf. Pike 1947b).

In words with the same segments but different meanings,
we can say that intensifying or stressing one part ratheroXMSC
than the other, cannot be taken as ^  f°r difference
in meaning. Consider the following:

x" /(81) a) report b) . report
object object

In a) each word has its first vowel [+lax] and its second 
vowel [+tense] . In b), on the other hand, it is the other 
way round, the first vowels are [+tense] and the second ones 
are [+lax].

Here, it might be argued that the difference in vowel 
quality is caused by the shift in stress. This argument can 
be easily refuted because we can say that, by the same token, 
the shift in stress is caused by the difference in vowel 
quality. In fact, we can support this idea by examples from
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Arabic. Consider the following:

(82) a) /pak . ra . mu:/

b) /pak . ram/

a) /pah . sa . nu:/

b) /fah . san/
a) /? as . la . m u : /

b) /pas . lam/

[pak .

[? ak

[? ah

[? ah
[? as

[? as

ra

ra

sa

sa
✓la

mu] 

m v] 

nu]

1 a . m v]

'they 
awarded1
1 more 
generous'
' they 
donated'

. nu] 'it is better'

. mu] 'they became 
'Muslims'
' It is more 
proper 1

Here, the phonetic shape, though it looks very similar, 
differs not only in stress placement. The final vowels in 
a's) are all [+tense] because they are [+long] in the U.F.
The final vowels in b's), however, are all [‘-lax] because 
they are [+short] in the U.F. and in fact not part of the 
word, but syntactically required in continuous speech.
That is, the canonical shape of those in b) is 'CVC . CVC',
i.e. without the final vowel. So, that final vowel does 
not affect stress placement. The canonical form of those in 
a) is 'CVC . CV . C V ' , hence stress placement is different 
from b) (see below).

Stress placement in Arabic

In traditional Arabic linguistics, stress did not 
attract much attention of the Arab grammarians. It was 

regarded as less important than other areas in language 
study. This seems to be true, but it would be interesting 
to try to account for, and discover the regularity of stress 
placement. In Arabic, however, we can say that the syntacti
cally-required suffix 'V(C)' does not affect stress placement
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This is in spite of the fact that it affects syllables 
division and syllable numbers in words. Examples:

(83) 'mare' fa . ras
fa . rOy . sir
fa . rc\ . sun

’book* ki . ta:b
/ki . ta: . bir
✓ki . ta: . bun

Accordingly, I shall treat stress irrespective to that suffix.
Stress placement regularity, it seems, owes a great 

deal to the syllable structure, on the one hand, and the 
number of syllables in the word, on the other hand.

However, since stress falls on a vowel, monosyllabic
words do not seem to posit any problems. This is because 
the vowel irl a monosyllabic word will bear the stress 
regardless of the length of the vowel or the phonemic 
structure of the word. Examples: 

s
(84) min 'from*

u: d ‘rod’/xubz 'bread*
^azm 'determination'
scud 'he caught'

That is:

(85) V — > t+stress] / C ---  CcJ

Apart from the monosyllabic words, the following seems to 
be the case:
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I. When a word ends in a consonant cluster ' 
falls on the final syllable. Examples:

C C 1, the stress

(86) fa 
Sa:
ta

/
himt 
malt 

kal - lamt
?ig -. ta . ^ alt
ta ra: . hant

’I understood1 
'I treated'
11 spoke *
'I worked1
11 bet 'with•someone''

Accordingly:

(87) . [ + stress] / $ C

II. Stress falls on the third vowel from the end provided that 
the last three syllables are short and the two syllables 
before the last are open. Examples:

(89) 1. qa . la mi
sda . xa . lat 

bu . xa . la 
fa . rev . suh

x _2. mun . ta . za . hi
man . zi . lu . kum 

/
q a : . ? i . du . hum

'my pen'
'shd entered' 
'misers'
'his mare'

'my country home'
'your house' (pi. masc.) 
'their leader'

3. qi: . 6a: . ra . tu . kum 'your guitar' (pi. masc.)
ma . ^a: . hi . bu . na 'our principles'

y
qa . sa : . ? i . du . ha 'her poems'

Accordingly:

(90) V -- > [+stress] / ($)0 C C V 
[-long]

C V C
[-long]

o H
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Elsewhere from above, stress falls on the second vowe
the end. Examples:

(91),1. qa ' ,, lam ' pen'
dun . ya 1 world'
/xas . muk 'your opponent1

ha ,> wa 1 he fell1/'love 1
du .. ta ’late morning'

✓q a : . dl ’judge'
swa: . hid 1 one ‘

la ,. <̂ u :b 'playful’
mas . 2Tu:l 0 'busy'

q a : s. nu:n ' law1
t u : /. fa:n ' flood'
m i :

/
. ^a: d ' appointment1

?a:
/

. mi:n 1 Amen'

2. ? ix . ta . fa 'he/it disappeared
qas /. du . kum 'your intention1

ta . had - da ‘he challenged'
ta /. kal - lam 'he spoke'
? is

/. tab . luk 'your stable'
h i : ✓. la . tuk 'your trick'
s a : . hi . bi 'my friend'
ka

/
. t i : . bah 1 battalion'

ha . ka . *m a : n 'two referees'

sa . haw . na 1 we woke u p '
ma . Say . na 'we walked'
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mas . ?u: . lu:n r responsible/officials1 
(pi. masc.)

ta . imd - /da:k ‘he challenged you1 
(sg. masc.)

ta . kal - / _lam . na 1 we spoke’
?is . tab /

. In . hum 'their stable' (masc.)
s a : . a . sdat . kum 'she helped you (pi. masc
q a : . P i . _da: . na 'our 'two' leaders
sa . di: . / _qu . ha 'her boy-friend'
sa . di: .. qâ : . ha 'her two boy-friends'

Accordingly:

(92) V — > Ostress] /   C 0 V cj ##
[-long]
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Section Two 

Morphophonemics in standard Arabic

Treatment

In this section, nouns will be grouped according to 
their plural forms. The dual form will not be discussed.
This is due to the fact that there is very little to be said 
about it, because it. is straightforward and regular. It is 
obtained by simply adding one of the suffixes 1asn'/’ayn' to 
the singular form; and syntax decides which of the suffixes 
should be used according to the syntactic position of the 
noun. Accordingly, the dual form will not be listed unless 
seen to be of clear significance. Similarly, the regular 
plural morpheme is one of the suffixes 'uin'/'iin1 depending 
on which syntactic position the noun is in. Regular nouns 
are straightforward and are obtained by adding the right 
suffix to the singular form. The singular form has no 
particular marker.

In fact, a lot of nouns do not take a plural suffix;they 
rather undergo different vowel insertion from that of the 
singular. And sometimes with a particular suffix. It is 
these nouns that are our main interest here. However, some
times there is more than one plural form, and in such cases 
both forms will be considered if the two are thought to be 
common. It is thought here, however, that verbs are far more 
consistent, predictable and systematic in their paradigms
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than nouns or adjectives. Accordingly, the different forms 
of verbs conjugation are not discussed. Instead samples of 
that is provided in Appendix I p.214.

The underlying form

In traditional Arabic linguistics, there are two well- 
known schools: the Kufah and the Basrah, that addressed them
selves - not exactly to the analysis and establishment of 
the U.Fs. of words in its present sense in modern linguistics 
-.but rather to an attempt to make a root/branch dichotomy 
of words. That is, which word is the basic one in the 
paradigm.

Both schools argue over verb/infinitive. One consider
ing the verb to be the root, while the other believes that 
it should be the infinitive. Let us look at the viewpoint 
and reasoning of each school.

The Kufah(2)

They believe that the verb is the root and the infini
tive is a branch. Their reasoning is;

1. If .the verb is sound, the infinitive is sound, otherwise 
it, is not. Example:

q a : . wa . mas
qi: . w.a: . man

.'he resisted*
, • + . , (3)* resisting1

q a : . rase 'he stood
qi . ya: . man standing

(1) Al-Anbari, Vol.l Issue 28 pp.235-245.
(2) The translation is mine.
(3) Markedly so.'
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2. The verb influences the infinitive. Examples:

do. . rc\b . tu 
dar . ban

'I hit‘
’hitting *

3. Infinitive emphasizes the verb, and thus the verb is 
more important. Also, there are verbs without infini
tives, like the following:

4. Infinitive meaning cannot be conceived unless it is an 
action of a verb.

The Basrah
They believe that the infinitive is the root and the 

verb is a branch, Al-Anbari supports this school. Their 
reasoning is as follows:

1. Infinitive expresses an unspecific time, while verb 
expresses a specific time, i.e. past, present and 
future.

2. Infinitive is a noun which can be by itself without a 
verb; but the verb cannot be by itself and needs a noun.

3. The verb expresses two things: the action and the time; 
but the infinitive expresses one thing and that is the 
action.

niS m 1 well'
bi? s 'shame 1
lays 1 not'
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4. The infinitive has one form, e.g. r b ' 'the hitting1, 
but the verb has different forms.

5. The verb in its form expresses what the infinitive 
expresses, but the infinitive does not express what the 
verb expresses.

6 . Infinitive would have a certain fixed pattern if it 
were derived from the verb; as subjects and objects do.
But since infinitive has different shapes, like:

r a  . d&ul 'man' tu . ra:b 'sand'
ma:p 'water1 zayt 'oil'

7. Infinitive is the root as its name suggests, which is:
'mas . d&r ’ meaning 'source1.

Comment

It seems clear that the argument of both schools is 
mainly semantically and syntactically oriented. Neither 
school considers the phonological aspect of the word.
Moreover, the phonemic/allophonic distinction is not mentioned 
here.

However, the two verbs suggested by the Kufah school,
'qa: . wa . mae1 and qa: . mae1 can be accounted for by showing
that although they both have a tri-segmental U.F., they 
belong to two different semantic formations. Let us treat 
each verb in turn; and we shall start with 'qa: . mae'.

'qa: . mae1

First of all, the final vowel is not part of the word.^^

(1) See the vocalic system p . 35-42.
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So, we are dealing with 'qaim'. The U.F. is /qwm/. However, 
to get to the S.F., first, the vowel 'a' is inserted after 
the first consonant; that is the VIR for this verb is:

Then, a rule ((120) p.92) assimilates the glide to the 
preceding vowel ’a*, and the result if 'qa:m'.

The important point to be made here is that verbs of 
the form 'Ca:C' like qa:m* are simple verbs; i.e. there is 
no 'marked' semantic intention in them. For example,
'qa:m' simply means 'stood' (sg. masc,). And because this 
form is the simplest one, it is taken by the Arab gramma
rians to be the base for inflection and derivation analyses.

'qa: . wa . mse1

Here too, the final vowel is not part of the word.^'5 
So we are dealing with 'qa: . warn', and the U.F. is also • 
/qwm/. However, before trying to get to the S.F., let us 
first make it clear that 'qa: . warn' is not a simple verb.
That is, there is a marked semantic intention in it. Not 
only in this verb in particular but also in all verbs of 
the form 'Ca:CaC'. Consider the following:

(93) C a :C CaCaC

CCC CaCC

n a : 1 'he got na wal
sa :m 'he bargained' sa warn
ga:l 'he said' qa: . wal

(1) See the vocalic system p . 35-42.
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All verbs of the form 'Ca: . CaC' express and emphasize 
mutuality and reciprocity of the action between the subject 
and the object. So ’nail1 means 'he got (something)', but 
'na: . wal* means 'he has something and he is letting someone 
else have that something*. Similarly, *qa:m' means 'he 
stood', but'qa: . warn' means 'he struggled with someone/
thing to stand'.^^

This form 'CarCaC' has its own formation rule. Let us 
call it "marked formation" (MF), which can be shown as 
follows:

CCC -- > Ca:CaC

Now, we can derive 'qa: . warn' as follows:

'qa: . warn* U.F. /qwm/
(MF) qa:wam
S.D, qa: . warn
stress qa: . warn
S.F. [qa: . warn]

Now, as for 'qi.ya: . m a n1 and -qi . wa: . man', we note
first that the final '— an' in both is not part of the word, 
so, we are dealing with 'qi . ya:m' and 'qi . wa:m'. How
ever, it should be made clear that while 'qi . ya:m' is the 
common., noun of the verb 'qa:m* ; *qi . wa:m' is not the
common noun of the verb 'qa: . warn'. The common meaning of

(2 )'qi . wa:m' is 'core, structure', and the noun of the

(1) The English translation of 'qa: . warn', 'resisted' is 
only equivalent.

(2) ?bn Manzur: Vol.3, pp.191-6.
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verb 'qa: . warn' is 'mu . qa: . wa . mah* . In fact,
1qi . wa:m' as the noun of 'qa: . warn' is hardly accepted.

It is the phonological aspect of the word that we will 
take to be the base for determining its U.F. That is, the 
alternations of sounds, the insertion/deletion or change that 
the basic segments in the word undergo until the word is 
realized in its S.F.

The U.F. is rarely a lexical item. It is the skeleton 
of the word, its structural segments that are there every 
time the word is used regardless of the grammatical category 
in which the word falls, e.g. verb, noun, infinitive, 
adjective, etc. However, a member or more of the structural 
segments might undergo a phonetic change, might be deleted, 
or something might be inserted during the course of derivation. 
Such changes take place due to phonetic, phonological, or 
broadly speaking, grammatical reasons. But the underlying 
segment is always there underlying; and its absence can be 
accounted for by rules.

In Arabic, the U.F. of a word seems to be regularly 
the consonants that are involved in the structure of the 
bare word, i.e. the word without any additions like a suffix, 
a prefix, an added morpheme or anything else. These structu
ral segments may or may not include (a) glide(s). This means 
that a glide plays the role of an underlying segment like a 
consonant. The only difference is that, unlike a consonant, 
a glide may unite with a short vowel forming a long vowel.
This possibility will be specified by rules. These under
lying segments are mostly three in a word, sometimes four, 
and rarely more.
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Vowels do not seem to be underlying, but what can be 
thought to be underlying about them is the fact that the 
presence of at least one vowel in a word is obligatory. 
However, the position(s) and the quality of the vowel(s) 
is/are not predictable and is/are pattern-specific. There
fore, it seems reasonable to content ourselves with the 
consideration of the consonants in setting up the U.F. and 
the assertion that there is/are (a) vowel(s) somewhere in 
the word whose position(s) has/have to be. specified by 
rules. And accordingly, such rules will be pattern-specific 
and are called vowel insertion rules (VIR).

A long vowel occurs either as part of the VIR, or as a 
combination of short vowel (which is inserted by the VIR) 
and an underlying glide. Such a combination will be speci
fied by rules.
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Chapter One

Masculine 
I . Tri-segmental

I. CuCC(a:n)

1. Consider the following:

(94) Sg. PI.
paf . tas 'snub-nosed1 futs

*

pa . samm 1 dumb1 summ
?as . wad 1 black1 su:d
p ab . yad 'white1 bi:d
?aS . ma 'blind' Sumy

Another plural form for these nouns is :

fut . sa:n 
sum - m a :n 
su: . da:n 
bi: . dd:n
Sum . ya:n ■

Initial 'pa'

In nouns like these we notice that 'pa' is a common 
denominator prefixed to all of them. It does not appear in 
either plural forms; and accordingly, this would suggest 
that 'pa1 is not part of the U.F. of the noun, but only a 
prefix in the singular and dual forms. The dual form of the 
above nouns is as follows:

(95) paf . ta . sa:n 
pa . s<*m - main 
pas . wa . d a :n
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p ab . ya . d a :n 
? a^ . ma . ya:n

The singular VIR is:

(96) CCC  > CCaC S g . 1,1

Accordingly:

Rule (96) works well for all the forms in (94) except for 
the second example '?a . §amm'. If we apply (96) to /smm/ we 
would get *'?a . $ammr. This does not mean that the rule is 
incorrect, but would rather indicate that a metathesis has 
taken place here. That is the first ‘m 1 and the following 
’a 1 have exchanged places. Accordingly, we can state the 
following rule:

(97) met. CCaC — > CaCC
Condition: C2 = C3

(Tentative)

And now we can derive 'pa . samm' as follows:

U.F. /f ts/
(96) ftas
Prefix paftas* •
S.D. ?af . tas
Stress P af . tas
S .F. [? af . ttxs]

U.F. /smm/
(96) smam
(97) samm
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Prefix pasamm
S.D. ?a . ^amm
Stress ? a . samm
S.F. [? a . samm]

However, the last example of them 'Pa'i . ma' needs a bit
more attention.

From early discussion, (pp.36-40) we know that words 
like 'Pa*} . m a 1 do not, phonemically, end in a short vowel. 
Accordingly, the word ' paS . m a 1 cannot, underlyingly, be 
as it looks. And with the statement on p. 36 in mind, it 
is not necessarily only one possibility, namely that the 
final vowel of r? a 5 . m a 1 is underlyingly long. In fact 
there could be a missing final segment, and this seems to 
be the case here.

This hypothesis of a missing final segment is suppor
ted by the dual and both plural forms of '?aS . m a 1. Also, 
significantly, it. is supported by the canonical form of the 
other singular nouns in the group. This would strongly 
indicate that there is an underlying glide /y/ at the end 
of the word, which is deleted. Thus, we can state the 
following rule:

(98) - cons, -voc. -back

This rule should automatically feed rule (30) and 'pa0! . ma
but actwaUy Uave- tl^eS ■ f~> r paS * * -

should look like 'Pa°i . mae ' We postulate then, that when
a segment is deleted word finally, the vowel before it
becomes long. Accordingly, we can state the following rule

(99) V ---> [+long] j  --- 6 ##
(Tentative)
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This rule feeds rule (31) and eventually we get the S.F.
'pa^ . m a 1 which we actually have.

The reason to postulate this and exclude rule (30) is 
firstly, that the native speaker does not say 'Sa? . 1
but '?aS • m a ' , and secondly, it seems reasonable to believe 
that when a final segment is deleted the vowel before it 
becomes long to keep the balance of the canonical form.
And besides, a linguist does not invent the rules,.he rather 
discovers them.

Accordingly, the above discussion would suggest that 
the process of deriving '?aS . m a 1 should be as follows:

U.F. /Smy/
(96) Smay
Prefix ?a^may
(98) ?a*i ma
(99) ? aS m a :
(31) ? a5 ma
S.D, ? a S . ma

/ _
Stress pa*} . ma

. / _S.F. [? aS . ma]

That is rule (98) feeds (99) which in turn feeds (31).
So, since they are in feeding order, their application has 
to be in the order.shown above.

Finally, we notice that among the singular nouns in
(94) the noun 'pa . scunm1 does not have the same syllable 
structure as the rest of the other nouns /  ̂  This anomaly

(1) Hence is the difference in stress placement.
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can be resolved when we recall that the syllable structure 
of the language tells us that a syllable may not begin in 
a vowel. Accordingly, the consonant (s) has to join the 
second syllable as a result of the metathesis that took 
place (rule (97). For the same reason (of the syllable 
structure, not as a result of a metathesis) the glide 'y' 
which appears in the dual form ' Pa^ . ma . ya:n' in (95)
did not stay in the second syllable, where it belongs, but
had to join the dual suffix 'a:n'.

Looking at the plural forms in (94) we notice that
except for ’surd1 and 'bi:d* all seem to be straightforward. 
’su:d' and 'bird1 should, according!; to the pattern of this 
plural, be 'suwd' and 'buyd1 respectively. However, since 
they look different they need special attention.

First of all, the plural VIR for this group can be 
stated as follows:

(100) CCC  * CuCC( a : n ) P I . 1 .1

Applying this rule to the U.F. of 'surd1 and 'bi;df, we get:

Now, having applied (100) and got the S.F. as it looks, we 
can tell that two rules must have applied. Namely:

U.F. /swd/ /byd/
(100) suwd buyd

S.F. [su:d] [bi:d]

(101) V
[+high]

-voc. 
-cons 
o;back

[^back] j
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(102)
[-cons.] +voc 

5<backJ +high

(Tentative)

This does not mean that both (101) and (102) are needed to 
derive 'su:d' and 'bird*. In fact it is not necessary to 
apply rule (101) during the derivation process of 'surd' 
because (100) does the job. The derivation of ’surd1 would 
look as follows:

U.F. /swd/
(100) suwd
(102) suud

/Stress suud
r /■S.F. [surd]

To derive 'bird', the situation is rather different. In 
fact, not only are both (101) and (102) needed but the 
order of their application is crucial. Rule (101) has to 
apply before (102). The derivation of 'bird* would be as 
follows:

U.F. /byd/
(100) buyd

(101) biyd*
(102) biid•

/Stress biid
S.F. [bird]

If rule (102) applies before (101) we would get the wrong 
*result ’burd' and the application of rule (101) would then 

be blocked.
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Another singular form that takes the same canonical 
plural shape is:

2 . S^.
ra: . kib
sa: . frib

PI.
'rider 1 
1 companion'

rexkb(1)
(2)satib

We can state the following rule as the singular VIR 

(103) CCC — ^ Ca :CiC Sg. 1.2 

And for the plural, the VIR is:

Accordingly 

Singular:

Plural:

? CaCC PI. 1.2

U.F. / rkb/
(103) ra:kibk

S.D. r a : . 
/

kib
Stress r a : . * kib
S.F. [ra: . • kib]

U.F. / rkb/ •

(104) rakb»
s

Stress rakb
4

yS.F. [rakb]

(1) Also ruk.:ba:n and ruk - ka:b.
(2) Also §i..fia:b and ?as-*fia.:b.
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X.I. CVCVC

Consider the following:

1. (105) PI.
xa: . dim 'servant* xa . dam / xud - da:m
ha: . ris 'guard' ha . ras / hur - ra:s

2. ki . ta:b 'bank' ku . tub
ra . su:l 'messenger1 ru . sul

In 1, the singular VIR is (103). That is:

(103) + Sg. II.1.

In 2., however, the vowel specification does not seem to be 
possible, but the quality of shortness/length is regular. 
Accordingly, the singular VIR for 2. can be as follows:

(106) CCC ---* CVCV:C Sg. II.2.

The plural VIR for 1. is as follows:

(107) CCC ---» CaCaC PI. II. 1.

And 2. has the following VIR:

(108) CCC — > CuCuC PI. II. 2.

The other plural form in 1. has the following VIR:

(109) CCC — > CuCCa:C
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1.

(110)

(111)

(112)

(113)

CVCV:C

Here too there are two different plural patterns under this 
canonical form.

Consider the following:

Sg. PI.
bafir ' sea' biha:r
rumh
*

'spear' rima:h
0awb 'dress' 8iya:b
dcxby 1 deer' diba:?

dza . bal 1 mountain 1 dzi . ba: 1
dza . mal 'camel' d&i . m a : 1

rex . d&ul ' man 1 ri . d£a:l

In (A) the vowel does not seem to be predictable so we can. 
state the following VIR:

CCC — > CVCC Sg. III. 1. (A)

In (B) the first vowel seems to be regular but the second 
does not, although it seems regularly short. Accordingly, 
we can state the following VIR:

CCC — > CaCVC Sg. III.l. (B).

For the plural we can state the following VIR:

CCC — > CiCa:C PI. III.l.

This rule has to be used to derive all nouns in .1. but this 
does not mean that it is the only rule needed. Let us look 
at '0awb' and 1 cUxby 1 :
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To derive '9iya:b', rule (102) has to apply after (113), 
otherwise we would get the incorrect result * ’0iwa:b'. 
That is:

U.F. / Owb/
(113) Qiwa:b
(102) 0iya:b
S.D. Gi . ya:b
Stress

s'
Oi . ya:b

S.F, [8i . ya:b]

And similarly, if we were to use only rule (113) to derive 
the plural of *daby1, we would get the wrong result *'diba:y’. 
Accordingly, another rule must be involved after the appli
cation of (113), which seems to be the following:

+cons. / r vfr —)o0 >11 _1 + low / $ . c + long
-cont. / ^-high^

That is: (Tentative)

U.F. /dby/
(113) diba::y
(114) diba:: ?
S.D. di . ba: ?
Stress di . • ba*.?
S.F. [di . ba:? ]

2. Consider the following:

(115) (A) Pl^
d&ild ’skin’ d&u . lu:d
&ayx ’minister1 gu . yu:x
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xatt ’line' xu . tu:t» » • •

(B) ?a . sad 'lion* ?u . su:d
ma . lik 'king1 mu . lurk
na . mir 'tiger1 nu . mu:r

In (A) the vowel does.not seem to be regular, so it has to 
be listed. Accordingly, the VIR would be (111). That is:

(111) + Sg. III.2. (A)

In (B), however, the situation is very similar to that in
l.(B). Thus, the VIR (112) applies here too.

(112) + Sg. III.2. (B)

The plural VIR is as follows:

(116) CCC  » CuCu:C PI. III.2.
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IV. p aCCa:C

Consider the following:

(117) (A) PI.
^iid ’feast* f'a'j . ya:d
s u : q * market * p s as . w a : q
ba:b 'door' v^ab . wa:b

Nouns like these indicate that in monosyllabic words, 
a long vowel is only phonetically long. That is, phonemi- 
cally, it is a result of a phonological process involving a 
glide and one or two short vowels. The plural form above 
supports the hypothesis that a glide exists in the U . F . o f  
these nouns. Moreover, the fact that these nouns fall in 
a group of a tri-segmental U.F. makes it clear that a glide 
exists in their U.F.

However, in the first two nouns '^iid* and ‘su:q* it 
is easy to see which glide is involved with which vowel. 
This can be seen in the light of rule (101) p.84. Accord
ingly, their U.F. are /^yd/ and /swq/ respectively. The 
main question here, though, concerns nouns of the form 
Ca:C like‘b a :b ’above, and the determination of their U.F.

Nouns of the form Ca:C

Since the vowel *a* is [-front] then the glide 
involved with it would be 'w1, rule (102). Accordingly, 
the U.F. of nouns like 'ba:b' is /cwc/, that is, /bwb/ 
for 'ba:b', and for which the canonical form is 1CawC1. 
However the fact that the back glide takes the features
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of the low vowel does not seem to be a phonological fact. 
Consider the following:

(118)

But

hawl 
^awr 
^ awm 
*xawl 
*bawb 
*tawdz

one year 
deepness 
swimming

■ha: 1 
$ a : r 
S a:m 
xa: 1 
ba:b 
ta: di£

'condition' 
1 cave1 
'one year'
'uncle'
1 door'
1 crown 1

And

(119)

9awb 
d%ay& 
lay 8

qawl
xayt
sawm*

Sayl
sayd
dawr

1 dress'
'army'
'1 ion'

'saying'

'thread'
'fasting1 
1 carrying 
'hunting'
'a turn'

*9a :b 
*d£a:5 
*la:8

qa:l 
x a : t 
sa:m
Vs a : 1 
sa: d 
d a : r

'he said'
'he sewed/threaded' 
'he fasted'
'he carried'
'he hunted/caught' 
'he turned'

Examples like these indicate that when the noun is a 
verbal one, i.e. a noun which is an act of a verb, the under
lying /w/ remains; and when the noun is not verbal, i.e. a 
pure noun without any trace of a verb in it, the underlying 
/w/ takes the features of the preceding 'a'. Accordingly, 
we can state the following tentative rule.

(120) -cons.
+back

+ V O C  . ™|
o<f eaturej

C _  V 
+low ” 
^feature
Condition: non-verbal 

noun
(Tentative)
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Let us note here that it would be absurd to claim that 
nouns like 'ba:b' have the canonical form 'bawab'. This is 
because an analyst who would claim that, will first break 
the canonical form CVCC to which nouns of the forms 'Ca:C*,
'CawC’, and 'CaCC' belong. Also, if he were to posit a 
canonical form 'CVCVC' for the nouns with a medial S.F.
[w] in this group, he must account satisfactorily for the 
loss of the second vowel. A hypothesis which would seem 
rather imposed.

Moreover, how about the following nouns:

ha . wal 'cockeyed'
na . war 'gypsies'

The syllable division here has to be as shown, because no 
one syllable can exist in Arabic with five segments in it.. 
And this very point cannot be taken to justify the loss of 
the glide 'w1 in the possibly claimed 'bawab' because if 
'bawab' were to be accepted, then 'Ha . wal' should be 
'Tm:l', and 'na . war' should be 'na:r' which is not the 
case. Consider the following:

fta . wal 'cockeyed'
inawl 'one year'
1ia:l 'condition'

na . war 'gypsies'
*nawr 
na:r 'fire'

In fact, it is the verbs of the form ’Ca:C' like 'qa:l'
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whose canonical form is Ca aC

and in which the glide is deleted. Consider the following

(121) katb
qatl
Salin

'writing1 
’killing’ 
1 load’

ka . tab 
qa . tal 
£a . iian

'he wrote' 
'he killed1 
’he loaded’

qawl ’saying1
sawm ’fasting’
xayt ’thread’

sayb ’grey hair’

^ a  . ha:b 
^ a  . hab 
qi . ra: . P ah 
qa . rap 
su . m u :d 
s a . mad

qa: 1 
sa:m 
x a : t

sa :b

1 going’
’he went’
’reading1 
’he read’
’resistance1 
’he resisted’

’he said’
'he fasted’
’he threaded’

(sewed)
'he went grey1

Now, it should be clear that the singular noun of the form 
’Ca:C' is canonically ’CawC’; and the past tense verb, 3rd 
Sg. of the form ’Ca:C’ is canonically:

Ca \ w aC

And the glide is deleted by the following rule:

(122) -cons 
-voc. 6 j  C -high"! 

/ -front!
V

-high
-front
Condition: Past 3rd 

Sg. verb
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Now let us consider the following:

<B > Sg. 
mawd& 
sawt 
lawn

(C) fi«il 
hizb 
silk

(D) Sakl
mad&d
saxs•

(E) lutfs 
S u&r 
Su^l

(F) bipr

puPy
^udw

1 wave'
* voice1
1 colour'

1 verb 
1 party’
'wire 1

* shape '
'glory'
1 person'

•fiddle1 
1 excuse 1 
'work'

•well (pit) 
'opinion'
* member'

PI.
pam . w a :d& 
pas . wa:t 
Pal . wa:n

? af , ‘i a:l 
P ah . z a : b 
? as . lark

P as 
P am 
? a§

k a : 1 
d2a : d 
x a : s

? al . 'S a : z 
p a^ . a : r 
p aS . ^ a : 1

pa: . ba:r 
? a: . ra:P 
p a°i . d a : p

The VIR for the singular so far seems to be (111). That is

(111) + Sg. IV (A)   (F)

Now let us consider the following:

(G) Sg. 
qa . dam 
^a . mal 
^a . dad

’foot1 
'work’
’number

PI. 
paq . da:m 
pa*! . marl 
? a 0! . d a : d
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(H) Sg^_ PI.
sa . ri:f 'nobie' p . rcuf
Tia . bi:b 'beloved1 ? all . ba:b
qa . ri:n 'companion' ? aq . ra:n

The VIR for (G) is (107). That is:

(107) + Sg. IV (G)

And for (H) the VIR is the following:

(123) CCC -- * CaCi :C Sg. IV (H)

Now let us consider the following:

(I) S£^_ PI.
may - yit 'dead' Pam . wa:t/maw . ta
say - yid 'lord' pas . ya:d

(J) sa . da 'echo1 ? as . da:p
ha . wa 'intention' Pah . wa:p

(K) sa: . hib 'friend' Pas . lia:b
&a: . hid 'overlooking pa§ . ha:d

point'

The examples in (I) seem to have a very similar struc
ture. Phonetically, the geminated glide in the middle looks 
the same in both examples. But phonemically, it may or may 
not be one and the same glide, not only in both nouns, but 
even in one and the same noun.

In the first example 'may *. yit' the underlying glide 
is /w/ not *y'. This assumption is supported by the plural
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form above and by the collective noun 1mawt1 meaning ’death1. 
Accordingly, the U.F. for 'may - yit1 is /mwt/. On the 
other hand, the underlying glide in ’say - yid’ is /y/.
This is supported by the plural form above and by the noun 
'si . ya: . dah’ meaning ’lordship’. So the U.F. for 'say - 
is /syd/.

Now, it may be assumed that the VIR for examples like 
those in (I) is in fact (123) with rules that split the long 
vowel * i :’ into ’yi' and change 'w' to ’y' in this context. 
Such an assumption, though it sounds appealing, is not 
supportable. Consider the following:

(124) ta . will 'tall/long1 *ta.y - yil
Sa . wi:l 'wailing' *Sa-y - yil
Sa . wi:s 'difficult' *S&y - yi?

But *d£a . wi:d d&ay - yid 'good'
*ha . wi:n hay - yin ’easy1
*da . wi:q day - yiq 'narrow*

Now it should be clear that examples like those in (I) have 
their own VIR which looks as follows:

(125) CCC — > CaCyiC Sg. IV. (I)

This rule would be sufficient for examples with /y/ as their 
medial underlying segment like 'say - yid'. However, when 
/w/ is the underlying segment as in 'may - yit', another 
rule is involved; namely, the following:

(126) -cons. 
-voc. [-back]

-cons 
-voc. 
-back

yid'
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More support tor this rule is as follows:

t (x . wa ‘he folded' yat . wi 'he folds'

But tayy 'folding*, i.e. < /tawy/.

r 01 . wa 'he watered' yar . wl 'he waters'

But rayy 'watering1, i.e. < /rawy/
ka . wa 'he cauterised' yak . wi 'he cauterises'

But kayy 'cauterisation, i.e. < /kawy/

Accordingly, we can derive 'may - yit' as follows:

U.F. /mwt/
(12 5) mawyit
(126) mayyit
S.D. may - yit
stress may - .yit
S.F. [may . yit]

In (J), however, 'sa . d a1 ends in a tense vowel; this, 
as suggested earlier, indicates.that the vowel is phonemically 
not as it looks phonetically. And since the noun falls in 
a group which has a tri-segmental U.F., there must be a 
deleted segment (cf. pp.82-83). The plural form suggests 
that the deleted segment is the final '?1 but rule (114) 
tells us that '?' in a position like that of the final 
in 'pas . da:p' is underlyingly a glide. The dual form of 
' s o, . d a1 is 1 s Os • da . ya:n'. So, we can say now that the 
deleted segment here is /y/ and the U.F. for 1 s a, . da' is 
/sdy/. Accordingly, the VIR for (J) is (107). That is:
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(107) + Sg. IV (J)

Let us derive 'sa. da 1:

U.F.

(98)
(107)

/sdy / 
saday 
sada

(99) sada:
(31) sada
S.D. sa . da
Stress sa . da 

[s a . da]

/

S.F.

The examples in (K) seem to be straightforward, their VIR is 
(103). That is :

(103) + Sg. IV (K)

The plural VIR for this group is as follows:

This rule is sufficient to produce the plural forms of 
most nouns in this group in a straightforward way. However, 
this means that not all the plural forms can be obtained by 
simply applying (127) to. the U.F.

Looking at the examples in (F) we notice that (127) 
does not give us the correct, plural form directly.
Applying it will give us the incorrect forms *?ab .f a:r, 
*?ar . ^ a:y and *?a^ . do.:w respectively. These incorrect 
forms indicate that to obtain the correct forms, other rules 
are involved. Among such rules is a metathesis which takes

(127) CCC
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place when a glottal stop is involved in the U.F. as in the 
first two examples ’bi^r1 and ’ra?y'. This metathesis rule 
can be stated as follows:

(128) ?aC?a:C — > ?a?Ca:C

Also, it seems from these examples that when a segment is 
deleted - anywhere in the utterance - its preceding vowel 
becomes long. Thus rule (99) needs to be revised as follows

(99) V — ^ [+long] /   d
(Revised)

Let us derive all the examples in (F)

'? a : . b a : r 1

U.F. /b? r /
(12 7) p ab? a :r
(128) ? a?ba:r
(27) p ab a :r
(99) ?a:ba:r
S.D. p a: . ba:r

* «

Stress Ja: . ba:r
S.F. [? a : . b a : r ]

pa: . ra:p

U.F. /T?y/
(127) ?arpa:y
(128) ?a?ra:y
(114) papra:p
(27) v’araip
(99) pa:ra:p
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S.D. pa: . ra:p
Stress pa: . r a : ?
S.F. [fa: . ra:?]

'? a S  . dc\:p 1

U..F. /Sdw/
(127) p a^ d a :w

’ ♦

(114) ? a4] d a : p
S.D. ? a^ . da:p
Stress ? a*! . da: ?
S.F. [fa ‘i . da:p]

V. CuC - Ca:C

Consider the following:

(129) Sg_^ PI.
ha: . kim ’ruler1 huk - ka:m
*ia: . mil 'worker1 ^um - marl
na: . ? ib 'deputy1 nuw - wa:b

The VIR for the singular is (103). That is:

(103) + Sg. V

However, we notice from the plural form that in the last 
example 'na: . ? ib ' the medial underlying segment is /w/ 
not '?1. This assumption can be supported by rule (114), 
though not in its present form. But before we revise it 
let us look at the following:
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V I .

(130) qa: . wim 
tia: . wil 
ra: . wid

1 resist.1 q a : . p im
'try1 lia: . p il
'persuade* ra: . pid

'upright1 
1 barrier 1 
’colonel'

Accordingly, we revise rule (114) as follows

(114) [-voc.]
+cons. 
+ low 
-cont.

V
[+long]

Condition: [-verb]
(Revised)

The plural VIR for this group is (109). That is

(109) + Pi. V.

CVCVCah

Consider the following

(131)1. Sg, 
f i:l 
di :k 
qird

1 elephant1 
'cock'
'monkey'

2. ^a: . d&iz 'disable
. lim 'tyrant' 

ka: . tib 'writer'

fi
di

qi

PI.
ya
ya
ra

lah
kah
dah

^a . d%a .~zah 
. la . mah 

ka . ta . bah

In 1. both the plural form and rule (101) tell us that the 
U.Fs. for the first two nouns ! f i :1 1 and 'di:k' are /fyl/ 
and /dyk/ and their canonical forms are 'fiyl* and 'diyk' 
respectively. Accordingly, the VIR for 1. would be as 
follows:
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(132) CCC — > CiCC VI 1.

This rule has to "be stated for 1. because in 1. the vowel
is regularly 1i '.

The VIR for 2, is (103). That is:

(103) + Sg. VI. 2.

The VIR for the plural can be stated tentatively as follows:

(133) CCC — CVCaCah PI. VI.
(Tentative)

It seems from the examples in this group that the 
Identification of the first vowel in the plural form depends 
on whether the singular form has 'i' as its only vowel or 
not. That is, when the singular form is as that in 1., then 
the first vowel in the plural form is 'i1, apart from that 
it is ‘a 1. Accordingly, rule (133) can be revised as 
follows:

(133)
C

PI. VI.
(Revised)

i i
C(i)C — > C CaCah

a : a

We notice that this plural form has a suffix 1 a h 1.
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VII. ? aCCiCah

Consider the following

(134) (A) §gjL
di . ma:# 
lii . *8 a:p

(B) d%a . na:li 
da . w a :p

(C )  ̂a . m u : d
Sa . ri:t 
du . ^ a : p

PI.
' brain1 
'shoe1

1 wing 1

pillar1 
tape 1 
praying1

? ad . mi . ah 
p ah . $i . yah

? ad& . ni . hah
'medicine' Pad . wi . yah

? a^ . m i  . dah 
?as . ri . tah 
Pad . ^i . yah

What seems to be regular in the singular form is that it 
has two vowels the first of which is short and the other is 
long. Accordingly, the VIR here would be (106). That is:

(106) + Sg. VII.

The VIR for the plural can be stated as follows

(135) CCC ? aCCiCah PI. VII.

We notice that this plural form has a prefix 'Pa' and a 
suffix 1 a h '.
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VIII. CiCCa:n

Consider the following:

(136)(A ) Sg^ PI.
fapr 'mouse* fip . ra :n
0awr 'ox* 0i : . ra:n* •

(B) dza:r 'neighbour* d2i: . ra:n
hu:t 'whale* hi: . ta:n

The VIR for the singular is (111). That is:

(111) + Sg. VIII.

For the nouns in (B) we recall an earlier discussion 
(pp. 91-^94), according to which the U.Fs. for *dza:r* and 
*hu:t* would be /dzwr/ and /fiwt/, and their canonical forms 
would be 'dzawr* and "huwt* respectively.
The plural VIR is as follows:

(137) CCC — > CiCCa: n PI. VIII.

We notice here, that this plural form has the suffix 'a:n*.
Let us derive *dzi: . ra:n*:

U.F. /d&wr/
(13 7) dziwra:n
(102) dziira:n
S.D. dzii . ra:n
Stress dzii . ra:n
S.F. [dzi: . rcf:n]
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IX. CuCCa:n

(138XA) Sg. 
fa: . ris 
w a : . di
Sarbb

(B) dzi . darr 

s a  . biyy 
$u . la:m

(C) qa . dirb 
ka . 6i:b

'knight'
'valley'
'youth'

'wall1 
' b o y '
'young boy1 

1 r o d '
'sand hill’

PI. 
fur . sa:n 
wud . yarn 
sub - barn

dzud . r a m  
sub . yarn 
■tful . m a m

qud . barn 
ku9 . barn

We notice in (A) that the last example 'sarbb' does 
not look like the first two, i.e. there is no 'i ' between 
the last two consonants. And since the last two consonants 
are identical, then, this would suggest a rule in the 
language which can be stated as followsr

(139) V
+high
-back
-long

$ C —  C ##

Conditionr C = C.

This rule can be supported by the following examples

(140) ^ a rmm 
h a : dd 
Sara’S

'general1 
'sharp'
1 irregular‘
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But notice:

(141) ka m m implied
■fia: . kirn 1 ruler'
ya: . bis dry

Moreover, we notice that while 'wa: . d i ' ends in a 
tense vowel ’I', which according to rule (102) and the 
plural form 'wud . ya:n' tells us that there is an under
lying /y/ which is deleted here; 'sa . biyy' has two 'y's1 
and neither of them is deleted. That is, one would expect 
rule (102) to apply to 'sa . biyy' not once but twice.

This phenomenon can be explained by pointing out that 
'wa:di' has the canonical form 'wa: . diy', that is
'Ca: . CiC' as is clear from other nouns /  ̂  Since it ends
in a glide, rule (102) applies to it yielding, in fact,
'wa: . dii’ which by rule (31) becomes 'wa: . d i ' , a word-
final-position which is regular and common in the language. 
With 'sa . biyy' , on the other hand, we notice that its 
canonical form is 'sa . bi:y', that is 'Ca . Ci:C', as clear 
from other nouns with it. Now, if rule (102) were to apply 
to it we would end up with the incorrect form *'sa . biii' 
because the structural description of the rule will be met 
more than once. Now, since rule (31) shortens and tenses a 
long vowel word-finally (that is, actually two identical 
vowels) it cannot apply here, because in fact we will have

(1) With rules (98) and (139) in mind.
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three vowels according to rule (102). Accordingly, since 
three vowels succession^^ is not tolerable in the language, 
then we can revise rule (102) as follows:

(102)
[-cons.] +voc .n 

°cbackj +high
ocback

(Revised)

Now, (102) cannot apply to words that end in a glide. 
This means that 'sa. biyy' is still in its canonical form 
'sa . biiy'.

However, this revision, although it may sound appealing, 
is rule-specific; and for a phenomenon like this, namely, an 
incorrect form resulting from rule application, it would 
seem better to make a general constraint according to which a 
rule does not apply if it will produce an incorrect form.
We make the following statement:

(142) "A possible rule application is blocked if the
result will be a disallowed sequence."

This statement means that a rule becomes opaque, that 
is, it does not apply where it should have. What actually 
happens in words like 1 s o, . biyy1 is rather the opposite to 
what rule (102) would suggest. That is a different rule 
which can be stated tentatively as follows:

(143) -cons
-back
+high

[-voc.]
-cons. 
-voc. 
-back
(Tentative)

(1) And indeed three consonants in succession.
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Here we can say that (143) can apply to the canonical 
form 'sc\ . biiy' more than once yielding the incorrect form 
*'sc\ . hyyy * . And there does not seem to be a way to con
strain it except by (142). Further, we can collapse (143) 
and part of (102) as follows:

(144)

Finally, it seems obvious that in 'sa . biyy’ the under 
lying glide is the final one, not the one before it.
The singular VIR for (A) is (103). That is:

(103) + Sg. IX. (A).

And for (B) it is (106). That is:

(106) + Sg. IX. (B).

And for (C) it is (123). That is

(123) + Sg. IX. (C).

The plural VIR is the following:

(145) CCC — * CuCCarn PI. IX

We notice here that this plural form has a suffix 'a:n
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-X. CuCaCa:?

Consider the following:

(146) Sg^ PI.
pa . mi:r 'prince' pu . ma . ra*.p
S a  . mi:d 'dean' S u  . ma . da:P
rct . pi:s 'president' ru . pa . sa:?

The singular VIR is (123). That is:

(123) + Sg. X.

And the plural VIR is the following:

(147) CCC — > CuCaCa :p PI. X.

And here we notice that this plural form takes a suffix 
' a :p ' .

X I . PaCCiCa:?

Consider the following:

(148)1. Sg. PI.

s<X . d i : q ' friend1 ? as . di . q a : p
qa . ri:b 'relative' p aq . ri . b a : p
na . biyy 'prophet' p an . bi . ya:?

2. Sa . qi:q 'brother' ? a . §iq - qa:p
ta . bi:b 'doctor' ?a . tlb - ba:?
Sa * 21 * Z 'dear' P a . Siz - za:?
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The singular VIR is (123). That is:

(123) + Sg. XI.

For the last example in 1. 'na . biyy1 we recall the dis
cussion on pp.
The plural VIR is the following:

However, we notice that (149) does not give us the 
correct plural forms in 2. Rather, it will give us the 
incorrect forms *'? a& . qi . qa:?', *'?at . bi . ba:?', and 
*'?a^ . zi . za:?' respectively. But we notice that each 
noun in 2. has its last two underlying segments identical. 
Thus, we conclude that a metathesis takes place here which 
can be stated as follows:

(149) CCC

pCiCCp PI. XI
Condition: C2 = C3

Let us derive '? a . ^iq - qa:p

U.F.

(150)

(149)
/Sqq/ 
?a£qiqa:p 
? aSiqqa:p

S.D.
Stress
S.F.

pa . Siq - qa:p
?a . siq - qa:?

/[ra . Siq - qa:p]
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Here we notice the difference in syllable adjustment between 
words like a . siq - qa:p' and as . di . qa:?'. This is 
actually because of the metathesis that takes place in words 
like 'pa . Siq - qa:?'. As a result of this metathesis the 
syllables have to be readjusted because the syllable struc
ture of the language states that no syllable begins in a 
vowel.

XII. maCa:CiC

Consider the following:

PI.
ma . na: . bir
ma . *\a: . wil

ma . sa: . d&id
ma . wa:. . qid

ma . £a: . hid
ma . Sa: . bid

ma . qa:ss

ma . fa:kk

ma . s q,: • fiif

ma . ba: . rid

(151)(A) Sg.
mim . bar 
miS . wal

(1)

(B) mas . d&id 
maw . qif

(C) maS . had 
maS . bad

(D) ma . qass 

ma . fakk

(E) mus . fiaf

'tribune'
''big' axe'

'mosque'
'situation'

■ scene *
'alter'

'pair of . 
scissors
'opener'

'a copy of 
the Qur'an'

mub . rad 'metal file'

(1) N.B. rule (68).
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First of all, we notice that the initial 'm! is a 
common denominator in all of these nouns. In fact, its 
presence has a certain semantic value; namely, that a noun 
with 'm1 initially is denoting either a place or an 
instrument, unless the initial 'm1 is proved to be underlying, 
which is not the case here. However, since no consonant 
cluster is allowed utterance or syllable initially, we can 
say that the vowel after the initial 'm' is obligatory in 
that position. That vowel does not seem to be predictable, 
except that it is short. Therefore, it has to be listed.
Now, the VIR for (A), (C), (D) and (E) is as follows:

(152) CCC -- > mVCCaC Sg. XII. (A), (C), (D) and (E).

However, we notice that (D) seems to disagree with (152) 
above, but if we recall rule (97), we realize that (D) 
actually does agree with (152). Let us derive 'ma . qass*:

U.F. /Qss/
(152) maqsas
(97) maqass • »

S.D. ma . qass
Stress /ma . qass
S.F. [ma . qass]

For (B) the VIR is as follows:

(153) CCC — > maCCiC Sg. XII. (B).

The plural VIR for the whole group is as follows:

(154) CCC — > maCa :CiC PI. XII.
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XIII. maCa:Ci :C

Consider the following

(155)(A)
mis . ma:r 
mif . ta:fi

(B) mi: . za:n
mi : . a : d

(C) madz . mu:C| 
madi& . nu:n

1 nail' 
1 key'

PI.
ma . sa: . mi:r 
ma . fa: . ti:h

'scale' ma . wa: . zi:n
'appointment' ma . wa: . Siid

1 total' 
'mad'

ma . d&a: . mi:^ 
ma . d&a: . ni:n

For (A) and (B) the VIR is as follows:

(156) CCC -- > miCCa:C Sg. XIII. (A) and (B).

This is because the canonical form for (B) is 'miCCa:C'.
However, (B) seems to suggest that there is a rule which is
'w --- i/i  Consider the following:

Sg- 
mi: . na:p 
mi: . qa:t
mi: . 9a:q 
mi: . ^a^d

PI
'port ma
'date' ma
'assurance' ma 
'appointment' ma

. w a : 

. w a : 

. wa 

. wa

. ni?

. q i : t 

. 0i:q 

. *ii:d

It is clear here that the canonical form for all the singu
lar begins with -'miw...'. Accordingly, we can state the 
following rule:

(157)
[-cons.]

+VOC . / V
-back / c -back
+high / +high
-long / -long

C V c 
[+long]
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XIV.

For (C), the VIR is as follows:

(158) CCC maCCu:C Sg. XIII. (C)

Let us derive 'mi: . za:n':

U.F.
(156)
(157) 
S.D.
Stress
S.F.

/wzn /
miwza:n
miiza:n
mii . za:n 

/mil . za:n 
✓[mi: . za:n]

The plural VIR for the whole group is as follows

(159) CCC maCa:C i :C PI. XIII.

Regular Plurals 

Consider the following:

(A) sg.
mu . har - rir
mu . dar - ris

mu . han . dis

(B) mu . h a : . sib
mu . r<*: . qib
mu . h a : . mi

(C) mus * t a . mi^
mum * t a • hin
muq . ta . rid

PI.

1 editor'
'teacher'
'engineer'

'accountant1
'observer' Sg. + u:n/i:n
'lawyer‘

' listener'
'examiner'
'borrower'

J
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The VIR for the singular can be stated as follows:

(161) mVCCC — =

2.(A) Sg.
nad& - d£a:r 
tfas - sail 
sod> - ba: %

(B) ^a: . mil
ba: . tii9 
na: . tlq

mu.(C ) < aC CiC Sg. XIV. 1

PI.
1 carpenter'
1 washer’
1 painter'

' worker'
* researcher1 
1 spokesman '

7  Sg. + u:n/i:n

These examples also express the instrumentality of the 
noun, though obviously not by an initially added segment as 
we have seen earlier, but in (A) by doubling the medial under
lying segment, and in (B) only by the pattern that involves 
a long vowel.
The VIR for (A) is as follows:

(162) CCC CaCCa:C Sg. XIV. 2.(A)

And for (B) it is (103). That is:

(103) + Sg. XIV. 2.(B).

3.(A) §ar . qiyy 'from the east'
ku . way . tiyy . . 'from Kuwait'
d£a . za: . Pi . riyy 'from Algeria'

(B) si . ya: . siyy 'politician'
lu . £a . wiyy 'linguist'
?iq . ti . s$: . diyy 'economist*

^>Sg. + u:n/i:n
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These are called 'nisbah' nouns. That is, nouns which 
relate somebody or something to a place, a field of knowledge, 
a job, etc. The final 'iyy' is the nisbah morpheme. However, 
we recall 1sa . biyy1 and 'na . biyy* earlier in the discus
sion (pp.106-109 and 110-112 respectively) of which the 
former is an exception to regular plurals, and the latter 
can actually take a regular plural, but '? an . bi . ya:?' is 
in fact the common plural. We note here, however, that 
rsa . biyy' is related to the collective noun ' .  ba' 
meaning 'youthfulness', and 'na . biyy' is related to the 
feminine noun !nu . buw - wah' meaning 'prohpecy*.

II. Quadri-segmental

XV. CaCa:CiC

Consider the following:

(163)(A) Sg. Pl.
far . sax 'measure unit' fa . ptx: . six
bay . rotq 'flag1 ba . ya: . riq
kaw . kab ’planet1 ka . wa: . kib

(B) Sa: . ri^ 'street1 Sa . w a : . ri<}
to,: . biq 'floor' t cx . w a : . biq
sa: . Sid ' arm' sa . w a : . Sid

(C) d ck . mi : r 'conscious' d<x . m a : . ? ir
qa . ri:b 'relative' qa . ra: . ? ib,

?aq- . ri . ba:
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The singular VIR for (A) is as follows:

(164) CCCC  * CaCCaC Sg. XV. (A)
(Tentative)

For (B) we may think of (103) but we should not forget 
that (103) involves a tri-segmental U.F. which is not what 
we have here. However, rule (120) tells us that /w/ takes 
the features of the vowel which precedes it in non-verbal 
nouns. And those in (B) are non-verbal ones. Accordingly, 
the canonical form of the nouns in (B) is like 1 sawriV.

Now, before stating a VIR for (B), let us examine (C). 
And here we can see that with rules (144), (120) and (114) 
in mind, the singular canonical form is 'damyir*. However, 
it should be noted here, that rule (123) is to be excluded 
because we are dealing here with a quadri-segmental U.F.
Now it seems clear that the VIR for both (B) and (C) is one 
and the same, and can be stated as follows:

(165) CCCC  » CaCCiC Sg. XV. (B) and (C)

In fact we can put both (164) and (165) in one form as 
follows:

(166)
CCCC -- > CaCC

(A)
C Sg. XV

(B) and (C)
(Revised)

Let us derive *&a: . r i V  and 'da . mi:r':

!§a: . ri<\ '
U.F. /swrV
(166) sawriCj
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(12 0) saari*t
S.D. §aa . ri^
Stress Saa .
S.F. [Sa: . ri^]

'da. mi : r 1

U.F. /dmyr/
(16 6) damyir
(144) damiir• *
S.D. da . miir

/
Stress da . miip

/•
S.F. [da . mi:r]

The plural VIR is the following:

(167) CCCC -- > CaCa: CiC PI. XV.

This rule seems to be sufficient for nouns in (A) and
(B). But for those in (C) rule (114) is also needed because 
its structural description is met during the course of 
derivation. Let us derive 'da • ma: . pir1:

U.F. /dmyr/
(16 7) dama:yir
(114) dama:p ir
S.D. da . ma: . pir
Stress da . mal . ? ir
S.F. [da . mâ : . pir]

Here, it must be noted that rule (144) cannot apply 
after rule (167) because if it had, the result would have
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XVI.

been 1 d a  * ma:i:r' which is incorrect because the sequence 
'a:i:r' is not allowed in the language. That is, statement 
(142) blocks the application of rule (144).

However, it should be noted here that some people might 
think that 'sa: . r i V  has a tri-segmental U.F., referring 
it to the verb 'Sa . r a V t meaning 'to legislate'. In 
reaction to such possible confusion, we point out here that 
the noun of ' §a . ra*}' is 'SarV, 'legislation', not 'Sa: . r i V  , 
'street'. Also, the U.F. of a noun does not have to be 

judged by a verb. Nevertheless, analogy and exceptions exist 
in every language, but should not be allowed to deprive us 
of clear generality.

. CaCa:Ci:C

Consider the following:

(A) Sg.
tim . sa:h 
sir . wa:l

1 crocodile' 
'pair of pants

PI.
ta . ma: , si:h 
sa . r m  . wi:l

(B) di: . wa:n
si: . wa:n

' guests '• room' 
'guests' wing1

da . w a : . w i :n 
sa . wa: . wi:n

(C) Say . tq:n 
nay . sa:n

'satan' 
'badge1

Sa . ya: . ti:n 
na . ya: . §i:n

(D) sun . du:q 
dzum . h u :r

' b o x '
'crowd'

so . na: . di:q 
dza . ma: . hi:r

(E) qa: . nu:n 
ta.: . Pu:s

' law'
'peacock'

qa . wa: . ni:n 

t a  • wa: . wi:s
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(F) ^af , ri:t 
qan . d i:1

’devil1 
'candle 1

^a . fa: . ri:t 
qa . na: . di:l

In (A) arid (B) the VIR is one and the same. This is because 
the canonical form for (B) is 'CiCCa:C'. That is:

(168) CCCC -> CiCCa:C Sg. XVI (A) and (B) .

However, one might think that rule (156) should be used 
instead of (168). But, we must not forget that rule (156) 
concerns a tri-segmental U.F., whereas here rule (168) is 
assigned for a quadri-segmental U.F. Similarly, rule (158) 
concerns a tri-segmental U.F. while (171) (see below) has a 
quadri-segmental U.F.
Let us derive *d i : . wa:n':

U.F.
(168)
(157)
S.D.
Stress
S.F.

/dwwn/
diwwa:n
diiwa:n
dii . wa:n 

/*d n  . wa:n 
[di: . wa:n]

The VIRs for (C), (D), (E) and (F) are as follows

(169)

(170)

(171)

CCCC

CCCC

CCCC

CaCCa:C Sg. XVI (C)

CuCCu:C Sg. XVI (D)

CaCCu:C Sg. XVI (E)

(172) CCCC CaCCi:C Sg. XVI (F)



Let us derive 'qa: . nu:n':

U.F. /qwnn/
(171) qawnu:n
(120) qaanu:n
S.D. qaa . nu:n

/Stress qaa . nu:n
S.F. [qa: . nu:n]

The plural VIR can be stated as follows: 

(173) CCCC — > CaCa :Ci: C PI. XVI
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Chapter Two 

Feminine

Mostly, it is the case that the feminine marker is the 
suffix 'ah' for the singular, and the suffix 'a:t' for the 
plural. Feminine nouns that end in these suffixes are the 
regular ones, and there seems to be little interest in 
trying to focus on them because they follow a predictable 
pattern.

The nouns that do not take the regular suffix are our 
main interest here. We shall categorise them according to 
the plural form they take - as we did in the previous 
chapter.

Moreover, it is often the case that a feminine noun 
takes, besides its irregular plural form, the regular one * 
and/or a collective noun form. In such cases we will list 
only the irregular plural, form. This is due to the fact 
that the regular plural form is predictable and the form of 
a collective noun is masculine.
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XVII.

I . Tri-segmental

CVCaC

Consider the following

(174)1. Sg. 
daw . lah 
qar . yah 
d&um . lah 
su: . rqh

2 . qit
sil

qi:
iii:

. S ah 

. S ah

. mah 

. lah

1 state ’
'village'
1 sentence1 
'picture 1

1 piece 1
'1 trade1 item* 
'value'
'trick’

PI. 
du . wal 
qu . r a 
d&u . mal 
su . war

qi
si
qi
hi

t CK̂

laS
yam
yal

The singular form here has the VIR (111). That is:

(111) + Sg. XVII.

However, we notice here that rule (102) has applied
to the examples 'su: . rah', 'qi: . mah' and 'hi: . lah'♦ *
The plural VIR can be stated, tentatively, as follows;

(175) CCC CVCaC PI. XVII.
(Tentative)

but from the examples in this group we can see that the 
first vowel in the plural form can be predicted once we 
have the singular form. That is, when the singular form has 
the vowel 'i', then the first vowel in the plural form is 'i',
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elsewhere, it is 'u'. The second vowel is regularly 'a' 
Accordingly, we can revise (175) as follows:

(175) *ni i
cc -- > C

V u— w _ _

CaC PI. XVII. 

(Revised)

In the plural, we notice that rules (98), (99) and 
have applied to ' qu . ra,' , the U.F. of which is /qry/. 
us derive 1 qu . rq/ .

U.F.
(175)
(98)
(99) 
(31) 
S.D. 
Stress 
S.F.

/qry/ 
quray 
qura 
qura: 
qura 
qu . ra 
qu . ra 
[qu . r<*]

XVIII. CiCa:C

Consider the following:

(176) Sg^ PI.
qub - bah 'dome1 . qi . ba:b
pcxw . doji 'wild field' ri . ya:d
dqy . <^ah lbig garden' di . ya:<^
qal . ̂ ah 'casthe' qi . la:^

t

(31)
Let
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Here too, the singular VIR is (111). That is:

(111) + Sg. XVIII.

And the plural VIR is (113). That is:

(113) + PI. XVIII.

However, we notice that the second example in this group 
'raw . dah/ri . ya:d' needs more discussion as to which glide 
is underlying, i.e. the 'w' in the singular or the 'y* in 
the plural. Let us look at the following examples:

(177) Sg. PI.
sawt 'whip' si . ya:t * ♦

hawd 'pool' fii . ya:d
S a : h 'sheep 1 Si . ya:h
d&u 'hunger' d&i . ya:*-!

dza . wa:d 'horse' dzi . ya:d

u u u g x  y
(pl .masc.)

All these nouns have an underlying medial /w/ (for Sa;h 
and dzu:c,, we recall the discussion (pp. 9.0-94). Now, one 
might think of a phonological rule like this:

w y / Ci a: C

but phonetic environment may not be the only justification 
for phonological change (cf. rule (120). Let us look at 
the following:

(178) Sg. 
ri . wa:q

fci . wa:rt
li . wa:?

PI.
'sitting place 
(at a tent'
'young camel1 

'regiment'

far . wi . qah

pah . wi . r<\h

pal , wi . yah
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XXX.

The singular forms here indicate that ’w' changes into 
'y', not because of the environment ’Ci - a:C', but only 
when that environment is marked ’plural1. So, we can state 
the following rule:

(179) -cons. 
-voc. [-back] / Ci --- a:C

Condition: plural

Accordingly, in ’raw . dah/ri . ya:d’ the medial under
lying glide is /w / . It changes into ’y ‘ in the plural form 
as rule (17 9) above indicates.

However, this does not mean that every 'y1 in the envi
ronment Ciya:C is underlying ’w ’. Consider the following:

(180) Sg^ PI.
day . ^ah ’’b i g ’ garden’ di . ya:^
xay . mah 'tent1 xi . ya:m
ri:li ’wind1 ri . ya:li

All these nouns have an underlying ’y '. But those in 
(17 7) have an underlying /w/.

? aCCa:C

Consider the following:

(181) Sg^ PI.
Sa . d&a,. rab ’tree’ ? aS . d&a:r
wa . ra. • qah ’paper’ paw . ra:q
xa . Sa . bah ’log1 P ax . Sa:b
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XX.

Here, the singular can be handled by the VIR (107). That is 

(107) + Sg. XIX.

And the plural can be handled by the VIR (127). That is: 

(127) + PI. XIX.

P aCa:C i :C

Consider the following:

(182) Sg^ PI.
?us . tu: . rah 'myth1 pa . sa: . ti:r
Pur . d&u: . hah 'a swing* ?a . ra: . d£i:h
? u^ . dzu: . bah 'amazement* pa . Sa: . d&i:b

Here, we notice that all the singular forms have the
initial *?u*. This indicates that *?u* is not underlying,
but rather similar to the initial *?a* on (pp. 80 ). ‘
However, the singular VIR can be stated as follows:

(183) CCC — ^ ?uCCu:C + Sg. XX.

Similarly, the plural form has the initial *?a*, and its 
VIR can be as follows:

(184) CCC — > ?aCa:Ci:C PI. XX.
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Regular Plurals

XXI. Consider the following:

(185)1. Sg. PI.
d^aw . lah 'a round* d&aw . la:t
8aw . rc\h ’revolution
 ̂am . mah 1 aunt’

9aw . ra:t 
*1 am - m a : t

sa: . Sah 'a watch' s a : . Sait
a: . rah 'raid' #a: . ra:t

In these examples, we have to establish the U.F. for
the last two nouns, 'sa: . ^ah' and '^a: . rah'. We know
from previous discussion that both nouns have an underlying 
medial glide, and that glide is /w/. However, with this 
remark in mind, let us try to trace that underlying /w/.

The plural form above does not help us here, nor does
the dual form which is 'sa: . ^a . ta:n’ and '’fta: . ra  . ta:n'
respectively. In fact the only form which seems to be help
ful is the diminutive which is 'su . way . ^ a h ' and 
*#u . way . rah' respectively. But still, one might ask 
which of the glides in the diminutive form is underlying.
•Now, apart from the fact that we know that it is /w/ which 
is underlying, we can discover the underlying glide by 
comparing other dimutive forms. Consider the following:

(186) Sg. Dim.

dzaw , lah d&u . way . lah

Saw . r^h 
S am - mah

9u . way . rah 
^u . may . mah
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Accordingly, 'sa: . ^ah' and '#a: . rah' have the glide
/w/ in their underlying forms. That is their U.Fs. are /sw^/ 
and /Xwr/, and their canonical forms are 'sawcj + ah' and 
'tfawr + ah' respectively. And the glide 'y* which appears 
in the diminutive form is only part of that diminutive forma
tion rule.
The VIR for the singular form above is (111). That is:

(111) + Sg. XXI.

•2.." Consider- t h e ; following:

Sg. PI.
say - ya: . rah 1 car' say - ya: . ra:t
#as - sa: . lah 'washing machine' tfas - sa : . la:t

nad - da: . rah • • »
'eyeglass 1 nad

•
- da: . ra:t

The singular VIR is (16.2), That is:

(162) + Sg. XXI. 2 . *

3. Consider the following:

Sg. •I—[ft

Cja . ra . bah 1 carriage' . ra . b a : t
ha . sa . r^h 'insect' ha . Vsa . r o.: t

qa . na:h 'canal' qa . na . wa: t

fa . ta:h 'girl' fa . ta . ya: t

The U.Fs. of the last; two nouns are /qnw/ and /f tw/
respectively. The changing of 'w' into 'y1 in the plural 
form 'fa . ta . ya:t' is an e x c e p t i o n . T h e  canonical form

(1) Ibn Manzur: Vol. 2 (pp.1050-51).
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Of the nouns above is 'CaCaC', and the last two nouns had 
rule (98) applied to them. The VIR for these nouns is (107) 
That is:

(107) + Sg. XXI. 3

Let us derive 'qa . na:h':

U.F.
(107)
(98)
(142)
Fem. Sg. Suf 
S.D.
Stress
S.F.

/ qnw/ 
qanaw 
qana 
qana 
qanaah 
qa . .naah 
qa . naah 
[qa . na:h]

It must be noted here that after the application of 
rule (98), statement (142) blocks the application of (99). 
This is because if (99) were to apply here we will end up 
with the disallowed vowel sequence *aaa!. That is, 'a1 
before the deleted 'w', 'a1 caused by the lengthening, and
la' of the feminine singular suffix.
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XXII. maCa:CiC(1)

Consider the following:

(187)(A) Sg. PI.
mip . 1>a . nah 'minaret ma . ? a : . ^  in
mad . ra . sah 'school' ma .da: . ris

(B) ma . ki: . dah 'conspiracy' ma . ka: . Fid
mu . si: . bah 'dilemma' ma . s a : . ? ib

Also, here we are dealing with a group which is the same 
as group XII in the previous chapter in the sense that the 
singular (A) here is the same as (A), (C), (D) and (E) there, 
and the singular (B) here is the same as (B) there. 
Accordingly, the VIR for (A) here is (152). That is:

Moreover, what is said about the initial 'm' and its 
following vowel in group XII applies here too. Also, we 
notice the influence of the feminine suffix 'ah' on the 
syllable division.
The plural VIR is (15 4). That is:

(154) + PI. XXII.

(152) + Sg. XXII. (A)

and for (B) the VIR is as follows:

(188) CCC — * mVCiCC + Sg. XXII (B)

(1) Cf. XII.
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However, let us trace the underlying glides which do
not appear in any S.F. of (B) above. For the first noun
'ma . ki; . dah' we find the masculine noun 'kayd' meaning
'conspiring', also all the verbal derivations of that noun

(1)have the medial /y/ underlying. This should tell us that
the U.F. for 'ma . ki: . dah' is /kyd/.

For the other noun 'mu . si: . bah', we need first of
all to make it clear that it literally means 'something -

(2 )feminine - which hits'. 'scr.b' means he hit 'the target' 
and all its verbal derivations have the medial /w/ under
lying.^^ And this would indicate that the U.F. of 
'mu . si: . bah' is /swb/.

Now, the canonical form for these nouns is 'mV CiC Cah'. 
However, we should note that this is the only possible 
canonical form for them, keeping in mind the syllable struc
ture of the language and the fact that we actually have the 
surface form 'mV . Ci: . Cah',
Let us derive the two nouns:

'ma . ki: . dah1

U.F.
(188)

. Fem. Sg. Suf.
(144)
S.D.

(1) See W. Wright (pp. 72-96 and pp. 311-312).
(2) See rule (122).

/kyd/ 
makiyd 
makiydah 
makiidah 
ma . kii . dah
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Stress
S.F.

ma . k i :
[ma . ki:

dah
dah]

‘mu . si: . b a h1

U.F.
(188)
Fern. Sg. Suf 
(157)
S.D.
Stress
S.F.

/swb/
musiwb
musiwbah
musiibah
mu . sii 

✓mu . sii
r .' [mu . si:

bah
bah
bah]

11• CaCa:Ci

Consider the following:

(189) Sg_^ PI.
Sak . wa 'complaint* §a . ka: . wi
da<J . wa * 'court* case* da . ^a: . wi
fat . wa ’judgement* fa . ta: . wi

In the singular here we might think that it is only 
the 1h ' of the feminine singular suffix that is deleted, 
and rules (98) and (31) gave us the S.F. above.^^ In 
fact, this is not the case, because if we were to think 
so, we would have to account for the deletion of 1h ’ above, 
which does not seem to be plausible.

(1) Cf. XXI. 3.
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Consider the following:

(190) qah . wah 'coffee'
nad . wah 'symposium'
sah . wah 'desire1

To account for the phenomenon above we first establish 
the VIR which is as follows:

(191)- CCC — > CaCCa: Sg. XXIII.

Now the suffix 'ah' cannot be added to this canonical 
form because its application results in a disallowed sequence 
of vowels 'aaa1. So, statement (142) does not allow this to 
happen. Still, one can wonder that since the 'a' cannot be 
allowed, why the 'h' did not stay? In fact, the reason why 
the 'h' did not stay is because its stay changes the meaning 
of the noun making it ’his that is a different morpheme
altogether. Accordingly, we can state the following rule:

(192) ah — > 6 I V: --- ##

Moreover, it would seem from the examples in this group 
that the final 'w1 is underlying in all of them. In fact 
this does not have to be true. Let us look at the following:

(193) ya£ . ku 'he complains’
yaS . ku:k 'he prosecutes you*

yad . 'he calls'
yad . ̂ u:k 'he calls you1
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But

yuf . tl 'he judges'
yuf . ti:k 'he tells you a judgement*

Accordingly, the U.Fs. of the nouns in this group are 
/§kw/, /dSw/ and /fty/ respectively. And the change of /y/ 
into 'w* in the last example seems to be because the first 
vowel is [+back, +high]. Accordingly:

(194) -cons 
- voc [+back] C„ V _ c 

+back 
+high

CV

Similar examples are:

yu^ . ti 'he gives'
yub . di 'he expresses'
yu§ . fl 'he cures'

Let us derive 'fat . w a 1:

U.F.
(191)
(142)
(194)
(31)
S.D.
Stress
S.F.

/fty/ 
f atya: 
fatya: 
fatwa: 
f atwa 
fat . wa
fat . wa
/ _[fat . wa]

The plural VIR can be stated as follows

(195) CCC CaCa:Ci: PI. XXIII
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XXIV. CaCarCa

Consider the following:

(196)1 Sg. PI
. qa . dly - yah 'matter'
ha . diy - yah 'present

qa . da: . ya
ha .da: . ya

wa . sly - yah 'will' wa . sa: . ya

These are nisbah nouns; they are related to 'qa . da:?' 
meaning 'judging', '?ih . da:?' meaning 'presenting', and 
'wi . sa: . yah' meaning 'willing' respectively. The U.Fs. 
of these nouns are /qdy/, /hdy/ and /wsy/ respectively, and 
the singular VIR is as follows:

(197) CCC --^ CaCiC + Sg. XXIV. 1.

However, we have seen earlier (XIV.3.) that the nisbah 
morpheme is 'iyy', but it should be made clear that what we 
see in the S.Fs. of the singulars above i.e. 1iy - y 1 is 
not actually the nisbah morpheme as we know it. In fact,
’iy' in the S.Fs. is part of the canonical form of the 
nouns, because no noun has an U.F. which involves only two 
consonants. The last 'y' is actually the last 1y * of the 
nisbah morpheme. That is, since the nouns above end in 'iy ', 
the first 'iy ' of the nisbah morpheme is not needed. We 
notice also that the.nisbah morpheme comes before the 
feminine singular suffix.
The plural VIR is as follows:

(198) CCC — > CaCa :Ca: PI. XXIV. 1.
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XXV.

2 • Sg.
bas . riy - yah ’from Basrah’
ku . way . tiy - yah ’from Kuwait'
si . ya: . siy - yah 'politician*
Piq . ti . sa: . diy - yah ‘economist’

PI.
bas . riy - ya:t
ku . way . tiy - ya:t
si . ya: . siy - ya:t
piq . ti . sa: . diy - ya:t

Etc.

These are regular nisbah nouns in the sense that they 
are related to nouns that appear in the S.Fs. that is: 
’Basr + a h ’, ’Kuwait’, ’siya:s + ah’ and ’’iqtisad1.

II. Quadri-segmental

CaCa:CiC<'1)

Consider the following:

(199)(A) Sg.
dzaw . ha . rah 
qan . tck . rah

’jewel’ 
’ford’

PI.
d&a . wa: . hir 
qa . na: . tir

(B) sq: . ^i . qah ’thunder storm1 sa . wa: . ^iq
dza: . pi . zah ’prize’ dza . wa: . piz

(1) This group is the same as XV except that it is feminine.
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XXVI .

<c> s^_ E-Li.
cj a . zi: . mah ’will1 ^a . za: . pirn
wa . si: . lah 'a means' wa . sa: . pil
ha . qi: . bah 'case, bag' ha . qa: . p ib

In fact everything said about XV in the previous 
chapter, applies here. Accordingly, the VIR for the singular 
is (166) . That is:

(166) + Sg. XXV.

And for the plural it is (167). That is:

(167) + PI. XXV.

We notice however, that the feminine suffix 'ah’ does 
not affect the singular^^ formation in (A), (B) or (C) 
except in syllable division.

CaCa:Ci:C(2)

Consider the following:

(200) Sg.
(A) rqy . ha: . nah 'scented ra . ya: . h i m

flower'
(B) dzur . 0u: . mah 'germ' dza . ra: . 0i:ra

(C) ta: . hu: . nah 'mill' t a  . wa: . h i m

(1) No suffixes in the plural form here.
(2) This group is the same as XVI except that it is feminine
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In this group, (A), (B) and (C) correspond to (C), (D) 
and (E) in group XVI in the previous chapter respectively.
And what applies there applies here as well. Accordingly, 
the VIRs for (A), (B) and (C) above are (169), (170) and 
(171) respectively. That is:

(169) + Sg. XXVI. (A)

(170) + Sg. XXVI. (B)

(171) + Sg. XXVI. (C)

However, feminine examples corresponding to (A), (B) and 
(F) in group XVI seem to be hard to find.

As in the previous group XXV, we notice here that the 
feminine singular suffix has influence only on the syllable 
division.
The plural VIR is (168). That is:

(173) + PI. XXVI.
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Part Three 
Kuwait Dialect

Introduction

As mentioned earlier, standard Arabic is the official 
language everywhere in the Arab world; and Kuwait is, 
obviously, no exception to this fact.

However, the everyday spoken language is, in fact, a 
local dialect which varies from region to region, but no 
dialect of Arabic seems to block mutual understanding. 
Nevertheless, it is natural to find that the geographically 
closer dialects are also linguistically closer. Thus, the 
spoken Arabic in the upper half of the Arabian gulf, the 
south-west part of Iraq and the east-north part of the Arab 
peninsula is, generally speaking, similar. In Kuwait, there 
are two main Kuwaiti dialects, besides the other dialects of 
the non-Kuwaiti Arabs who live in Kuwait.

1. The city dialect

This is the main spoken dialect in Kuwait. Its speakers 
represent the more advanced, educated and modernized citizens. 
They are also the majority. The city dialect is the one 
which is considered, if any, by other Arabs living in Kuwait,

. and by younger people of suburban background. Therefore, it 
is the 'followed' pattern of speech and the most dominant 
dialect in Kuwait.

It is this dialect we are considering in this study.
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2. The bedouin dialect

This is spoken only by the bedouins whose background 
is tribal life. They are less fortunate in education and 
modern life than the city people. It is for these facts 
that their dialect is regarded as a sign of a primitive 
life and, thus, unadmired by others; even the younger 
generation of the bedouins themselves.

3. Other dialects

The other familiar dialects in Kuwait are mainly the 
Egyptian, the Palestinian and the Iraqi ones. The first 
two are normally found and expected in academic and consul
ting fields. The Egyptian dialect, however, is quite common 
in films and radio songs.

Treatment of K.D.

As in the standard, and for the same reasons, the dual 
form will not be discussed (see p.72). However, a clear 
remark about both the dual form and the regular plural in 
K.D. is that they always take the suffixes 1 —  e :n 1 and

i:n* respectively in all syntactic positions (see p p . 208-213).
Furthermore, alternations which are the same as in the 

standard will not be discussed, as there will be little 
point in doing so. Also, as in the standard, the U.F. in 
K.D. is consonantal (see p.78).

Moreover, it should be made clear that in this part we 
intend to consider the typical Kuwait city dialect.
Obviously, there is what is called theoretically ’borrowing* 
in K.D. That is to say there are typical standard words,
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and indeed phrases, in K.D. but our discussion will focus 
here on the typical dialect use. Accordingly, a possibility 
that the speaker, of a given example, might have the stan
dard form, or any other form in mind is ruled out. This is 
because if another form is intended, then the dialect form 
does not count. However, this does not mean that we shall 
avoid words that occur in the dialect as they are in the 
standard.



Section One 
The phonological system 

of
Kuwaiti Dialect

Chapter One 
The vocalic system

Vowels Chart

-f ro<Mt ce y\ ira£ b cv ck
V 3 M
\[-i:]

\ [ i ] [u]

V  [>■] V ? ] [?••]
\ [a] \ la]
\ ta-o La.]

Approximation of vowels positions in K.D.

1* CI]3 [i] and [®] are allophones of /I/
2. [a:], [a] and [a: ] are allophones of /a:/
3. [a] and [a.] are allophones of /a/
4. [u:] and [u] are allophones of /u:/
5. [i:] and [I] are allophones of /i :/

6. [e:] is a realization of /ay/
7. [o:] is a realization of /aw/
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Statement (1) (p.36) about standard Arabic applies to 
K.D. as well. However, the situation in the dialect is not 
exactly the same. The syntactically-required and governed::of 
word-final vowels are dropped in K.D. (see pp.200-203). 
Example:

(201) S.A. K.D. Gloss.

Accordingly, a word-final vowel in K.D. is phonetically 
short but tense; but underlying (or phonemically) long. 
Examples:

Another point to be made clear initially is that the 
vowels 'e:* and 'o:' are not phonemically so in the dialect. 
They are, in fact, realizations of 'ay* and. 'aw1 respectively. 
This is because their occurrence is restricted and predictable. 
Unlike /i:/, /a:/ and /u:/, [e:] and [o:] can be described 
as follows:

1. They do not exist, in a short form. That is, 'e' and 'o' 
do not exist in the dialect.

Ahmad kta:b Ahmad Ahmad's book

(202) ha . la welcome'
ha . la: . blk 'you are welcome' (sg. masc.)
la no
la: tit . la*} 'do not go out

2. They do not occur word-finally; i.e. in a tense form as 
the vocalic system requires a long vowel to be.
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C l)
They only occur in the following context:

'Between consonants, with or without a syllable divi
sion, provided that an underlying segment is a glide 
occurring with the inserted vowel between those 
consonants.1 Examples:

(203) Sg. PI.

gotlb 1 heart1 glu:b
yamb 1 side’ y n u : b
Sams 1 sun1 Smu: s •

hald& 1 mouth1 hlu:d&

saff 1 queue * sfu: f
b e : t 1 house’ b y u : t
^ e : n 1 eye * iyu:n

t e : r 1 bird' tyu: r

It is obvious here that the U.E. is the three conso
nants, the inserted vowel for the Sg. is 'a' and for the 
plural it is 'u:1. Furthermore, it is equally obvious that 
the medial underlying segment for the last three examples 
is /y/. This suggests the following:

(204) V
[-long]

-low 
+front

-voc. 
-cons 
-back

which is a feeding rule. It feeds (102) and they both give
us the S .F . ‘C e :C '.
Now let us consider the following:

wiijjUt Ctms’i 'e: ' Z* * o:'
*vve.s • M j *\Y\*JLys*s r£sts ovs r&jiAX&r aJtt^rna .H o^

1-V> tVt'O'y l\oCo^ t CjQdfc. /•Qy'lw * P'/'Q V\ ^ ^

€ ’• O ' '  OCCWy 11̂  ) \soJfrotj Swc^Ly QtJ * Le *. t  *

'uiovaU  d ^ t r ' ?
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(205) p i •
Saxs person' "~a& . x q  : s
mad&d glory1 am . dza: d
£a . kll(1) shape 1 a£ . ka: 1
xa . tlm seal'

{ ? ) <

ax . ta :m
tia . d&Im size' all . d%a:m
l o : n colour' al . w a : n
s o : t sound' as . wa: t
d o : r turn' ad . wa: r

Here too, we can see that the underlying form is the 
three consonants, the vowel inserted for the Sg. is 'a1, and 
the plural formation is '?aCCa:C'. Also, it is clear that 
the medial underlying segment for the last three examples is 
/w/. Accordingly, we can state the following:

(206) V
[-long]

-low
+back

-voc. 
-cons 
+back

This rule, too, feeds (102) and they give us the S.F. 'Co:C'.
As shown on the chart, there are front and back phonemic 

vowels, i.e. the front /I/, /i :/, /a:/ and /a/; and the back 
/u:/. Some of these vowels are influenced by certain environ
ment and thus have allophones. Let us look at each of them 
in turn:

1. The front-high /I/

This vowel occurs in plain environments, that is, where 
no emphatic environment is present. Whether it occurs

(1) See 'vowel insertion1 (p.200).
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(a)

Xb)

stressed or unstressed, in open or closed syllables seems 
to make no difference. Examples:

(207)1.1 II 
bl 
ml 
Si

ga ’he found' 
Sa 'he cried1 
&a 'he walked'

1.2 ^a 
ra
ba

fa 'he turned some- da
thing upside down'

. gll 'wise'

. kid 'stable'

. Sir 'tomorrow'

. xll 'inside'

/I/ is stressed in 1.1 but not stressed in 1.2.

Allophones

[f]. This occurs after an emphatic consonant regardless of 
stress or syllable structure provided that not the whole 
syllable is emphatic (see (b) below). Examples:

(208)1.3 tf . ri:dz 'road'
. fir 'zero' 

lf§ . gah 'stick it'

1.4 na: . $ir 'headmaster' 
. tis 'diving' 

ga: . ni§ 'hunting'

Accordingly, rule (39) applies here provided that not the 
whole syllable is emphatic. That is:

(39) cond. ■/ $
[~emph.]

(1)This is, in part, /I/ lower ing.v'L y As we have seen, 
the presence of an emphatic centralizes 111 to [i], but when 
an emphatic, a guttural and an emphable are in one syllable, 
the emphatic environment is obviously stronger, i.e. the

(1) Another origin of [B] is the standard /u/ and /a/. 
See part IV.
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whole syllable becomes emphatic. Now, if 111 is in such a 
syllable; it not only becomes centralized, but also acquires 
emphaticness and is lowered to a schwa. Ill is also 
lowered when it precedes an emphatic syllable.. Examples:

(209)1.5 xa: 
h a : 
Xdt 

xab

b-st 'unclear 'water1' c f . sa 
m^§ 'bitter' ha
wah 'face cover' 
zah 'piece of bread'

. kit 'silence' 

. sld 'envious'

1.6 k^ . b<jr 
da . mar 
1*5 . bog 

. # 3 1

he grew' 
he destroyed' 
he squeezed 'himself1' 
work'

1 .7 x^mm 
sgf f 
Sab^>

clean' (imperative) 
assemble ' (.imperat ive) 
tighten' (imperative)

Accordingly:

(210) V
[-long]

The front-high /i :/

-front 
+low 
+emph.

($(C ci)$)

Condition: emphatic
environment 
is present

This is not'influenced by emphatic environment. Examples:

(211)2.1 di: . rah 'town' 
&i:l 'carry'
Sa . dzi:b 'strange'

2.2 xa . ti:r 'dangerous' 
Sa . ^i :m 'great* 
ti:n 'mud'
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Allophones

The short [I] is an allophone of /i :/. It occurs only in 
word-final position. Examples:

(212)2.3 na: . dl ’club1 cf. na: . d i : ...na ’our club1
ra: . ‘happy’ rci: .^>i:n ’they are

happy f
§a: . wl ’shepherd’ §a: . wi: , na 'our

shepherd'

3. The front-long [e:]

This realization of /ay/ is not influenced by emphatic 
environment. Examples of its occurrences:

(213)3.1 be:t ’house’
be:t . na ’our house'
we: . nik ’where are you?'

4. The low /a ;/,

Like /I/, this vowel occurs in plain environments. Examples:

(214)4.1 sa:g - ’he drove/calf
^a: . mil ’coolie'
ml . dza: . 11s 'boards'

Allophones

The back [a:] which occurs only in emphatic environments. 
Examples:

(215)4.2 tô rlp ' h e ' r e c o v e r e d • .• ,cf. ta:b 'he repented' 
"liCug 'it became, n a r r o w ’- .. ’’baig 'he tasted'
so,:d 'he caught' sa:d 'he ruled'
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5. The low /a/

This vowel also occurs in plain environments like 11/ and 
/a:/. Examples:

(216)5.1 batf 'shoulder1
mal . ab ' playground *
Sa . sal 'honey'

Allophones

There is one allophone for this vowel. It is the back [ex] 
which occurs in emphatic environments. Examples:

(217)5.2 samtf 'glue'
ta . la^ 'he went out'
^ 0, . tiak 'he laughed*

6. The back-long [o:j

This is a realization of 'aw'. Examples of its.occurrences

(218) &o:k 'thorns'
xo:r 'small bay'
to: . fah 'wall'

7. The back-long /u:/

Examples of its occurrences:

(219)7.1 su:g 'market/drive'
ru:h 'soul/go'
tu:l 'light, length'
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Allophones

Similar to /i :/, this vowel has the short [u] as its allo- 
phone which occurs only word-finally. Examples:

(220)7.2 ga . tu 'cat1 7.3 ga . tu: . na 'our cat1
yl . ru 'puppy1 yl . ru: . na 'our puppy'

It should be remembered, however, that the phonemes and 
the allophones; and the allophones themselves, are all in 
disjunctive order; i.e. once a form of the segment applies, 
no other form can apply.

Back vowels influence on emphables

Back vowels exercise an influence on /b/, /m/ and /f/; but 
not on 11/ unless there is a high guttural in the same 
syllable. Let us consider some examples:

(221) f o : z «

b o : s 

m o : t

'success'

1 kissing' 
1 death'

fu:z 'succeed'
(imperative)

bu:s 'kiss' (imperative)
mu:t 'die' (imperative'

£o:f 'vision'
so:m 'bargaining'
8o:b 'a dress'

V  r,s u : f 
«

su:m 
tu :b

'look'
1 bargain' 
'repent1

But compare:

(222) z o:1

lo :n 
b o : 1

'figure ,
(of a person)'
'colour'
'urine'

gu: 1

l u : t 
bu: 1

' say'

'bend'
'pass water'
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f u : 1

’blame' (noun)

'kind of beans'

'blame1 
(imperative)

with

(223)

and

(224)

*o:l strangling1 ^ u : 1 'strangle'
ma^ . xu:l 'sifted' mas . *tfu:l 'engaged'

V a  . su:l 'washing water 
mas . lu:x 'cracked' 
ka . fu 'well done'

xa . dzu:1 'shy' 
bl . lu:2f 'maturity'
til . lu 1 sweet'

From these examples, we can see that lb/f /ml and If I become 
emphatic adjacent to a back vowel. Accordingly:

(225) +ant.
L~cor. [+emph.] j V

[+back]

However, we notice that /l/ does not behave in the same 
way. It does not become emphatic adjacent to a back vowel 
unless the back vowel and a high guttural are both present 
with 111 in the same syllable, and 111 is in the final 
position. Accordingly:

(226)
[+lat.] [+emph.]

f c+back 
+high 
+cont.

V
[+back]

And thus, I call 11/ a semi-emphable.
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Dipthongs

K.D. has the following dipthongs:

(227)1. as in & u : . fay 1 look' (Sg. f em.)
2. a W as in S u : . f aw * look* (PI. both genders)
3. a :'j as in £a:y 1 tea!
4. ° : V as in mo :y 1 waves r

5. a :W as in y a : w ’ they came 1 (both genders)
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Chapter Two 
The consonantal system

Consonants chart

(H

1 9■H d,0 tH la
bi

o
de

nt
al

in
te

r
de

nt
al

de
nt

al
al

ve
ol

ar

U

S 0
y—I >
P-» qj pa

la
ta

l

ve
la

r

uv
ul

ar

gu
tt

ur
al

s

gl
ot

ta
l

w voiced & b b. d g . P
u-l-J
M voiceless t t k q

•h m voiced
S-i 04-1 4-;

° voiceless b

i m voiced Z 2T 4
•H K-»in *h

^ voiceless f f 0 s s 3 X cc h h

Nasals m m n 9

Liquids . 1 1 
r r

Glides w j
Lb] and'[b] are allophones of /b/
[f ]. and t-V ! 1 ti of /f /
Cm] and Cm] of /m/
[1] and \ 1 ii of /l/
Cr] and [r] 11 it of /r /
[n], [m] , [1], [r] and [ij] m a - y  o c c u r  as a l l o p k o n e S  o f  /n /



The emphatics

In K.D. there are three emphatic consonants, namely,
/?/, /?/ and /t/. They are the emphatic counterparts of /$/, 
/s/ and /t/ respectively. What distinguishes an emphatic 
consonant from its plain counterpart is the feature of backness 
Thus, an emphatic consonant is a back coronal. However, it 
must be made clear that the emphatics are phonemically distinct 
from their plain counterparts.(cf.p.44) Consider the following

(228) :g 'it became narrow' ^ a : g  'he tasted1
S(x:m 'he fasted1 sa:m 'he bargained1
tOkib 'he recovered' ta:b ‘he repented'

Belonging to the group of emphatics - though not exactly 
a full member - is the phoneme /r/ which I shall refer to as 
a semi-emphatic (cf. rule (56)). This is because:

a) /r/ is pronounced emphatically, and exercises a full
influence as an emphatic over other segments except 
when adjacent to a front-high vowel or 'y', where it 
even loses its emphaticness.

b) The emphatic and the plain forms of /r/ are not phone
mically distinct. The use of one for the other is
usually avoided. That is, [r] is an allophone of /r/.

Emphatic influence on other consonants

Here, the situation is similar to that in the standard. 
That is, emphatics influence the emphables /b/, /m/ and /f /, 
unless a front-high vowel is preceding the emphable in the 
same syllable.
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Examples:

(229) ^m.a . naw 
b^r . mah 
bsa: t

%<*> 
s d

fa
tia

b si 
max 
xar 
tab

xa: . b^t
fia: . f-^J
mxcu . mat

'they guaranteed' 
'drink container'
' rug'

'drum'
'deafness 1 
' pride'
'fire wood'

'unclear water'
'he is memorizing' 
'grabbing'

But

(230) slmt 
t ibt 
^e:f 
ti :b 
be r’b 
bi
xa: . tib 
nl . 1>i:f

'I/you (sg.masc.) fasted'
'I/you (sg.masc.) recovered' 
'guest1 
'goodness'
1 eggs'
'white' (pi.fern.)
'engaged' (sg.masc.)
’ clean'

Accordingly:

(231) + ant< 
-cor. [+emph.] C

[+emph.]

Cond . 1.[+hi 
L-ba

V _
igh

back
2. - V _

+ long 
-low 
^-backj
(Tentative)

is not preceding

is not adjacent
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Emphatic influence on gutturals

Of the gutturals, /x/ and /27 are influenced by the emphatic 
presence. These high velars become uvulars in the emphatic 
environment. Examples:

2. Gutturals

The gutturals, or the pharyngeals, as they are sometimes 
called, are /x/, /#/, /q/, /<i/, /ft/ and /p/. Only the first 
two exercise influence on emphables, so does the back-voiced
[g] which is an allophone of /q/, as we shall see later. 
Examples:

(234) xa:f ‘he became scared'

(232) xa:n 'he betrayed' 3Ca:t 'he sewed'
'he cheated' SS 'he chocked*

Accordingly:

(233)
|+back I 
[_-cont. J

C C
[emph.]

■#c\:b 'he absented himself'
ga:m 'he stood up

dba . "6 ah 'he hit him
yxa . nra§ 'he scratches'
k (k . fas 'he sank (in sand)'
h'd . xal meanness
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But

(235) xlft 
tflbt 
gilt 
x e : 1 
#  e : id 

t a : 
d a :

'I became scared*
'I absented myself* 
*1 said*
'horses'
'clouds' 

f.-̂ x 'he has blown* 

b'ay 'he has hit*

xb^ . zah 'he baked it*
. zah 'he blinked at him*

This would suggest that the gutturals /x/ and /2J7 
influence the emphables in the same way as the emphatics do 
Accordingly, (231) can be revised as follows:

(231)

+ant
-cor 0

[+emph.]
[+emph.]

+cont.
+high

Cond 1 . ^ V
+high| is not preceding 
-backaly

2 . V* —• r p-
+ long 
-low 
-back

is not adjacent 

(Revised)

Now let us look at the following examples:

(236) xa:n 'he betrayed* 
Ya:z 'gas' 
ga:s ‘he measured'

tc(:& 'it boiled1 
’baiS 'he/it is lost* 
sa:d 'he caught*
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xaS . mlk 'your nose' ta§ . tlk 'your washing 
sink'

gas . mlk 'your share' 
Van . £ah 'food tray'

sad . rlk 'your chest'
- nlk 'your guessing1

These examples and the foregoing discussion show that 
the emphatics and the gutturals exercise influence on /I/, 
/a;/ and /a/. The emphatics influence them always while the 
gutturals have influence on them only when there is an 
emphable either in the same syllable or in the adjacent one. 
Accordingly, we can state the following:

(237) V „
f+high
[ylong_

(238) V
[+low]

“front
+emph,

[+back]

$
[+emph.]

[+emph.]

The plain consonants

There does not seem to be a lot to be said about.the 
plain consonants except that the phonemes /dz/, /k/ and the 
guttural /q/ have the allophones^^ [y], [&]; and [g] and
[dz] respectively, according to what I call 'part time rules' 
(See Part IV.) Here are some examples:

1. /dfc/ [y] /d&/ ty]

(239) yl . ru 'puppy' dza:m 'glass'
yar . bu:^ 'desert rat' d&ay - .yld 'good'
ya:r 'neighbour' d&Id - dan 'very'

(1) I shall call them allophones because their use seems to 
be controlled though, not necessarily by phonological 
rules (see Part IV).
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/dz/ — y [y]
mas . yad 'mosque'
may . n u :n 'm a d '

yi:b 'bring'
yu:C, 'hunger'
wa: . yld 'plenty'

/d£/ ~7 [y]
man . d&am 'mine'
madz . mu:^ 'total'

dze : & ' army'
ma^ . dzu:n 'paste'
ta: . dzlr 'merchant'

Thus, phonologically, it does not seem possible to set 
a rule which states the environments in which /dz/ becomes 
[y]. However, to use /dz/ always is quite correct in the 
dialect, but the typical city native speaker would use the 
variant [y] intuitively.

2. /k/ [&]

(240) Sla :b
Sal . bah

Sll . wah 
SI . fll 
Su: . lah

f IfcS 
Slu: S

dogs1
dog' (fern.)

kidney' 
sheep's back 
cooker'

/k/ [S]

kta:b 
kaS . tah

kls . rah 
kl . tlr 
ku: . rqh

'get lost' flkk
'chewing gums' mlu:k

'book'
'picnic'

’piece'
'side' 
'ball'

'open'
1 kings'

Here too, there does not seem to be a plausible way of 
writing a phonological rule for using [£] instead of/k/. 
This situation so far is as 1. above. But consider the 
following:

(241) kta: . blS 'your book' (fem.sg.)
kta: . blk 'your book' (masc.sg.)
Etc.
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Here, there can be a morphological rule stated as follows:

(242) C

3. a)

I-cont. [lrvcd- J

/ q/

-back 
+high 
+dl-rel.

Condition: Sg.fem. suffix

[g]

(243) ga: . c,ld
gat . wah
git . ̂ ah

b)

'he is sitting down1 
'cat' (fem.) 
'piece/cut it'

mar . gu:g 'a Kuwaiti meal'
ga . ra: . dah 'recklessness1
lia . gi: . gah 'reality'
dl . gi: . gah 'a second'

/ q/ —/■■■> [ g]

qa: . til 
qas . di:r 
qls - so\h

'killer' 
'foil'
'story'

'reasonable 1 
'near *
1 value1

macj . q u : 1 
qa . ri:b 
qi: . mah
wa . 0i: . qah 'document'
sa . di:q "friend*

— > C d̂ i ]/q/

fl . ri:dz 'local district*
1aa . ri: . d£ah 'fire1
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d&I . dir 'pot'
dzld - da:m ’ahead1

Also here, a phonological rule for the variants of /q/ 
would not seem plausible. And the alternation does not seem 
to be phonological. However, it should be mentioned that the 
phoneme /q/ can be in almost free variation with the phoneme 
/^/. Examples:

. rib ’sunset1

%s a . d i : ’friend *

a . di:m ’old’

This is in spite of the fact that they are phonemically 
distinct in some other lexical units. Examples:

(245) . ri:b 'stranger*
qa . ri:b ’near’

$a: . dir 'wicked'
qa: . dir ’able1

(244)
ma I qj
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Chapter Three 
The syllable structure

K.D., like the standard, has a phonemic syllable which consists 
of only one consonant (see p.54). That is the prepositions 
and joiners /b/, /l/, /f / and /w/. Phonetically, they are 
realized as follows:

(246) [bll e.g. bll . fah * in the room'

That is: ## bl #? al # 'for . fah ##
(27)
(29)

bl al Va r . f ah
* • •

b I 1 9 r . f ah
[bll #gr . fah]

Similarly:

[II] e.g 

[fa] e.g

111 mak . tab ’for the office’

fal mas . ?a . lah 'then/so the
matter is1

[wl] e.g wll madz . U s 1 and- the council1

However, since the dialect allows two consonant cluster 
word-initially, the above prepositions and joiners do occur 
without a vowel accompanying them. Examples:

(247) bdze: . blk 
1=1 am - mlk 
fkln - na 

wr a : . Tiaw

1 in your pocket' 
'for your uncle1 
'then/so we were1 
'and they went'
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The possible syllables, then, are:

(248)1.

2 .

3 .

4.

5.

■ 6 .

However, the situation here does not seem to be different 
from the standard. We notice the following:

1. No three consonant cluster is allowed, even when the 
third is a glide.

2. No two vowel sequence is allowed.

3. No syllable begins, underlyingly, with a vowel. However,
when a syllable begins with a glottal stop, it is possible 
that the glottal stop may drop in the normal tempo of 
speech. But underlyingly it is there.
Moreover, when a suffix beginning with a vowel e.g. dual 
formation is added, it is always the case that the added 
suffix takes with it (i.e. in its syllable) the last 
segment of the form to which it was added. If that

IC/ [C(V)3 e.g. bll #^r . fah 'in the room
bd^e: . blk m  your 

pocket1

/CVC/

/cv; /

/CV:C/ 

/CVCC/ 

/CCVC/

[(C)VC] e.g. (?)al 

[CVC] e.g. miln 

[CV] e.g.la

e.g. be:t 

e.g. ftabd 

e.g. Sla:b

the

1 from'

1 no 1

house

'liver 1

'dogs 1
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segment is not a consonant, then either it changes into 
a glide, or a glide is inserted to break a disallowed 
sequence. Examples:

(249) Sg^ Dl.
ba:b 'door1 ba: . be:n
k w e : . ti 'from Kuwait' k w e : . ti . ye:n
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Chapter Four 
Assimilation

I . The definite article 1(p )X1 f

Here, the assimilation of the definite article is almost 
the same as that in the standard. The '1' of the definite 
article assimilates to a following coronal, compulsory if 
that coronal is followed by a vowel. Examples:

(250) phonemically phonetically Gloss

?I1<

^ta . m^r » • » t - ta . msr ■ * • elates

oCD 0 - 9o :b robe
dars d - dars lesson
% amb ^  - *&amb sin

ra: s r - rocs head
z a : d 
s e : 1

(?)i <
z - 
s -

za: d 
se: 1

the
food
flood

Sams £ - Sams sun

s a  • lian s - sa . lian dish
11 mb t - tlmb tent rope
^bslm * • • • V ^ 9lm tyranny
na . har n - na . har river

And we notice:

dze:§ (?)I1 dze:S 'the army'

Thus rule (66) operates here.

However, when the word begins with two consonant cluster, 
then the assimilation has two alternatives:
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1. The assimilation takes place according to rule (66) 
provided the first consonant is a coronal. Examples

(251) indef. 
rga . bah 
sra: y 
^ S i : f 
ill a . mah

'neck1
'oil candle'
'weak1
’piece of 
meat'

(?)

5rr
Iss

111

def. 
ga . bah 
ra:y 
^ i : f
"ha . mah

2. The glottal stop is dropped, and 1II1 metathesizes to 1II1 
in order to break up a resulting three consonant cluster 
which is not allowed in the dialect. This would take 
place whether the initial consonant is a coronal or not. 
Using the examples above, yields:

(252) H i 
lls
1*5*
111

ga . bail 'the neck'
ra: y 
<li:f

'the oil candle' 
'the weak'

lia . mah 'the piece of meat

Also:

kta:b 
d&du:r 
b ^ i : r 
qll . me:n

'book'
' pots'
'camel'

Ilk . ta:b 
lldS . du:r 
lib . Sirr

'the book' 
'the pots' 
'the camel'

'two pens' llq . II . me:n 'the two
pens'

Accordingly:

(253) II CC
(Optional)
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II. /s/, /s/ and /z/

Any of these sibilants assimilates to the other in the order 
of the preceding assimilates to the following: Examples:

(254) a) /nfs sa: . Sah/
[nls sa: . ah] 'half an hour’

b) /xa: . mis so. . tan/
[xa: . ml? sa . han] 'fifth dish'

c) /fa :z sab . ^ ah/
[fa:s sab . Sah] ‘seven won'

d) /fa:z scufi . blk/
[fa:s sect , blk] 'your friend won'

e) /xa . las za: . ml/• •

[xa . laz za: . ml] 'my duty is over'

f) /na:s za:h . bi:n/
[na:z za:h . bi:n] 'ready people'

We notice that the influence of the emphatic stays after 
the assimilation to a non-emphatic consonant took place. For 
example, in a) the [1] stayed centralized even after the 
emphatic is/ has assimilated to the non-emphatic Is/ . 
Similarly, the assimilation of a plain consonant to an 
emphatic one does not affect what was originally in a non- 
emphatic environment. For example, in d) the /a:/ in 'fa:z' 
did not become [+back] after the IzI which is not emphatic 
has assimilated to is/ which is.
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III.

Accordingly: 

(255) r- / +sibil.ved. / ___ vcd*emph. / emph.
[+sibil.]

/ V .  161 and /%/

These too assimilate to each other in the same order in XX 
Examples:

(256 )a) /fca . fa % 9a . la:0/
[*ha . fa© 9a . la: 9 ’he memorized three'

b) /(? )I . xi^ 8110/ 
[(?)! . xi0 9110]

c) "%a:k/
[ x ^  ^a:k]

'take one third’

’shake that’

d) /(?)I . xft *bei . flk/
[ (P ) I . xf«> ̂ e: . flk] 'take your guest’

e) /^a . ba0 ^Spb . ba:t/
[‘na . bacj ^ab . ba:t] . 'negligence of sergeants’

f) /2iee 'Sa-.k/ 
[TSlVk ̂ a :k] 'annoy that1

Accordingly: 

( 257 ) C  n / +cont.
+cont. ocved. / +int.dent
+int.dent. > & emph. / ^ v c d ./ B emph.
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IV.

Also the same remarks about the emphatic influence in II. 
apply here.

/t/, /t/ and /d/

Also these consonants assimilate to each other as those in
II. and III. above. Examples:

(258)a) /5o\: . b©t ta^ . ba:n/
• ♦ « • *

[5cu . Ip^t tah. ba:n] 'lazy sergeant'

b) /h-stt daf . tl . rlk/« » • *

[h^dd daf . tl . rlk]

c) /sc\: . dat te:r/• *

[s q : . dat te:r]

d) /kl . tabt dars/
[kl . tabd dars]

'put your notebook'

she caught a bird'

'I wrote a lesson'

e) /ma . had ta . ha£ - £ a /
[ma . hat ta . hab - ba] 'no one talked'

f) /ma . had ta:h/ 
[ma . hat ta:h] 'no one fell'

And here too, the emphatic influence is as in II. and III. 
above.

Accordingly; rule (76) applies here.
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VI.

VII.

1.

[g] and /k/

Examples of their assimilation

(259)a) /tia . rag kta: . bah/
[tia . rak kta: . bah] 'he burnt his book1

b) /sa:ti . blk ga: . Sid/
[sa:fi . big ga: Sid] 'your friend is sitting'

Accordingly:

(260) -cont
+back
+high

[txvcd. ]
-cont 
+back 
+high 
o<,vcd.

/x/ and /%/

Examples of their assimilation:

(261)a) /y3t • V ax
. za:l] 'he cooks a deer'

b) /sa . baft xar . b".:n/
[S3 . bgx xar . ba:n] 'spoiled paint'

Accordingly:

(262) +cont
+back
+high

[t\vcd. ]
+cont 
+back 
+high 
<*vcd.

One way assimilation

/n/ to /!/, It / or /m/

When /n/ is followed by /l/, It ! or /m/, it assimilates to 
what follows it. But neither of them assimilates to /n / .
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Examples:

(263)a) /Pin II . ga/
[?I1 II . ga] 'if he found'

b) /mln ra:h/
[mlr ra:h] 'who went'

c) /pin ma:t/
[pirn mart] 'if he died'

B u t :
a) /s? , ^ 1  na/ 'our work'

b) /yarr na/ 'our neighbour'

) /Sam - m na/ 'our uncle*

Accordingly; rule (72) operates here.

Also /n/ becomes [9 ] before /k/. Examples:

a) /mink/ ----  [mlgk] 'from you''

b) /Ilk nlss/ --- 'a half is yours'

2. / V  to /h/

Here too, when /S/ is followed by /fe/, then /*!/ assimilates 
to /fi/, but not the other way round. Examples:
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(264)a) /ta: . 11^ tia . ri: . d&ah/
[to.: . llti - ta . ri: . dzah] ’look, fire’

b) /rd . b<\t ^as . rah/
[r'a . bah ̂ aS . rah] ’he won ten’

Accordingly:

-emph.
+back 
+low 
-vcd.

VIII. When /n/ is followed by /b/, it assimilates to [m]. 
Examples:

(265) /$anb/ — > [3amb] ' sin ’
/tlnb/ — > [timb] 'tent rope’

Thus, rule (68) applies here. However, the underlying /n/ 
is retained when /b/ is no longer directly after /n/.
The plural forms of the two words above are:

(266) ^>nu:b ’sins'
(?)at , na:b 'tent ropes'

-emph.
+back
+low

[-vcd.]
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Chapter Five 
Stress

It seems that the placement of stress in K.D. can be 
specified in either of the following two areas:

1. When a word ends in a two consonant cluster, then the stress 
falls on the vowel which precedes that cluster. Examples:

/tabt(267) kl
r ^ta . nal - lamt 

Sift

’I/you (sg.masc.) wrote' 
'I/you learnt1 
'I saw'

Accordingly, rule (87) applies here. Also rule (85) for. 
monosyllabic words applies here.

2. Elsewhere from 1. the stress falls on the second vowel from 
the end. Examples:

(268) qa 
qa 
mad 
mad 
ma 
ma

lam
lam 

/ 
r I
ri

learn
sah
/sat

xad - dah
xad - dl

ks>m

tlk
dza:m . ^ ah
dza:m . ^at . na
lia . d a : g
tia . da:g . na
ma . fial - la:t
ma . ttal - lalt . na

. 'pen'
'your pen' (pi. )

'school*
'your school' (pi.)

'pillow'
'your pillow' (sg.masc.) 
‘university'
'our university'
' fishing'
'our fishing1 
1 stores‘
‘our stores'
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Accordingly, rule (92) applies here.
Rule ( 92 ) might be taken to indicate that a sequence 

of two vowels is allowed in the dialect. In fact, such a 
sequence is not allowed in K.D. and rule (92 ) does not mean 
that it is. What it means is that when there are no consonants 
between the last vowel and the stress placement, the stress 
is actually on a long vowel. Consider the following:

(269) sa . la:m 'peace'
sa: . 11m 'he is alright'

That is, where the stress falls on the long vowel, it is 
still considered on the second vowel from the end. This is 
because a long vowel is actually a sequence of two short 
vowels of the same quality. That is, 'a:' = aa, 'u:' = uu, etc.
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Section Two 
Morphophonemics in Kuwait dialect

Chapter One 
Masculine

I. CCV: C

Consider the following:

(270)1. Sg. PI.
calb 1 dog1 Sla:b
80 :b 1 dress' 0y a : b
r a . m^l 'sand1 rma: 1
Sa . S*dm 1 bone 1

Keeping in mind the observation ■that the long vowel
'os' is a S.F.> of /aw/ , we notice that the VIR here is
regularly 'a' Accordingly:

(271) CCC -- > CaCC Sg. 1.1.

The second vowel in the last two examples seems to be
inserted when the last consonant is a sonorant (see p.200)
Accordingly:

(272) 6 -> I / $ . C C ## 
’ [+son.]

(Tentative)

2. ba . dir 1 moon' b d u : r

b a  . tfal ’mule' b#u:l
b a. . Tiar ' sea1 bliu: £
nlhd ’breast' nhu: d
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Sg. 
b e : t 
^ i r s

1 house 1 
1 tooth1

PI. 
b y u : t 
’S r u : s

Here the VIR (111) applies. The second vowel in the first 
three examples is inserted for the same reason as in A. but 
(272) can be revised as follows:

( 97 9 s) v
6 > [<*high] I  * ' [<f gut. ]

(1st Revision) 

Let us derive an example from each section:

$
C

[+son.]

1 b a . ti <xr 1

U.F. t°\ <5 m /
(271) ^ a$m
(272) S a$Im
S.D. ^a . \ Im
Stress ^a . %Im
S.F. [^a . %?m]

4 9

U.F. /blir /
(Ill) bafir
(272) baliar
S.D. ba . liar
Stress ba . liar
S.F. [ba . liar]

The plural VIR would be as follows: 

(273)1.
CCC CC

a: 
u :

1.
C PI. I

2 .
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IX. CCa:C + ah

Consider the following:

(274) ~Sg.
di:£ 'cock* 
gi:z 'peasant' 
dl . ru 'fool' 
si . ru ‘an insect'

PI. 
dya: . £ah
gya: . zah
dra: . wah
sra: . wah

The plural form seems to suggest that there is an under
lying /y/ in the first two singular, and /w/ in the last two. 
Accordingly, the VIR for the singular would be (132).

Furthermore, it seems clear that rule (144) applies here 
when the adjacent vowel is 'I'. Let us derive the first 
example:

’di:fc'
U.F. /dyk/
(132) dlyk
(144) d i : k

/S.F. [diibj

The last two singulars suggest the following rule

(275) . v_ .  ,
ifrt

r- —
-cons. + VOC .
-front

__
■+long

Accordingly: 

dl , ru
U.F.
(132)
(275)

/ drw/ 
dlrw 
dlru
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III.

(31) dlru
S.D. d l . r u

/  _Stress dl . ru
S.F. [ d l . r u ]

The plural VIR is as follows:

(276) CCC -- > CCa: Cah

m C V :CCV:n

Consider the following:

(277) Sg^ PI.
mrcr. . qlb 'observer' 
msa: . Sid 'assistant*

Sg. + i:.n

mlia: . mi 'lawyer' j  Sg. + y i :n

The initial 'm' is not underlying. Its presence 
indicates the profession of a person. However, there are 
other nouns where the initial 'm' indicates place or instru
mentality .

We notice, however, that the last word 'mha: . ml does
not have the same shape as the first two. That is, one 
would expect a CVC second syllable or an explanation for what 
we actually have. In fact, the form we have above ends 
underlyingly in a glide 1y ', i.e. its canonical form is 
'mha: . m i y *. That /y/ appears in the plural form as above,
and also in the dual form which is 'mha: . mi . ye:n' . This
would indicate that rule (98) is operative here as well.



Accordingly, the VIR for the singular forms above would be
as follows:

(278) mCCC — > mCa:CIC Sg. III.

Consider the following:

(279) Sg. PI.
k w e : . t i
?Iq . tl . so,: . dl 'economist*

* from Kuwait *
1 Sg. + y i :n

sya: . si politician’^

These are 'nisbah* nouns, which relate someone or some
thing to a place or profession. On the face of it, it seems 
that the 'nisbah* marker is the final *i', but we notice 
that in the plural there is a glide *y ' which appears before 
the plural suffix 'y i:n* . Now, the question is: is that *y* 
underlying but deleted from the singular form by rule (98) 
as in 'mha: . mi* in III. above, or is it only inserted in the
plural form to break up a disallowed vowel sequence
*--- i + i:n'? First of all we notice that the nisbah nouns
do not have to have the same canonical form and they do not 
have a prefix or an infix. The nisbah morpheme can suffix 
an ordinary noun, or an utterance which, without the nisbah 
morpheme, means nothing, as 'sya:s' above. The final short 
and tense vowels in the examples above tell us that they 
are either underlyingly long or there is a deleted segment 
word-finally. The glide 'y* appears in the plural form and 
in the dual form which is 'kwe: . ti . ye:n*, *?iq . ti .
sa: . di . ye:n* and 'sya: . si . ye:n' respectively.
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V.

VI.

Furthermore, rule (98) tells us that y --- 6 /■ —  ##.
Accordingly, we conclude that 'y1 is underlying as part of
the nisbah morpheme, in the above nouns.

Other groups in the dialect seem to be almost of the
same form as in the standard with mostly one difference only;
and that is vowel(s) quality. Sometimes that difference
appears only in the plural form while the singular remains as

(1)m  the standard, and vice-versa.
Accordingly, it seems obvious that to list such groups 

and analyse them would be an undesirable repetition. How
ever, it would be interesting to look at that difference in 
vowel(s) quality and to attempt an explanation for it. So, 
in this chapter, let us list examples of such groups. And 
to show the vowel(s) difference both the standard and the 
dialect forms will be listed. However, an attempt to account 
for the difference phonologically, will be postponed until the 
next part.

The singular

S.A. K.D. Gloss.
ma . qass m-^ . gass ’pair of scissors’
ma . fakk m^ . fakk 'opener'

mus . tiaf mas . tiaf 'a copy of the Qur'an'
mub . rad mab . rad 'metal file’

(1) We have already seen that 'aw' and 'ay' in the standard 
became 'o;' and 'e:1 in the dialect respectively, e.g. 
'lawn'  > 'lo:n', 'bayt' — > 1 'be:t' , etc.
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VII.

VIII.

IX.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

XI.

S . A .
Sa . ri:t 
t(X . ri:q

f a?r 
raps

sun . d u :q 
dzum . h u : r

The plural

ma . qa:ss 
ma . f a : kk

ma . sou . Tiif 
ma . ba: . rid

Sa . wa: . ri^
tc\ . wa: . blq

tiuk - k a : m 
*1 um - m a : 1

ma . sa: . mi:r 
ma . fa: . t i :h

K.D. Gloss.
si . ri:t 'tape'
tl . ri:dz 'road1

fa:r ‘mouse1
ra:s 'head'

san . du:g 'box*
dzam , hu:r ’crowd1

m 3  . ga:ss 'pairs of scissors'
m ,a . :£a:kk 'openers’

ml . sa: . £tif ’copies of the Qur’a n ’
ml . ba: . rid ’metal file’

Si . wa: . rl^ 'streets'
tl . wa: . blq ’floors'

"hlk - ka:m 'rulers'
*ilm - ma:l 'coolies'

ml . sa: . mi:r 'nails'
ml . fa: . ti:h 'keys'
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Chapter Two 
Feminine

X. (P)ICCaC

Consider the following:

(280) Sg. PI.
git . Rah 'piece 1
tflt . rah 1 scarf • ■tftar
R i : . lah 'trick' Ryal
di: . rah 1 town 1 dyar

C C?)I) <
to: . fah 'wall * twaf
do: . lah 'country' dwal
su: . rcxh 'picture' swar
fu: . tah 'towel' fwa.t

The VIR for the singular form is (111). That is, keeping in 
mind rules (102) and (144) and the vocalic system of the 
dialect. Let us derive ’Ri: . lah'. to: . f<*h* and
'su: . rah'.

'Ri: . lah'
U.F.
(Ill) 
fem.suf.
(144)
S.D.
Stress 

• S.F.

/Ryl/
Rlyl 
Rlylah 
R i :lah 
R i : . lah 
Ril . lah 
[Ri: . lah]
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'to: . foOi'
U.F. /twf/
(111) t awf
fem.suf. tawlah
(206) to:fah

S.D. to** *
Stress to^ . fah
S.F. [to': . fah]

'su: . rah'
U.F. /swr/
(111) suwr
fem.suf. suwrah
(102) su:rah
S.D. su: . rah
Stress su: . rah
S.F. [su*: . rah]

As for the plural, we notice that there is an optional 
syllable, and that is ((p)I)C. This syllable can be either 
'?Ic' or 'IC, since the glottal stop is optional, but never

This is because these examples begin in two consonants 
so the result would be three, and no three consonant cluster 
is allowed in the dialect, so the 'I1 is vital to break up 
the disallowed consonant cluster, if the glottal stop is to 
be pronounced. However, the vowel in the plural form is 
regularly 'a'; thus, the plural VIR can be as follows:

(281) CCC — > (?)I CCaC PI. X.
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XX . CaCaC-

Consider the following:

(282)1.(A) S^_ PI.
wrf . gah 'paper1 wa . rag
xSl . bah 'log1 xa . Sab

(B) nxa . lah 'palm tree' na . xal
S'ja . rah 'one hair' sa . ̂ ar

Here, we notice in the singular form that the inserted 
vowel seems to depend on the third consonant. That is, if the 
third consonant is a stop, then the inserted vowel is 'I1, 
and if the third consonant is a continuant, the vowel is ’a'. 
This can be put as follows; which seems to be the VIR for the 
singular.

(283) r *  V  «-i
-long
-back

[«<high] / C C ------  C +
Lficoht.]

The plural VIR can be tentatively stated as follows:

(284) CCC — ^ CaCaC
PI. XI.
(Tentative)

2. sml . Sah 'fish1 si . mab
fsl . gah 'bullet' fl . Sag

The singular here is handled by rule (283) without any 
difficulties. However, it is the plural here that seems to 
be different from that in 1. We notice that the first vowel
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XII .

is 'I! rather than 'a'; and we can see also that that 'I1 is 
not adjacent to any back consonant or a guttural. Accordingly, 
(284) can be revised as follows:

(284) V
[j-back * ^chlgh-* j  [ocfront] [ocfront]

PI. XI. 
(Revised)

CVCa:Cl

Consider the following:

(285)1.(A) Sg^ PI.
£11 . wah 'kidney1 Sa . la: .‘wl
#at . wah 'cover' #a . ta: . wl

(B) Hza: . yah 'anecdote' lia . za: . wl-
^na: . yah 'song' ^a . na: . wl

The singular VIR for l.(A) seems to be (137); for (B), however, 
the VIR can be stated as follows:

(286 ) CCC--- -> CCa:C + Sg. XII.

As for the plural, we notice first of all that the under
lying glide /y/ in (B) is realized as [w] in the plural form. 
This is clearly a contextual C.ol/^pg(nj^ * (cf. Kiparsky 
1968), which is phonologically conditioned. However, the 
plural VIR can be tentatively stated as follows:

(287) CCC--- -> CaCa:Ci PI. XII.
(Tentative)
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Sg.
2. zu: . liy - yah 'carpet1

yu: . niy - yah 'rice bag'

PI.
zl . wa: . li 
yl . wa: . ni

Here, we are dealing with 'nisbah' nouns. The nisbah 
morpheme is 'i y ' in the singular form. However, the second 
1y ' seems to be inserted in such position in feminine singular 
nouns. It does not appear in the dual form which is 
'zu: . liy . te:n* and ’yu: . niy . te:n! respectively. The 
singular VIR is as follows:

(288) CCC CuCC Sg. XII.2.

But the plural form here seems to be rather different 
from that in 1. above. Namely, the first vowel is 'I1 rather 
that ’a 1. However, we notice that the examples in 2. are 
medially weak whereas those in 1. are not. Accordingly, we 
can revise (287) as follows:

(287) _  V _  
-long 
-back

[ochigh] - C a:Cl
[otglide]

PI. XII. 
(Revised)

Let us derive 'zu: . liy - yah* and 'zl . wa: . l i ’

z u : li . yah'

U.F.
(288)
Nisbah morpheme 
fern, suf.
'y! insertion

/ zwl/ 
zuwl 
zuwliy 
zuwliyah 
zuwliyyah
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(102)
S.D.
Stress
S.F.

z u : liy yah
zu: . liy - yah

✓zu: . liy - yah 
✓[zu: . liy - yah]

zl . wa: li

U.F.
(287)

/ zwl/ 
zlwa:li

S.D. zi . w a : . 11
Stress zi /. wa: . li
S.F. [zl . wa: . li]

Here are now some examples that differ from the standard 
mostly in vowel quality.

The singular

XIII. S .A. K .D. Gloss.
nuq . tcdi nig . tcxh 1 dot '
sud . fah sid . fah 'coincidenct

XIV. qa . s i : . dah gl . s i : . • dah 'poem 1
sa . b i : . kah si . bi: . &ah 'alloy'

XV. mid . xa . nah mid . xa . nah 'chimney 1
miS . tia . mah mis . tia . mah ' greaser'
mix • Va .• tah max • S’? • tab 'moulder'
mi# . ra . fah T?# . r*3 . f ah. • 'big spoon '

XVI. mad . ra . sah mad . ri . sah 'school'
mak . ta . bah mak . tl . bah 'library '



The plural

VIII.

XIV.

XV.

XVI.

S. A.
nu . qat
su . daf

qa . sex: . pid
sa . ba: . ?ik

ma .da: . xin
ma . sa: . him

ma . da: . ris
mak . ta . ba:t

K.D.
n I . g at
si . daf

gl . sq: . yld
si . ba: . yl£

ml . da: . xin
ml . &a: . tilm

ml . da: . ris
mak . tl . ba:t

Gloss.
'dots'
' coincidences'

1 poems 1 
1 alloys 1

'chimneys 1 
'greasers 1

'schools1 
'libraries'
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Part Four
Phonological Drift

On the phonological level, the drift of the K.D. from 
the standard can be mainly characterised in the following 
areas:

1. Emphatic influence
2. Phonemic merger
3. Phonemic split
4. Vowel insertion
5. Vowel raising and deletion
6. Syllable structures
7. Neutralization.

Let us take these areas in turn with some elaboration:

1. Emphatic influence

From the previous chapters, it should be noticed that the 
emphatic influence is greater in the dialect than it is in the 
standard. We have seen that in the standard, the emphables
* m ‘, 'b* and 1f * become emphatic before a back vowel, not after
it. (pp.46-47). Further, they do not acquire emphaticness 
just by occurring adjacent to an emphatic consonant.

In the dialect, however, an emphable acquires emphatic
ness when it occurs before or after a back vowel or adjacent 
to an emphatic consonant. Examples:

(289) S.A. K.D Gloss
subb pour
suff 1 assemble 1
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S.A. K.D. Gloss.
fu:l -----  'beans'
ya . mu:t yl . mu:t 'to die'
su . fu:f 'queues'

. b it ■ b-pt 'sergeant'
tia: . fi^ tia: . fg$ 'he is

memorizing'
xasm xa . s^ip 'opponent'

Furthermore, unlike the standard, the emphables in the 
dialect can acquire emphaticness because of the presence of 
the back consonants /x/, /£7 and [g] (p.159). Examples:

(290) S.A. K.D. Gloss. '
xa:f xcx:f 'he got scared'
#a:b fa: b 'he absented

himself'
qa:m g(X:m 'he stood up'
§u#l 'work',
buxl b9 . x3l 'meanness'
xa . fas xa . fas 'he sank'

The phonological rules which govern this emphatic occurrence 
are given on (p p .158-159).

2. Phonemic merger

A . Vocalic

The standard /u/ has disappeared in the dialect, except 
as an allophone of /u:/. Instead of it /i/ is used uncondi
tionally. Thus, we can say that /u/ has merged with /i/.
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/i/ /u /

H i

Examples:

s .A. K .D. Gloss.
sud« . fah sld• . fah 'chance'
nuq . tah nig . tah ' dot1

Sudd Sldd 'hold'
xutt • * xltt 'draw a line'
sun . du:q sin . d u : g 'box'
Suh . rah « Slh . rah • 1f ame'
yar . qus yar . gls 'to dance’
yaq . Sud yag . Sid 'to sit down1

B . Consonantal

1. Full merger

The standard id/ has disappeared in the dialect. 
Instead of it /£/ is used unconditionally. That is,/d/ has 
merged with /^/.

/d/ fa!
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Examples:

(293) S.A. K.D.
yar . dS yar .
nad . tiak na<$ . tiak
dayf ^e:f
bay . dah be: . 5 ah

2. Occasional merger

Gloss.
to be pleased1 
we laugh' 
guest' 
egg'

Besides the'- full phonemic merger, there is what I would 
call 'occasional merger'.

The standard /d&/ still exists in the dialect as a 
phoneme; but in some cases, [y] is used instead of it.

Examples:

(294) S.A. 
dza: r 
dza . bal 
"ha . ra:dz
nadzd
Sa . dzisn 
madz . n u :n

K.D.
ya:r
yl . bal 
ha . ra:y 
nayd
Sa . yi:n 
may . n u :n

Gloss.
'neighbour' 
'mountain'
'auction'
'highland'
1 dough'
' mad'

But let us look at the following:

(295) S.A.
Sa . d%i:b 
d^ism
d^-is . muk

K.D.

d&I . slm^'5 
dzls . mlk(2)

Gloss.
'strange'
' body'
'your body'

(1) See vowel insertion (p.200).
(2) See neutralization (p.208).
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S. A. K.D. Gloss.
?ir . dza<^--------- ------  'reverse'
nadz . dah-------- ------  'help'
^a: . dzi ------  'ivory'
xa . li: dz ------  'gulf'
dza:s-------------- ------  ' touched' ̂  ̂

So, in many examples like these, the /d&/ has not changed 
And looking at both sets of examples, i.e. where /d&/ has 
changed into [y], and where it remains, we notice that the 
change does not seem to be context-sensitive. We shall come 
to this point later. However, this type of merger can be 
shown as follows:

/y/ /dz/

/dz/

The standard /q/ which exists in the dialect as a phoneme is
(2)sometimes realized as [dz]. Examples:

(296) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
qidr dzi . dir 'pot'
qa: . si dza: . si 'hard'
^a . ti:q ^a . ti;dz 'ancient'

(1) Semantic shift: 'd£a:s' S.A. 'inspected', K.D. 'touched'.
(2) Also, /q/ is sometimes realized as [g]. See 'phonemic 

split' (p.196).
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But compare the following:

(297) S.A. K.D.
(1)qism ql . slm

ta . ri: . qah ------
t (2 )qa: . $i 

so, . di:q

Gloss.
'section' 
' way 1 
'judge 1 
1 friend1

Here too, there does not seem to be a phonological 
reason for the alternation of /q/ to [d&]. We shall come 
to this point later, but for now we shall represent this 
type of merger as follows:

/q/

3. Phonemic split

The standard /q/ which, as said earlier, is a phoneme 
in the dialect is sometimes realized as [g]. Examples:

(298) S.A.
qa . si:r 
qa: . Cjid 
qish
ha . qi: . qah 
mar . q u :̂

K.D.
gl . si:r 
ga: . ^Id
gi: . sah' 
ha . gi: . gah 
mar . g u : <\

(3)

Gloss.
short
'sitting1
'measure it1
1 truth'
’sealed'

(1) See vowel insertion (p.200).
(2). See phonemic merger (p. 192).
(3) See neutralization (p.208).
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But let us look at the following:

(299) S.A. ’K.D. Gloss.
qa' . di:m   'old*

'judge1’S *" (1)qa: . di qa: . ?i
qi: . mah   . ' 1 value1
tc* . ri: . qah ------  W a y 1
maS . qu:l ------  1 reasonable'

Also here, we can see from these sets of examples that 
the q/g alternation does not seem to rest on phonological 
grounds. We shall come back to this point later. Now we 
shall represent this split as follows:

/q/

Cg]

The standard /k/ which exists in the dialect as a
( 2 )phoneme is sometimes realized as [S]. Examples:

(300) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
ka:n ca:n 'was1
kicJ . bah clS . bah 'a lie'

(3)ba: . kir ba: . Sir 'tomorrow1
tia . ki fia . SI 'talking1

(1) See phonemic merger (p.192).
(2) See neutralization (p.208).
(3) Semantic shift: 'ba: . kir' S.A. 'early', K.D. 'tomorrow'.
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But let us look at the following:

(301) S. A.
ka?s
kis . rah 
^a: . kir
^ a  . ki

K.D.
k a :s(1)

Gloos.
1 glass 1 
1 piece'
1 study *
' clever 1

So, here as well there does not seem to be a phono
logical reason for k/£ alternation. The split can be 
represented as follows:

/k/

/k/

To recapitulate; we have discussed above a phonemic 
merger and a phonemic split which can be represented as 
follows:

/d 2/

/d2/

/k/

/k//k/ [g]

All of the phonetic realizations [y], [S] and [d2] 
and [g] have been considered above as allophons of the 
phonemes /d#/, /k/ and /q/ respective^. However it should 
have been clear by now that practically no phonological

(1) See ’syllable structure1 (p.205).
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data was found to specify the environments where the alter
nations take place. In other words, phonologically speaking, 
it would seem hard to accept them as allophones since the 
environments in which they occur do not seem to be specifi
able on phonological grounds.

Johnstone (1963, 1965, and 1967) gives only examples of 
the occurrence of dz/y and the affrication of /k/ and /q/.
He believes that d^/y occurrence is unconditioned whereas 
k/<$, q/d£ is conditioned by the presence of front vowels. 
Nevertheless, he gives examples where affrication does not 
take place in contiguity of front vowels. The point to be 
made here is that the specification of the occurrence and 
the non-occurrence of the affrication could not be achieved, 
and this enforces our claim here that such occurrences do 
not seem to be possible to specify on phonological grounds.

However, it is well-known that the phonetic nature of 
language is not only governed by the phonological rules.
We refer here to societal factors or sociolinguistics, which 
influence the phonetic form we hear. Clearly, it is not the 
purpose of this study to research into the sociology of 
language, but we mention here what we think relevant to our 
discussion.

As a speaker of K.D. I feel confident to say that the 
phonetic realizations [y], [£] and [d£] and [g] of /d^/, /k/ 
and /q/ respectively, are used because of social rules rather 
than phonological ones. Such rules depend on several factors, 
not only who the speaker is, but also who the speaker is 
talking to, the social context, the social class of both the
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speaker and the interlocutor, the degree of formality between 
them, the type of the discourse; the particular lexical item 
used, and probably many others. Accordingly, these phonetic 
realizations are considered allophones of their phonemes 
mentioned on the basis that the environments in which they 
occur are controlled, not by phonological or sound rules, 
but by social ones. This implies that there is a change 
and fluctuation in using these allophones; which is the 
case. Such social rules are characteristically flexible, 
i.e. they are unpredictable and not systematic. Therefore,
I call them 'part time rules'.

4. Vowel insertion

Words of the form CVCC in the standard which end in a sonorant 
have become CVCVC in the dialect; where the inserted vowel 
is 'i' except in specified circumstances. Examples:

(302) S.A.
f asl 
badr 
S azm 
? ibn 
tif 1 
^  if r 
rasm

K.D.
fa. . S3l 
ba . dir 
^a . zlm 
?I . bln
ti f II 

fir
ra, • slm

Gloss.
'season'
’half-moon 1 
'intention 1 
1 son *
'child'
'nail'
'drawing1

But compare the following:

(303) S.A.
naxl 
baSl 
f axr

K.D.
na . xal 

ba • Sal 
f a * xar

Gloss'.
'palm trees' 
'mule'

'pride 1
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S. A* K .D. Gloss.
r §a . ^ar 'hair'

latin la . tian 'tone'
lafcm la . fiam 'meat'
nahr na . har • 'river'
Sahr 3a . har ’month'

This seems to suggest that the inserted vowel is 1i 1 
except when the medial consonant is [+back, +cont. ]. 
Accordingly, we can revise (272) as follows:

V
-long
-back
ochigh

P V
+back C

[+son.]

(272)
a _ >  r-ion? i / ° r .v ,. .,[-back] -S|+cont^

(2nd Revision) 
The syntactically-governed word-final vowels 'ur, 'a'

and 'i' might be thought to have been neutralized to 'i'.
However, we shall see shortly that this does not seem to be
the case. Consider the following:

(304)
ki
ki
ki

S. A.
t a : 
t a : 
t a :

. buk 

. bak 

. bik

K.D.
kta: . bik 
kta: . bik 
kta: . bik

Gloss.
1 your book1 
'your book1
'your book'

But consider the following, where V can be 'u', 'a* or 'i 1:

(305) S. A. K.D.

ki . ta: . bV . na kta:b . na
si . ra: . dzV . ha srQ:y . ha
ba . la . ■ dV . na ba . lad . na
d&a: . rV . kum ya:r . k3m

Gloss.
1 our book'
'her candle'
'our country'
'your neighbour' (PI.)
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S. A.
zar . . ha

K.D. Gloss.
zarCj . ha 'her crop

ri . sa: . la . tV . hum rl . sa: . lat . ham 'their
letter'

qis . mV . kum qi . slm . k3m 'your
section'

1—  na, '—  ha', '—  kum’ and '—  hum' mean our, her, 
your (pi.) and their respectively. The vowel preceding the 
possessive morpheme, i.e. V above, is dropped in the dialect. 
Accordingly, I would argue that the syntactically-governed 
word-final vowels 'u', 'a' and 'i' are not neutralized in the
dialect but actually dropped altogether, and whenever a 
consonant cluster, which is not allowed in the dialect syllable 
structure, is to be formed as a result of an added morpheme, 
it is broken by the vowel 'i'. Notice the vowel insertion 
in the last two examples. Accordingly, we can revise rule (272) 
finally as follows:

However, we should not confuse the word final 'u' which 
is dropped in the dialect with ’u' which has merged with /i/, 
e.g. that in the possessive morphemes '—  k u m1 and '—  hum' 
above. In fact, we would expect '—  kirn' and '—  him' 
respectively in the dialect. But we recall that ’m 1 is an

(pi.)
Su^f . IV . hum gs . ^ 3 l . hem their 

work'

(272)
6 long

back
high

C V 
[-back] +back

+cont
C C ($) 

[+son.]

(Revised)
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emphable, and in the dialect - as we have seen - emphables 
acquire emphaticness after a back vowel. Now, 'i * is 
obviously not back, but since it is originally back, the 
influence of the original backness is still effective; not 
only on the emphable 'm' but also on 'i' itself as it is 
centralized and lowered acquiring emphaticness (cf. E. Sapir 
1933 "1972"). Notice, however, that this does not take place 
with the possessive morpheme r —  h i n1 meaning 'their pi.fern, 
as in 'kta;b . hin' 'their book' (pl.fem.). The reason is 
simply because the final consonant 'n* is not an emphable.

5. Vowel raising and deletion

The standard /a/ which exists in the dialect has 
acquired another allophone [I] in certain circumstances*/a/

Siis raised to [I] in words which are of the form CaC ((i*) c(+)) 
provided that none of the first two consonants is [+back,

(306)

]. Examples:
*

S. A. K.D. Gloss.

ka . sar * ki . sar 'he broke'
sa . baq si . b a g •he won the race

d&a . bal yi . bal 'mountain'

sa . mak si . maS 1 fish1
ka . bi:r Si . b i : r 'big'
ka . bi: . rah Si . bi; . rah 'big' (fern.)

But consider the following: 

(307) S.A. K.D.

qa . S ad 
sa . tian

Gloss.
'he sat down' 
'he loaded'
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S. A. K.D Gloss.
Sa . xat 
^ a . hab 
xa . ti:r 
Sa . bird

'he drew a line' 
'gold*
* dangerous ’
'martyr 1 .

Accordingly, we can state the following: 

(308)

(309)

And:

(310)

a
-long — > Ochigh]

,
+back • +back

-back ! +cont. S +cons.
((i:) C(+))

us look at the following:

S.A. K .D. Gloss.

sa . ba . kah §bl . kah ' n e t '

sa . ma . kah sml . cah 'fish'

ra . qa . bah rga . bah 1 neck1
xa . §a . bah xsl . bah ' log'
qa . sa . bah gsd . bah 'reed'

S.A. K.D. Gloss.

ba qa . rah bga . rah ' cow'

Sa . dza . lah Sya . lah 'speed'

sa . ^a . fah s^a . f ah 'palm tree

Sa . dza , rah gya . rah 'tree'
8a . ma . rah 8m . rah 'harvest'

We notice here that the change in the first set is two things

a) deletion of the first vowel.
b) raising of the second vowel from 'a' to 'I'.



However, the deletion takes place in both sets, accor
dingly, we can state the following:

(311) . V _
-back
-high
-long

/ CaC +

But if we look closely at the two sets, regardless to the 
feminine suffix, we can see that the first one ends in a stop, 
while the second ends in a continuant, accordingly rule (283) 
applies here.

Syllable structure

The dialect allows two consonant cluster word-initially. 
Therefore, it has one syllable structure more than the stan
dard. The syllable structures of both the standard and the 
dialect are repeated here for convenience (see pp. 54-55 , and 
pp.164-165 respectively).

(312) S. A. K.D.
'honemic phonetic phonemic phonetic Examples
/c/ [CV] /c/ [CV] bi 'in'
/CVC/ E(C)VC] /CVC/ [(C(VC] (?)al ' the 1

/CV: / [CV:] /CV:/ [CV:] la ' no *

/CV:C/ [CV:C] /CV:C/ [CV:C] ba:b 'door 1
/CVCC/ [cvCC] /CVCC/ [CVCC] Sabd 1 slave *

/CCV:C/ [CCV:C] glu :b 1 hearts

Let us now look at some examples that begin in two 
consonant cluster in the dialect.
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313) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
ki . ta:b kta :b 1 book1
■hi . ma:r hmct :r « • 'donkey 1
Si . ra:*! • * Sr a: ̂ 1 sail1
r (X . x i : s rxi: s » • 1 cheap1
sa . #i:r s&i: r 1 small1
ba . ^i:d b ^ i : d 1 far 1
^ u . y u :n Syu:n 1 eyes 1
Su . h u :d Shu: d 1 witnesses 1
$u . barb ^ba:b (a fly1
su , ro^rx :x 1 crying t

As stated earlier , the standard /u/ has merged with /i/.
Accordingly, the last four examples do not have 1u 1 in them
as far as the dialect is concerned. If they have a short
vowel after the first consonant, it has to be 1i 1. Further-
more, we notice above that where the short vowel is 1 a 1, the
medial consonant is [+back], + cont. 
state the following:

] . Accordingly , we can

(314)1.
C

V
-long
+high

. CV:C - -> CCV:C

2.
C

Vr ~-long
-high

C+back 
+cont.

— > CCV:C

(Tentative)

1. and 2. can be collapsed in one rule as follows:

(314) V
C f-longl 

[-highj
- C _  
+back 
+cont.

V: C — ^ C C V : C

(Revised)
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Notice that if (314) is not met, no change takes place. 
Examples:

(315) S.A. K.D.
^a: . d&i:b ------
fa . qi:r----------- ------
S q . d i :q----------- ------
rq . pi:s------------------

Now let us look at the following:

Gloss.
1 strange 1 
* pour *
1 friend'
1president

(316) S.A. K.D.

And

mu . han . dis mhan . dls
mu . ra: . qib mra: . qlb

S.A. mu . ra: . qi . bah
K.D. mrd:q . bah

S.A. mu . ra: . qi . ba: . tu . na
K.D. mra:q . ba:t . na

This seems to suggest the following:

(317) V
C+high] - / . $n

Gloss.
'engineer* (sg.masc.) 
'observer1 (.s.g.masc.)

'observer* (sg.fem.)

'our observers'
(pi.fern.)

Finally, words of the form *CV C* in the standard have become 
*CV:C' in the dialect. Examples:

(318) S.A.
ka? s 

ra?y

K.D.
k a : s 

ra:y

Gloss.
'glass'
'opinion *
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S. A. K.D. Gloss,
*bi?b ^>i :b 'wolf 1
bi? r b i : r 1 well/pit'

7. Neutralization

a) All the relative pronouns in the standard have been
neutralized into one single relative pronoun in the dialect.
That is :

(319) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
al . la . *bi sg. masc. Who/which
al . la • 11 fern. 11

? <
al . la . 
al . la .

% a : n 
tarn

dl . masc. " 
11 0 (?)il • li it

al . la . ^i:n pi. masc. 11

al . la: . ti " fern. (1

b) The front -high vowel /i/ of the standard is realized
slightly less front in the dialect; but this does not
seem to be a remarkable difference. Examples:

(320) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
?ibn ?I . bln ' son 1
tia: . kirn tia: . kirn 'ruler 1
nimt nimt 'I slept'

c) The possessive morpheme of the 3rd. sg. masc. which is 
preceded by 'uT in the standard, is always preceded by 'a' 
in the dialect.
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Examples:

(321) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
k i . ta: . buh kta: . bah 'his book’
p am . ruh • ? am . rodi 'his order'
£u& . luh . l(*h 'his work'
bay . tuh b e : . tah 'his house'

Similarly, the possessive morpheme of the 2nd sg.fem.
which is '-— k i 1 in the standard is always '-—  iS' in the
dialect. Examples:

(322) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
ki . ta: . bu . ki k t a : . blS 'your book' (sg
?am . ru . ki ? am . rid 'your order'(sg
guX . lu . ki &d)S . lad 'your work' (sg
bay . tu . ki b e : . t Id 'your house'(sg

The imperative verbs of the form CVC, where the vowel
is high, have become CV:C in the dialect. Examples:

(323) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
rufr ru :"h •

’g O 1
sum su :mi « 'fast'
qul gu:l ' say ‘
3il Si:l 1 carry *
t ib ti :b 'recover‘
dir di : r 'turn'

Accordingly:

(324) V
[+high] > t + long] / C --- C

Condition: imperative verb
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f) Also, when the imperative is addressed to pi.masc. the
final 'u' becomes 'aw1; and when it is addressed to the 2nd 
sg.:fem. the final 1 i 1 becomes 'ay'. Examples:

S. A.
(325) qu: . lu 

ta .  ̂a: 
s u : . mu 
di: . ru
ru: .til 
q u : . m l

lu

t a  . ^ a ;  . l'l;

d i : . ri

Accordingly:

(326) u

(327) i ay /

K.D.
gu:
ta .
s u :
d i :
r u :«

gu:

law 
cja: . law 
maw 
raw 
hay 
may

Gloss.
'say' (pi.masc.
'come' (pi.masc.
'fast' (pi.masc.
'turn' (pi.masc,
'go' (2nd sg.fem,
1 stand' (2nd

sg.fern,
ta . ^a: . lay

d i : . ray

‘come 1 (2nd
s g .fem,

‘turn1 (2nd
s g .fem.

aw / —  ##
Condition: imperative verb

Condition: imperative verb

g) Furthermore, when an imperative is addressed to the
sg.masc., the sg.fem. or to the plural, and such imperative 
is composed of more than one syllable, the first of which is 
closed, a metathesis takes place. However, with the sg. 
masc. the metathesis takes place only if the object is a 3rd 
sg.masc. pronoun attached to the imperative verb.
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Examples:

(328) S.A.

iq
ik

? S 13

is

?

IS

is
iss.

baw 
iS 
iS

L1S
V

tanh
sirh
rabh

li:h
fa . li ?al
wa:b
ra . bu
ra  . bu:h
ra . bu pall

’ j

K.D. Gloss.
si? . lah 'ask him'
git . S ah 'cut it i

kls . rah 'break it'
Sir . bah 'drink it'
sip . li 'ask' (sg.fem.)
si? . li :h 'ask him' (sg.fem.)
si? .

baw .
lay II) 
wa :b J

'ask the porter 1... .
(sg . fe m . )

Sir . * baw
9

1 drink' (pi.)
Sir . bu:h 'drink it' (pi.)
Sir . 
Sa .

b w ill 
si: r J

‘drink the juice * 
(pi.)

h) The dual verbal form has disappeared in the dialect
It has merged with the plural in both genders and in all 
tenses. Examples:

(329) S.A.
? uk . tu . ba

tak . tu . ba

yak . tu . ba

K.D.
? ik . tl . baw

tak . tl . bu:n

yak . tl . bu:n

ka . ta . ba (ra.) ktl . baw 

ka . ta . ba . ta(f.)ktl . baw

Gloss.
'write 1 
imp., dl./pl,
’you write' 
imp. dl./pl
'they write' 
imp. dl./pl
'they write' 
past dl./pl
'they write' 
past dl./pl
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However, the nominal dual did not disappear in the 
dialect. But its syntactically-governed suffixes '—  a:nT 
and '—  ayn' have been neutralized into one suffix '—  e:n 
in all positions. Examples:

(330) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
ki . ta: . ba:n

kta: . be:n 'two books'
ki . ta: . bayn

Similarly, the syntactically-governed suffixes of the 
regular plural in the standard '—  u:n' and 1—  i:n' have been 
neutralized into one suffix '—  i:n' in all positions.
Examples:

S.A. K.D. Gloss.
nadz - dza: . ru:n ;

nadz - dza: . ri:n 'carpenters'
nadz - dza: . ri:n

i) Finally, weak verbs which end in underlying /w/ in the
standard, end in /y/ in the dialect. That is, underlying 
final /w/ in verbs has been neutralized into /y/. Examples:

(331) S.A. K.D. Gloss.
yad . nu yad . ni 'to come nearer'
yas . fiu yas . "hi ’'to wake up'
ya& . ku ya& . ki 'to complain'

Finally, assimilation in the dialect seems to be as
that in the standard, and so does stress. The deletion of 
some vowels which results in a change in the syllable 
division does not seem to affect stress placement in the 
dialect.
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(332) S . A . K.D. Gloss.
sa . ?a . la . hum sa . Pal . hz?m ’he asked them1

/ _ ^
sa: . ri . ^u . na §a: . rl^ . na ’our street1

✓ s
qa: . Pi . du . kum qa: . ?Id . kam 'your leader’ (pi.)

/ _ ^ _tia: . sab.tu .ha ha: . sab tha ’I checked with h e r1
5 / /* —r in . ti . sa: . yu . na in . tl . s<X:r . na 'our victory’
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Appendix I 
Samples of verbs derivation

1. Standard Arabic

Theoretically, there are up to fifteen forms of verbs 
conjugation in Arabic. However, certain of these forms are 
of extremely rare occurrence, and are hardly even heard in 
day to day speech. Equally, a verb U.F. does not occur in 
every form. This is a semantic matter. For example, the 
U.F. /xrb/ does not occur in the form 'fa: . ^ a l ' , in other
words, there is no verb *'xa: . rab' , although it is a
morphological possibility. However, since it is not the 
purpose of this study to research in semantics influence on 
verbs forms, we shall give examples from some forms which 
are very commonly used in both the standard and the dialect. 
We shall give the imperative, the present, and the past; 
and we shall bring examples from sound (or strong) verbs and 
from weak (or hollow) verbs.

a) Sound verbs

An example of these verbs can be 'ka . tab': 'to write':

Imperative Gloss

uk
uk
uk
uk
uk

tub
tu . bi 
tu . ba 
tu . bu 
tubn

wr it e (sg.masc.) 
(sg.fern.) 
(dl. both) 
(pi.masc.) 
(pi.masc.)
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Present Gloss.

p ak . tub X write
tak . tub you 11 (sg.masc.)
tak . tu . bi you M (sg .fem.)
tak . tu . ba you " (dl.both)
yak . tub he writes
tak . tub she H
yak . tu . ba they write (dl.masc.)
tak . tu . ba they " (d l .fem.)
nak . tub we "
tak . tu . bu you " (pi.masc.)
tak . tubn you " (pi.fem.)
yak . tu . bu they " (pi.masc.)
yak . tubn they " (pi.fern.)

Past Gloss.

ka . tabt I wrote ■
ka . tabt you " (sg.masc.)
ka . tab . 11 you ” (sg.fern.)
ka . tab . ta you " (dl.both)
ka . tab he
ka . ta . bat she "
ka . ta . ba they ” (dl.masc.)
ka . t a . ba . ta they " (d l .fem.)
ka . tab . na we
ka . tab . tu you (pi.masc.)
ka . tab . tun you " (pi.fem.)
ka . t a * bu they " (pi.masc.)
ka . tabn they " (pi.masc.)
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b) Weak verbs

When it is the case that not all the underlying segments 
ot a verb are consonants, such a verb is a weak verb. A 
weakening segment is an underlying glide. A verb can be 
initially weak, medially weak or finally weak. Let us have 
an example of each.

i) Initially weak

An example of initially weak verbs with underlying /w/ 
initially can be the verb *wa . ^ad', ’to promise1.

Imperat ive Gloss.

Sid promise (sg.masc.)
Sid . di 11 (s g .fem.)
S i . da n (dl.both)
S i . du u (pi.masc.)
Sidn tt (pi.fern.)

Present Gloss,

fa . ‘iid I promise
ta . Sid you " (sg.masc.)

ta . Si . dl you ” (sg.fern.)
ta . Si • da you " (dl.both)
ya . Sid he promises
ta . Sid she ”
ya . Sida they promise (dl.masc.)
ta . Sida they " (dl.fem.)
na . Sid we ”
ta . Si . du you n (pi.masc,)
ta . S idn you ” (pi .fem.)
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Present Gloss.

ya . Si . du they promise (pi.masc.)
ya . S-idn they M (pi.fern.)

Past Gloss.

wa . S a t t ^ ^  /wa . S adt / I promised
wa . Satt you " (sg.masc.)
wa . Sat . ti you " (s g .fem.)
wa - Sat . ta you " (dl.both)
wa . *1 ad he "
wa . Sa . dat she "
wa . Sa . da they " (dl.masc.)

wa . S a • da * ta they n (dl.masc.)
wa . Sad . na we "
wa . S at . tu you " (pi.masc.)
wa . Sat . tun you " (pi.fern.)
wa . Sa . du they " (pi.masc.)
wa . Sadn they " (pi.fern.)

An example of initially weak verbs with underlying /y/ 
initially can be the verb 'yas - sar1, 'to facilitate'.

Gloss.

facilitate (sg.masc.)
" (sg.fem.)
" (dl.both)
" (pi.masc.)
" (pi.fem.)

Imperative

yas - sir
yas - si . ri
yas - si . ra
yas - si . ru
yas - sirn

(1) N.B. Assimilation throughout the paradigm.
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Present Gloss.

?U . yas - sir I facilitate
tu . yas - sir you ti

tu . yas - si . ri you tt

tu . yas - si . ra you n

yu . yas - sir he facilit ates
tu . yas - sir she 11

yu . yas - sir . ra they facilitate
tu . yas - si . ra they n

nu . yas - sir we i r

tu . yas - si . ru you 11

tu . yas - sirn you 11

yu . yas - si . ru they i r

yu . yas - sirn they Tl

Past Gloss.

yas - s art I facilitated
yas - s art you ii

yas r sar . ti you 11

yas - sar . ta you ti

yas - sar he 11

yas - sa . rat she 11

yas - sa . ra they it

yas - sa . ra . ta they n

yas - sar . na we 11

yas - sar . tu you 11

yas - sar . tun you 11

yas - sa . ru they tt

yas - sarn they it

(sg.masc.) 
(s g .fem.) 
(dl.both)

(d l .fern.)

(pi.masc.) 
(pi.fern.) 
(pi.masc.) 
(pi.fern.)

(s g .masc.) 
(s g .fem.)
(dl.both)

(d l .masc.) 
(dl.masc.)

(pi.masc.) 
Cpl. f em.). 
(pi.masc.) 
(pi.fern.)
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ii) Medially weak verbs

An example of medially weak verbs with underlying /w/ 
medially can be the verb 'qa:!', 'to say'.

Imperat ive Gloss.

qul say (sg.masc.)
qu: . li 11 (sg . fem.)
q u : . la 11 (dl.both)
q u : . lu n (pi.masc.)
quin ii (pi.fern.)

Present Gloss •

pa . qu : 1 I say
ta . qu: 1 you U (sg.masc.)
ta . qu: . li you 11 (sg.fern.)

ta . q u : . la you 11 (dl.both)
ya . q u : 1 he says
ta . qu: 1 she ti

ya . qu: . la they say (d l .masc.)
ta . q u : . la they 11 (dl .fem.)

na . q u : 1 we t i

t a . qu: . lu you 1 T (pi.masc.)

ta . quin you 11 (pi . fern.)

ya . q u : . lu they 11 (pi.masc . )

ya . quin they It (pi . fern. )

An example of medially weak verbs with underlying /y/ 
can be the verb 'sa:r', 'to walk'.
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Imperative Gloss.

sir walk (sg.masc.)
si: . rx 11 (s g .tern.)
si: . ra M (dl.both)
si: . ru 1 f (pi.masc.)
sirn M (pi.fern.)

Present Gloss.

?a . si:r I walk
ta . si:r you " (sg.masc.)
ta . si: . ri you ” (sg.fem.)
t a . si: . r a you ” (dl.both)
ya . s i :r he walks
ta . si : r she 11
ya . si: . rol they walk (dl.masc.)
ta . s i : . r a they 11 (d l ,fern.)
na . si:r we 11
ta . si: ru you " (pi.masc.)
ta . sirn you M (pi.fern.)
ya . si: . ru you " (pi.masc.)
ya . sirn they " (pi.fern.)

Past Gloss.

sirt I walked
sirt you 11 (sg.masc.)
sir . ti you ” (s g .fem.)
sir . ta you " (dl.both)
s a : r he
sa: . roit she "
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s a : * they walked (dl.masc.)
s a : . r<* . ta they " (dl.masc.)
sir . na we o "
sir . tu you n (pi.masc.)
sir . tnn you " (pi.fem.)
sa: . . ru . they ” (pi.masc.)
sirn they ,r (pi.fern,)

Finally weak verbs

An example of finally weak verbs with an underlyini
can be the verb *#a . z a 1, to invade 1.

Imperative Gloss.

?u#z invade (sg.masc.)
?u# . zl 11 (s g .fem.)

? u25 . za tl (dl.both)

? u# . zu T1 (pi.masc.)
?u# . zun 11 (pi.fern.)

Present Gloss.

?a# . zu I invade
ta # . zu you 11 (sg .masc.)
ta# . zl you " (s g .fem.)

ta# . zu . wa you n (dl.both)

ya# . zu he invades

ta# . zu she "
ya# . zu . wa they invade (dl.masc.)
ta# . zu . wa they M (d l .fern.)
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Present Gloss.

na# . zu we invade
ta# zu you u (pi.masc.)
ta# . zi :n you 11 (pi.fern.)
ya# . zu they 1 ! (pi.masc.)

ya# . zi :n they 1 1 (pi.fem.)

Past Gloss.

V a . zawt I invaded
# a . zawt you 1 1 (sg.masc.)
a . zaw . ti you 1 1 (s g .fern.)

# a . zaw . ta you ! t (dl.both)
# a  . za he t!

# a . zat she 11

# a  . za . ya they 11 (dl.masc.)
^ a . z a . t a they 11 (d l .fern.)
"# a . zaw . na we II

# a . zaw . tu you II (pi.masc.)
# a . zaw . tun you 11 (pi.fem.)
V  a . zaw they 1 1 (pi.masc.)

V  a , zayn they It (pi . fem.)

An example of finally weak verbs with an underlying
can be the verb ’ra . m a 1, 1 to throw1.

Imperative Gloss.

? irm throw (sg.masc,)
pir . m i it (sg.fem.)
? ir . mi . ya ti (dl.both)
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Imperative Gloss.

?ir . mu throw (pi.masc.)
?ir . m i : n 1 1 (pi.fern.)

Present Gloss •

f* ar . mi I throw
tar . mi you 11 (sg.masc.)
tar . ml you 11 (s g .fern.)
tar . mi . ya you tt (dl.both)
yar . mi he throws

tar . mi she 1!

yar . mi . ya they throw (d l .masc.)
tar . mi . ya they tt (dl.masc.)
nar . mi we 11

tar mu you H (pi.masc.)
tar . m i : n you TT (pi.fem.)
yar . mu they M (pi.masc.)
yar . mi : n they 11 (p1.f e m . )

2. Kuwait Dialect

As mentioned earlier, the dual verbal form has merj
with the plural form in the dialect. However, it should be 
made clear that choice and the meaning of some items, nouns, 
adjectives or verbs, is not always exactly the same in the 
dialect as it is in the standard. For example, while the 
verbs 'Ha . mal'/'§a:l' both mean 'to carry'; and the verbs 
'sair'/'ma . Sa* both mean 'to walk', the standard prefers 
the first in each set and the dialect prefers the second.
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neither is strange in either.
Now, let us give verbs samples from the dialect as we 

from .the standard.

Sound verbs

An example of the sound verbs in the dialect can be the
> 'ki . tab', 'to write’.

Imperative Gloss.

pik . tib write (sg.masc.)
kit . bay 11 (sg.fem.)
kit . baw 11 (dl. & pi.both)

Present Gloss.

? ak . t ib I write
tak . tib you " (sg.masc.)
tak . ti . bi:n you " (s g .fern.)
tak . ti . bu:n you " (d l . & pi.both)
yak . tib he writes
tak . tib she "
nak . tib we write
yak . ti . bu:n they " (dl. k pi.both)
yak . ti . bin they " (pi.fem.)

Past Gloss.

ki . tabt I wrote
ki . tabt you " (sg.masc)
ki . tab . ti you " (s g .fem.)
ki . tab . taw you " (dl. k pi.both)
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Past Gloss.

k I . t ab 
ktl . bat 
ki . tab . na 
ktl . baw 
ktl . ban

b) Weak verbs

he wrote 
she "
we "
they " 
they "

(dl. $ pi.both) 
(pi.fem.)

i) Initially weak

It seems a bit hard to find a verb in the dialect with 
an underlying initial /y /. The verb 'yas - sar1, 'to 
facilitate' which is used in the standard above is not very 
commonly used in the dialect. Moreover, it has a different 
uncomplementary connotation. Instead of it the verb 
'sah - h a l1 is used, which also exists in the standard and 
means 'to facilitate', or 'to simplify'.

Accordingly, we shall give an example of the initially 
weak verbs with a verb which begins in an underlying /w/, 
and that is the verb 'wa .^ad1, 'to promise'.

Imperative

?u: . ^id 
fu: . day
? u ; . S daw

Present 

?o: . ^id
to: . Sid

Gloss.

promise (sg.masc.)
" (sg.fern.)

(dl. & pi.both)

Gloss.

I promise
you " (sg.masc.)
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Present Gloss.

t o : . Sdi:n you promise
t o : » Sdu:n you "
yo: . Sid he promises
t o : . S id she "
n o : . Sid we promise
y o : . S d u :n they "
yo: . Sdin they "

Past Gloss.

wa . Sjatt I promised
wa . S att you "
wa . Sat - tay you "
wa . Sat - taw you "
wa . S ad he "
w*ia . dat she "
wa . Sad . na we ”
w^a . daw they "
wSa . dan they "

ii) Medially weak verbs

An example of medially weak verbs with 
can be the verb 'ga:l', 'to say'.

Imperat ive Gloss.

gu:l say
gu: . lay ”
gu: . law "

(s g .fem.)
(dl. & pi.both)

(dl. k pi.both) 
(pi.fern.)

(sg.masc.)
(sg.fem.)
(dl. & pi.both)

(dl. & pi.both)
(p i .fern.)

an underlying /w/

(sg.masc.)
(sg.fern.)
(dl. & pi.both)
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Present. Gloss.

?a u : 1 I say
ti . gu:l you Tt

ti . gu: . li :n you IT

ti . gu: . lu :n you 11

yi . gu: 1 he says

ti . gu: 1 she ii

nl . gu: 1 we say

yi . g u : . lu:n they it

yi . gu: . lin they 11

Past Gloss.

gilt I said
gilt you "

gil . tay you 11

gil . taw you M
ga: 1 he M
ga: . lat she "

gil • na we "
ga: . law they "
ga: . lan they "

An example oi medially weak verbs with an 
can be verb !§a:l’, 'to carry1.

Imperative Gloss.

Si:l carry
Si: . lay "
Si: . law "

(sg.masc.) |
(sg.fem.)
(dl & pi.both)

(fl. 8s pi.both) 
(pi.fern.)

(sg.masc.)
(sg.fern.)
(dl. & pi.both)

(dl. & pi.both) 
(pi. fern.)

u n d e r l i n i n g  /y /

(sg.masc.)
(sg.fem.)
(dl. 8s pi.both)
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Present Gloss.

fa
ti
tl
ti

yi
ti
nl

yi
yi

. Si: 1 

. S i : 1 

. Si:

. Si:

. Si: 1 

. Si: 1 

. Si: 1 

. Si:

. S i :

Past

Silt
silt
Sil 
Sil 
S a : 1 
Sa: 
sil 
Sa: 
Sa:

tay
taw

lat
na
law
lan

li: n 
lu:n

lu :n 
lin

iii) Finally weak verbs

I carry 
you " 
you " 
you n 
he carries 
she "
we carry 
they n 
they "

Gloss.

I carried 
you 
you 
you 
he 
she 
we
they 
they

(sg.masc.)
'sg.fem.)
(dl. & pi.both)

(dl. & pi.both) 
(pi.fern.)

(sg .masc.)
(s g .fern.)
(dl. & pi.both)

(dl. & pi.both) 
(pi.fem.)

An example of finally weak verbs which end in underlying 
/y/ can be the verb 'da . rcO , 'to know' .

Imperative

pi . dir 
pid . ray 
p id .* raw

Gloss

know (sg.masc.)
(s g .fem.)
(dl. & pi.both)
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Present Gloss.

? ad . rl I know
tad . ri you "
tad . r i : n you "
tad . r u : n you M
yad . r l he knows
tad . ri she n.
nad . ri we know
yad . ru:n they "
yad . rin they "

Past Gloss.

da . r e : t I knew
da . r e : t you "
da . r e : . tay you "
da . r e : . taw you "
da . r <\ he "
da . rat she "
da . r e : . na we "
da . raw they 11
da . ran they ”

(sg.masc.' 
(sg.masc.] 
(sg .fern.) 
(dl. & pi,

(dl. & pi 
(pi.fern.)

(sg.masc. 
(sg.fern.) 
(dl. & pi

(dl. & pi 
(pi.fem.)

both)

.both)

)

.both)

.both)
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